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ABSTRACT
Biomechanical assessment and monitoring of thermal
ablation using Harmonic Motion Imaging for Focused
Ultrasound (HMIFU)
Gary Yi Hou

Cancer remains, one of the major public health problems in the United States as well as
many other countries worldwide. According to According to the World Health Organization,
cancer is currently the leading cause of death worldwide, accounting for 7.6 million deaths
annually, and 25% of the annual death was due to Cancer during the year of 2011. In the long
history of the cancer treatment field, many treatment options have been established up to date.
Traditional procedures include surgical procedures as well as systemic therapies such as biologic
therapy, chemotherapy, hormone therapy, and radiation therapy. Nevertheless, side-effects are
often associated with such procedures due to the systemic delivery across the entire body.
Recently technologies have been focused on localized therapy under minimally or
noninvasive procedure with imaging-guidance, such as cryoablation, laser ablation, radio‐
frequency (RF) ablation, and High Intensity F-ocused Ultrasound (HIFU). HIFU is a noninvasive procedure aims to coagulate tissue thermally at a localized focal zone created with
noninvasively emitting a set of focused ultrasound beams while the surrounding healthy tissues
remain relatively untreated.

Harmonic Motion Imaging for Focused Ultrasound (HMIFU) is a

dynamic, radiation-force-based imaging technique, which utilizes a single HIFU transducer by

emitting an Amplitude-modulated (AM) beam to both thermally ablate the tumor while inducing
a stable oscillatory tissue displacement at its focal zone. The oscillatory response is then
estimated by a cross-correlation based motion tracking technique on the signal collected by a
confocally-aligned diagnostic transducer. HMIFU addresses the most critical aspect and one of
the major unmet needs of HIFU treatment, which is the ability to perform real-time monitoring
and mapping of tissue property change during the HIFU treatment.
In this dissertation, both the assessment and monitoring aspects of HMIFU have been
investigated fundamentally and experimentally through development of both a 1-D and 2-D
based system. The performance assessment of HMIFU technique in depicting the lesion size
increase as well as the lesion-to-background displacement contrast was first demonstrated using
a 3D, FE-based interdisciplinary simulation framework.

Through the development of 1-D

HMIFU system, a multi-parametric monitoring approach was presented where presented where
the focal HMI displacement, phase shift (Δφ), and correlation coefficients were monitored along
with thermocouple and PCD under the HIFU treatment sequence with boiling and slow
denaturation. For HIFU treatments with slow denaturation, consistent displacement increasethen-decrease trend was observed, indicating tissue softening-then-stiffening and phase shift
increased with treatment time in agreement with mechanical testing outcomes. The correlation
coefficient remained high throughout the entire treatment time under a minimized broadband
energy and boiling mechanism. Contrarily, both displacement and phase shift changes lacked
consistency under HIFU treatment sequences with boiling due to the presence of strong boiling
mechanism confirmed by both PCD and thermocouple monitoring. In order to facilitate its
clinical translation, a fully-integrated, clinically 2D real-time HMIFU system was also developed,
which is capable of providing 2D real-time streaming during HIFU treatment up to 15 Hz

without interruption. Reproducibility studies of the system showed consistent displacement
estimation on tissue-mimicking phantoms as well as monitoring of tissue-softening-thenstiffening phase change across 16 out of 19 liver specimens (Increasing rate in phase shift (Δφ):
0.73±0.69 %/s, Decreasing rate in phase shift (Δφ): 0.60±0.19 %/s) along with thermocouple
monitoring (Increasing: 0.84±1.15 %/ °C, Decreasing: 2.03± 0.93%/ °C) and validation of tissue
stiffening using mechanical testing.

In addition, the 2-D HMIFU system feasibility on

preclinical pancreatic tumor mice model was also demonstrated in vivo, where HMI
displacement decreases were observed across three of five treatment locations on the kP(f)c
model at 20.8±6.84, 18.6±1.46, and 24.0±5.43%, as well as across four of the seven treatment
locations on the KPC model at 39.5±2.98%, 34.5±21.5%, 16.0±3.05%, and 35.0±3.12% along with
H&E histological confirmation.

In order to improve the quantitative monitoring aspect of

HMIFU, a novel, model-independent method for the estimating Young’s modulus based on
strain profile was also implemented, where 1-D HMIFU system showed feasibilities on
polyacrylamide phantom (EHMI/E ≈ 2.3) and liver specimen (EHMI/E ≈ 8.1), and 2-D HMIFU
system showed feasibilities on copolymer phantom(EHMI/E ≈ 30.4), liver specimen(EHMI/E ≈
211.3), as well as HIFU treated liver specimen(EHMI,end/EHMI,beginning ≈ 5.96). In conclusion, the
outcomes from the aforementioned studies successfully showed the feasibility of both HMIFU
systems in multi-parametric monitoring of HIFU treatment with slow denaturation and boiling,
which prepares its stage towards clinical translation.
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Chapter 1. Introduction
1.1 Cancer
Cancer has been one of the major public health problems in the United States as well as
many other countries across the globe; it is the leading cause of death worldwide, accounting for
7.6 million deaths annually (World Health Organization, 2013). Approximately one in four
deaths in the United States is due to cancer during the year of 2011 [1]. From the perspective of
microenvironment, a tumor is defined as an uncontrolled growth of body tissue, and its type can
be classified as either benign or malignant but only malignant tumors are categorized as cancer.
Benign tumor types usually grow with clear boundaries and do not invade the surrounding tissue
or spread out to other parts of the body; however, its presence may exert anatomical hindrance
on peripheral structures such as organ, blood vessels, or nerves, when then requires surgery [2].
In comparison to benign type, malignant types are usually composed of neoplasmic cells as well
as heterogeneous vasculatures at its periphery embedded with a collagen-rich matrix [3-5]. More
importantly, the malignant type tumors are more invasive, destructive and spread to other sites
and cause ischemia and necrosis due to intensive consumption rate of energy and nutrients. A
salient feature of the metastatic progression of malignant type tumors hosts the ability to
differentiate and colonize the same or different organ sites, where typical sites of metastatic
relapse from solid tumors types include breast tumors (to bone, lungs, liver, and brain), lung
adenocarcinomas (to brain, bones, adrenal gland and liver), skin melanomas (to lungs, brain, skin,
and liver), colorectal (to liver and lung), pancreatic (to liver and lungs), prostate (to bone),
sarcoma (to lung), and uveal melanoma (toliver) [6].
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1.2 Cancer treatment
1.2.1 Conventional Cancer treatment
Until now, numerous therapy options are available for the treatment of benign and
malignant tumors. Surgical procedures usually entail removal of the entire tumor with 100% of
excised cells [7]. However, surgical risks are numerous including bleeding or infection. In turn,
several medical treatments can be performed as alternative treatment procedures: Systemic
therapy uses chemotherapeutics that are designed to annihilate or inhibit the DNA of rapidly
dividing cells, which are injected into a vein or taken orally. These substances travel through the
bloodstream, reaching and affecting cells all over the body. Systemic therapy includes biologic
therapy, chemotherapy, and hormone therapy [7]. Some patients may be treated by systemic
therapy before surgery (i.e., neoadjuvant therapy) in order to shrink the tumor. Neoadjuvant
therapy has been found to be as effective as therapy given after surgery in terms of survival rate,
disease progression, and distant recurrence [8]. Adjuvant therapy is given to patients after
surgery in order to elucidate any undetected cancer cells that may have migrated to nearby
organs or other parts of the body [8]. Physicians decide whether or not to perform adjuvant
therapy based on tumor size, biopsy, histology, and the presence of cancer in axillary nodes.
Systemic therapy may be used in treating patient with metastasis cancer. Chemotherapy is
another clinically-used cancer treatment method that requires oral intake or intravenous injection
of a drug. These drugs can kill cancer cells, but may also damage normal cells leading to several
patient side-effects, such as fatigue, nausea and vomiting, loss of appetite, hair loss, mouth sores,
changes in menstrual cycle, etc. Permanent side-effects can include early menopause and
infertility[9] due to the prolonged duration of the treatment cycle.
2

For example, the total

treatment cycle usually lasts for 3 to 6 months for chemotherapy on breast cancer and is typically
administered to patients with metastatic cancer. Chemotherapy has also been shown effective
when administered surgery in order to minimize the possibility of metastatic responses of certain
tumors as a result of resection. Radiation therapy applies high-energy X-rays to deprive cancer
cells of their multiplication potential. The radiation beam can be applied externally or internally
(using radioactive seeds). Treatment is usually administered five days a week over a period of
several weeks. Each treatment lasts only a few minutes and is usually painless. Common sideeffects of radiation therapy include skin burns in the treated area and fatigue. Past examples of
cancers treated with radiation therapy include skin cancer, prostate carcinomas, cervic
carcinomas, lymphonomas, and head and neck carcinomas [10].

1.2.1 Noninvasive and minimally invasive cancer therapy
Technological advancements over the last decade have increased interest in less invasive
treatment of patients with localized tumor. Currently available minimally invasive image‐guided
tumor ablation techniques include cryoablation, laser ablation, radio‐frequency (RF) ablation,
and High Intensity Focused Ultrasound (HIFU). It is noteworthy that if the tumor is detected
early, minimally invasive tumor treatment could be performed to improve the survival rate. Thus,
minimally invasive or non-invasive image-guided tumor ablation treatments are both alternative
methods to surgery. Cryoablation, also known as cryosurgery, is the process of using freezing
temperatures to destroy cancer cells and commonly applies to prostate or breast cancer tumors. A
cryoprobe circulating liquid nitrogen is inserted into the tumor under ultrasound guidance,
causing the cells to freeze [11]. The tumor is frozen, thawed, and refrozen until the tumor cells
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are completely destroyed.

Coagulation therapies such as laser therapy, microwave therapy,

radio-frequency ablation therapy aims at treating tumors through thermal dosage utilizing the
heat-susceptibility aspect of cancerous cells.

Microwave ablation therapy is a minimally

invasive technique mainly used for treating hepatic tumors with ultrasonographic guidance. The
heat-emitting probe generates frequencies up to thousands of MHz range and attached to a
microwave generator, which once activated, produce dielectric heat by stimulation of water
molecules within he tissue and cells in order to deliver thermal energy of 70-90 W for 30-60
seconds[12]. Interstitial laser thermotherapy is a minimally invasive technique for treating small
cancer. Needle probes are placed percutaneously under ultrasound or magnetic-resonance
imaging (MRI) guidance, to deliver laser energy into a tumor to slowly heat and destroy the
tumor cells[12].
Radio-frequency (RF) ablation is a rapidly emerging technology as a minimally invasive
alternative to lumpectomy. For this treatment, a needle-like or star-burst electrode is injected
around the tumor tissue and the tip of the electrode is positioned at the center of the tumor. The
tip causes frictional heat generated by an electromagnetic wave with frequency between audio
and infrared. The electrode is connected to a function generator producing alternating current and
the electrical current flows and raises the local temperature up to 95°C maintaining it for about
15 minutes. Since the first clinical feasibility study in 1999, several clinical studies have utilized
RF ablation in tumors of various organs such as liver, breast, brain, bone, adrenal gland, prostate
kidney, pancreas, spine, rectroperioneum [13]. Nevertheless, the abovementioned treatment
techniques requires interventional procedure which may induces surgical-like complications such
as infection, thus are limited in the noninvasive aspect as a treatment modality.
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1.2.1 High Intensity Focused Ultrasound
High-Intensity Focused Ultrasound (HIFU)[14-17] or Focused ultrasound (FUS) ablation
is a non-invasive procedure and uses a high level of acoustic energy that is converted to heat in
order to coagulate tissue (thermal lesions), while the surrounding tissues remain relatively
unheated. The rapid temperature rise at the transducer focus that causes tissue coagulation is at
least 20 up to over 100 Co and results in immediate protein denaturation and coagulative necrosis
[16, 18]. The extent of the tissue damaged is determined both by the temperature elevation and
the treatment time[19]. Due to its ability to cause irreversible cell damage in tissues, HIFU has
been capable of treating early-stage cancer by inducing thermal and mechanical (or, cavitation)
effects on cells in order to annihilate their function. Due to its noninvasive, non-ionizing,
extracorporeal advantageous aspect, HIFU treatment constitutes a promising method for noninvasive treatment of benign or malignant solid tumors such as the brain, liver, uterus, kidney,
prostate, bone and breast [15].

1.2.1 Monitoring methods for High Intensity Focused Ultrasound
For every therapeutic technique, there consists of three different stages: 1) Surgical
planning, e.g., tumor localization, 2) Therapy Stage, e.g., tumor treatment, 3) Treatment
Assessment, e.g., confirmation of effective treatment or death of cancer death. For both planning
and assessment techniques, many techniques have been developed over the past few decades
such as Computed Tomography, Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI), Ultrasound, as well as
Optical Imaging. Nevertheless, insurmountable challenges still exist for the Therapy Stage,
where the area of interest (therapy) often undergoes rapid, irreversible property changes at both
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macroscopic and microscopic change under strong environmental change due to the therapeutic
effects.

Therefore, a crucial area of interest in the field of surgical monitoring is the

development of novel, cost effective monitoring techniques with high Signal-to-Noise Ratio
(SNR), spatial resolution, and temporal resolution. HIFU aims at thermally coagulating the
tissue at the focus of the transducer through application of a continuous high energy acoustic
beam. Irreversible cell damage, also known as a thermal lesion, is formed through absorption of
focal acoustic energy in soft tissues. Moreover, it can be confined only in the focal region
without inducing irreversible thermal damage to the surrounding medium. In the past, the ability
of HIFU to induce noninvasive, localized and irreversible tissue necrosis has led to numerous
investigations of its application for solid tumor ablation [18, 20-27]. Nevertheless, a few major
hurdles still exist in the path of widespread clinical translation of HIFU surgery, especially the
aspect of ability of effective monitoring:

This includes both the capability of efficient

monitoring of lesion formation as well as online characterization of the effective region of
treatment (thermal lesion), i.e., the optimization of detecting the onset of lesion formation.
Until now, numerous imaging approaches have been established and implemented for
HIFU lesion monitoring and treatment assessment in both MRI [28-31] and ultrasound [14, 3234]. MRI is currently held as the standard noninvasive guidance and monitoring of HIFU
because it can provide quantitative spatial maps of the induced temperature rise at high spatial
resolution. Widely known as MR-guided focused ultrasound surgery (MRgFUS) [28-31, 35], the
system includes a MR-compatible focused ultrasound transducer whose focus lies inside the
target tumor region while T1-weighted images are acquired to detect the tumor and monitor the
treatment based on the mapped temperature change. The temperature map by MRgFUS is
estimated based on changes in the tissue proton-resonance frequency, which is associated with
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the water proton chemical shift resulting from rupture, stretching, or bending of hydrogen bonds
in a temperature elevated environment [36]. Among the ultrasound based techniques, detection
criteria can be categorized under three different physical measurements: B-mode, temperature
elevation, and elasticity change. Conventional B-mode imaging [14, 33, 34] detects thermal
lesion formation based on its associated hyperechoic change.

However, the nature of the

backscattered signal change is highly dependent on the onset of boiling and its uncertainty often
limits the reliability of B-mode imaging as an optimal onset lesion detection technique [18, 37,
38]. Non-invasive temperature-induced echo-shift imaging relies on the changes of tissue sound
speed in the backscattered ultrasound signal. Although limited by an upper limit in detectable
temperature rise [39] , this technique has been validated theoretically and experimentally in
thermal lesion assessment [40] and real-time monitoring of HIFU lesion formation in vitro [41,
42]. Acousto-optic sensing is another cost-effective modality capable of monitoring the change
in tissue optical absorption and scattering using a modulated light under HIFU beams during the
treatment [43, 44]. Other backscattered signal-based techniques have also utilized either the
change (Anand and Kaczkowski, 2004) or rise (Nandlall et al., 2011) in harmonics using spectral
analysis in order to detect the onset of thermal lesion formation.
A common shortfall amongst the previously mentioned techniques is the lack of ability to
provide quantification of the underlying tissue property change during the HIFU treatment
procedure.

In response to this need, another field has been developed aside from the

aforementioned techniques that are focused on imaging-based characterization of the mechanical
properties of HIFU-induced thermal lesion. This stems from the fact that previous studies have
shown there is a strong correlation between pathological tissue and tissue stiffness varies before,
during, and after thermal ablation treatment. The next chapter will focus on the basic principles
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behind tissue mechanics, as well as an overview on the elasticity based imaging techniques and
the elasticity based HIFU monitoring techniques, following by the description of the technique to
be presented, Harmonic Motion Imaging, its principle, and the specific aims associated with
HMI completed for this dissertation.
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Chapter 2. Background and significance

2.1 Tissue mechanics
2.1.1 Tissue elasticity and elasticity imaging
Manual palpation has been served as a standard of screening method for physicians to
diagnose tissue abnormalities for centuries. The underlying principle behind palpation stems
from the mechanism of the pathological process when the growth of malignant tumors or
scarring of tissues replaces the healthy tissues to form fibrotic tissues, which lead to increase of
local tissue stiffness [45-51]. Therefore, the study of soft tissue biomechanics is of particular
significance given the elasticity of soft tissues have been shown to be closely associated with
their biological properties across from the both microscopic and macroscopic structural levels
[52]. It has been shown that pathological tissues can be evidently identified based on the change
in tissue elastic properties, i.e., breast tumors exhibiting hard nodules in comparison to that of the
normal breast tissues [53], nonalcoholic fatty liver disease exhibiting stiffer liver tissue under
fibrosis [54], calcific aortic tissues exhibiting calcified nodes stiffer than the medium tissue [55,
56] and abdominal aortic aneurysmal lesions exhibiting local softening and stiffening [57, 58].
The stiffness value of the tissue can be usually quantified by several mechanical
parameters such as Young’s modulus ( E ), Bulk Modulus (  ), or Shear modulus (µ). Young’s
modulus is defined as the measure of a material’s resistance to a compressive deformation. In
other words, the Young’s modulus is defined as the ratio of the stress (σ) to the deformation (i.e.,
strain ε = ΔL/L where L is the original length). Various types of pathological tissues such as
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sirrhous carcinoma of breast, liver metastasis, prostatic carcinoma, and thyroid cancer exhibit
higher Young’s moduli whereas some types of breast cancer types including intraductal and
papillary carcinoma are softer than normal surrounding tissues [54, 59]. In general, soft tissues
are known to be anisotropic, viscoelastic and nonlinear [60]. Nevertheless, linear elasticity is
often considered as a reasonable assumption under relatively small strains (less than 10%), where
the applied stress and corresponding strain are related such as σ= E ε, where E is the Young’s
Modulus. Furthermore, the linear elasticity, with assumption of homogeneous, elastic, isotropic,
and small strain in a continuous 3D medium can be derived from Hooke’s Law such as:
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With the assumption of incompressibility, where the Poisson’s ratio (  ) is 0.4999, the shear
modulus, defined as the shear stress to shear strain (angular deformation), can be linked with the
Young’s modulus as:
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Also, the Bulk Modulus (  ), or the elastic modulus, which represents the molecular structure of
soft tissue properties, can be related to the Lamé (Elastic) Coefficients as follows:
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It is also noteworthy that the shear modulus is more widely used to estimate tissue properties as
its magnitude may change by second orders of magnitude depending on the tissue type and
pathological conditions, whereas the variation of bulk modulus is much smaller (less than order
of magnitude) [61, 62]. The main reason behind this characteristic is that the bulk properties are
determined mainly by the molecular structure while shear properties are determined by the
higher level of tissue organization [63].
Given the interesting distinctive contrast in elasticity across various types of pathological
soft tissues types, numerous mechanical imaging modalities have been developed to detect and
diagnose tissue abnormalities using either ultrasound or MRI. Elasticity imaging is classified as
a noninvasive method to quantify tissue mechanical properties in situ —based on the palpation
principle— utilizing tissue response under either external perturbation such as static [64] and
dynamic Elastography [65, 66], and Magnetic Resonance Imaging(MRI)-based Magnetic
Resonance Elastography (MRE) [67-70]. In static Elastography, a small external compression is
applied and the resulting tissue deformation or strain detected through radiofrequency (RF)
signals is estimated using motion estimation techniques such as cross-correlation. Dynamic
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Elastography such as Sonoelasticity imaging utilizes a mechanical exciter to generate external
vibrations at low frequency between 100 to 300 Hz, which disturbs the region of interest imaged
by an ultrasound imaging probe. The underlying tissues stiffness is mapped in a binary format
using a Doppler shift based algorithm, where normal tissue exhibits significant motion, i.e.,
Doppler shifts while the stiffer regions exhibit no significant movement. In MRE, shear waves
within the tissue are first induced by an external mechanical exciter. Displacements resulting
from the propagation of such shear waves are recorded through a motion-sensitizing gradient
sequence. As a result, the underlying mechanical properties can be directly estimated based on
the shear wave velocity. Another external excitation based method is Transient Elastography,
which couples the ultrasound transducer with a vibrating piston, where the transducer captures
RF signals containing low frequency shear wave producd by the vibrating piston ranging
between 50 to 500 Hz [71, 72].
Unlike the previously mentioned methods that rely on external excitation, several
techniques have been developed that measure tissue deformations from internal perturbation
methods such as vibroacoustography, Shearwave Imaging, Acoustic Radiation Force Impulse
(ARFI) Imaging. Vibroacoustography [73] utilized two confocal therapeutic ultrasound beams
to generate a localized oscillatory radiation force in tissues. Acting as a localized acoustic source,
the transmitted acoustic reflection is recorded by a hydrophone. Several studies have shown that
such oscillatory acoustic radiation force can be generated in biological soft tissues internally at
variable depths [62, 74-83].
Shear wave imaging was first proposed by Sarvazyan et al. (1998), who reported
quantifying the shear modulus from shear waves generated by an impulse acoustic radiation
force excitation. Supersonic shear wave imaging [84-87] was later developed to map the shear
12

modulus based on a plane wave excitation approach that entailed a set of excitation points along
the axial direction.

Another recently developed shear wave imaging techniques based on

radiation force excitation is SDUV, which estimates tissue viscosity and elasticity based on the
phase of the shear wave using RF signals from pulse-echo transducer and a burst excitation from
a separate focused transducer.
Acoustic Radiation Force Impulse(ARFI) elasticity imaging [88] is another unique
internal perturbation imaging technique which can be implemented on any commercial scanner
and diagnostic probe. ARFI relies on two sequences: a pushing sequence consists of focused
beam with higher intensities for durations of tens to hundreds of microseconds, followed by a
standard pulse-echo imaging pulse to detect the tissue relaxation response following the push.
The ARFI technique only requires a single diagnostic probe and has been shown feasibility of
implementing onto a commercially available ultrasound scanner.
Until now, an extensive amount of feasibility studies for applying elasticity imaging in
quantifying tissue elastic properties has been shown for numerous applications such as
cardiovascular [89-93], breast [79, 94, 95], liver [72, 96-99], kidney [87, 97, 100], muscle [101,
102], brain [97], bone [103], and prostate [104, 105] under various pathological conditions.
Some elasticity imaging techniques have recently been successfully translated to commercially
available ultrasound scanners. Techniques such as SSI, SWEI, and ARFI imaging have also
been successfully translated to the clinic. The applications of elasticity imaging also spread to
the monitoring of various types of thermal ablation treatments, which will be described in the
following section.
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2.1.2 Monitoring tissue elasticity under thermal ablation
Another emerging application for the ultrasound–based elasticity imaging techniques has
been the assessment and monitoring of changes in tissue mechanical properties during minimally
and non-invasive treatment procedures and following therapies such as microwave and Radio
Frequency (RF) ablation [106-109], High Intensity Focused Ultrasound (HIFU) ablation [110119], hyperthermia [120], histotripsy [87, 121-123], and cryoablation [124]. Different studies
have been conducted over the past decades on clinical implementation of HIFU-based methods
[125-129]. Several studies have been shown capable to depicting various thermal effects on the
tissue mechanical properties [85, 86, 109, 113, 130, 131] where different soft tissues were found
to show different thermal behaviors [85]. It has been shown that different soft tissues undergo
(reversible) softening followed by (irreversible) stiffening phase beyond certain temperature [85,
112, 132].
The fundamental reason for which elasticity imaging can monitor the HIFU lesion is the
underlying contrast between the stiffness of HIFU-induced lesion compared to that of the
untreated condition. MR-based tissue elasticity imaging, namely magnetic resonance
elastography (MRE) [69, 133-135] was shown feasible in HIFU monitoring [136]. In MRE,
shear waves within the tissue are first induced by an external mechanical exciter. Displacements
resulting from the propagation of such shear waves are recorded through a motion-sensitizing
gradient sequence. As a result, the underlying mechanical properties can be directly estimated
based on the shear wave velocity. Wu et al. (2001) showed that the MRE was capable of
quantitatively estimating the differences in shear modulus between the HIFU lesion and the
untreated tissue, indicating that the ablated regions were stiffer than the untreated ones. In
addition to MRE, other ultrasound-based elasticity imaging studies also investigated the Young's
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Modulus of HIFU lesions for comparative analyses with mechanical testing. In Sonoelasticity
Imaging [137], Zhang et al. (2010) applied dynamic mechanical analysis (DMA) to measure the
Young's Modulus of ex vivo bovine liver lesions following in vivo HIFU and found the HIFU
lesion-to-background Young's Modulus ratio to be as high as 12 to 1. Other such comparative
studies between outcomes of elasticity imaging and mechanical testing on HIFU lesions have
been performed on in vitro canine liver [138], in vitro porcine liver [139] and ex vivo bovine
muscle [136]. Based on these studies, the Young's Modulus of the HIFU lesions was found to be
2 to 12 times higher than the untreated tissue.
Given the clear contrast in mechanical properties between the HIFU-induced thermal
lesions compared to those of normal tissues, imaging the HIFU lesions based on their distinct
mechanical properties has been investigated by numerous techniques. Ultrasound elastography
[140] has been shown capable of assessing the extent of thermal lesions based on this strain
difference [138, 141-144]. Following HIFU in vivo, strain imaging showed a significant
decrease in the average strain within the treated region with respect to the peripheral normal
tissue in both ex vivo prostate [145] and ex vivo liver [146]. Vibroacoustography [147] utilized
two confocal therapeutic ultrasound beams to generate a localized oscillatory radiation force in
tissues. Acting as a localized acoustic source, the transmitted acoustic reflection is recorded by a
hydrophone. Several studies have shown that such oscillatory acoustic radiation force can be
generated in biological soft tissues internally at variable depths [62, 74-83]. On the other hand,
the potential of using an acoustic radiation force for monitoring thermal lesion formation during
HIFU surgery was first reported by Konofagou et al. (2001) who showed the feasibility of using
Vibroacoustography for monitoring of the temperature during thermal therapy and thermal lesion
formation.
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Ultrasound-based tissue elasticity imaging techniques are developed based on the fact
that HIFU lesions correspond to significant tissue stiffening. The Acoustic Radiation Force
Impulse (ARFI) imaging technique utilizes a modified linear array transducer to transmit a highintensity continuous wave pulse, i.e., a localized radiation force and subsequently perform a
standard-pulse-echo sequence in order to obtain the tissue relaxation response following force
application using a one dimensional (1D) cross-correlation technique [148]. In previous studies,
ARFI was shown capable of detecting thermal lesions in both in vitro and in vivo tissues [149,
150] where the stimulated displacement was much smaller in the coagulated tissue than in the
untreated tissue. Recently, ARFI imaging has also been shown feasible in monitoring HIFU
treatment using a cost-effective conventional imaging platform n combination with a curvilinear
imaging probe operated under a customized beam excitation sequence [151]. Supersonic Shear
Wave Imaging (SSI) [152, 153] is also capable of providing high frame rates mapping the
changes in local shear modulus through an in situ plane shear wave induced by focused acoustic
radiation force under HIFU treatment [115]. Nevertheless, MRE relies on the costly MRI system
while its frame rate performance is limited 0.5-10 Hz and both SSI and ARFI requires the HIFU
treatment to be turned off during its imaging sequences despite the fact that one of the primordial
unsolved issues of HIFU is the long duration of its procedures. It is therefore important to
implement a monitoring technique capable of providing high frame rate, real-time feedback
without interrupting the treatment.
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2.2 Harmonic Motion Imaging for Focused Ultrasound (HMIFU)
Localized harmonic motion (LHM) imaging [81] is a dynamic radiation force technique,
which utilizes two sets of therapeutic beams from a pair of confocally aligned HIFU transducers
excited under burst mode for noninvasive tissue probing. Simultaneously acquired RF signals
are used for estimation of the induced focal tissue oscillatory motion.

Applying a similar

excitation principle as Vibroacoustography, this technique is a localized, noninvasive, nonionizing, cost-effective alternative for HIFU ablation guidance, real-time monitoring, and lesion
detection. Recently, Maleke and Konofagou et al. introduced an amplitude-modulated (AM)
version of the HMI method that produced a harmonic radiation force using a single-element FUS
transducer instead of the previous configuration that used two confocal transducers. Using AM
ultrasound waves offers the advantages of a simpler transducer design and a sustained
application of the radiation force, establishing a stable vibration location deep inside the tissue.
The imaging transducer can either be a pulse-echo transducer or a phased array transducer, as
long as the frequencies of the imaging and HIFU transducers are sufficiently distinct so that the
high power HIFU beam can be filtered out prior to post-processing. The designed HMI system
allows the resulting harmonic tissue motion to be imaged and monitored during force application
using a cross-correlation based motion estimation technique.

A major advantage of this

technique is the real-time feedback of the associated variation in the tissue mechanical properties
during the force application. Since HMI applies an oscillatory motion and estimates axial
displacements, the motion induced in the tissue is independent of the duration of the applied
force, assuming the tissue elasticity stays constant (no softening/hardening) during force
application.
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As HIFU is slowly emerging as a promising thermal ablation technology for minimal, or
non-invasive, non-ionizing, extracorporeal treatment of various diseases, the potential of HIFU
treatment as a non-invasive surgical tool has been demonstrated in several clinical applications
for treatment of tumors of the prostate, liver, breast, kidney and pancreas, as well as uterine
fibroids. Currently, the two major limitations of HIFU treatment lie in include the difficulty of
monitoring the changes in temperature and tissue mechanical properties as well as the lack of
ability to optimally control precise thermal exposure upon lesion formation. In order to address
such existing issues, HMI has been further extended as a HIFU treatment monitoring technique
because the AM-HMI method can be applied throughout the treatment, i.e., for simultaneous
HMI and ablation during the entire treatment. The integrated system is named HMIFU for
Harmonic Motion Imaging for Focused Ultrasound. In HMIFU, a focused transducer is used to
induce focal ablation while a confocal pulse-echo transducer is simultaneously used to image the
tissue and estimate the HMI displacement and phase shift, which will be further discussed in
Chapter 4, section 4.1. The HMI focal measurements are used to monitor and assess the contrast
in underlying viscoelastic properties between lesion and medium.

HIFU using HMIFU is typically composed of three stages: 1) Surgical planning, e.g.,
tumor localization, 2) HIFU application with real-time monitoring, and 3) HIFU lesion
assessment. The excitation waveform of the transducer is controlled at a relatively lower
intensity of HMI for stages 1 and 3 whereas stage 2 involves a higher intensity. Further details
are provided elsewhere [154]. Previously, experimental studies have shown the feasibility of
HMIFU in vitro [155], ex vivo [154] and in vivo [156, 157]. In addition, past simulation studies
showed initial feasibility in monitoring the onset of thermal lesion formation based on the change
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in the tissue mechanical response [158]. Through the development of an interdisciplinary
framework comprising an acoustic, FE-based mechanical response, and image formation module,
[159] and [160] investigated feasibilities in the tumor localization and coagulation detection
using 1-D imaging and direct measurements, respectively.

Treatment monitoring
Treatment
assessment

Treatment
Planning

Diagnostic
Transducer

Skin

Tumor

Amplitud
e
Time

Therapeutic Transducer

(a)

(b)

Figure 2.1. 0-1 Principle of HMIFU. The input HIFU signal (a) is composed of amplitudemodulated HIFU beams for both treatment planning/assessment and monitoring. The HMIFU set up
(b) is composed of a pair of confocally-aligned diagnostic and therapeutic probe and aims to monitor
the non-invasive HIFU treatment of any tissue abnormalities such as tumor.
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2.3 Overview and significance
This dissertation first focuses on the development and experimental validation of a finite
element based three-dimensional (3D) complementary framework used for performance
assessment of HMIFU on thermal lesion formed during HIFU treatment. Following the
validation of HMIFU in silico, we then proceed to develop and optimize 1D and 2D HMIFU
system for assessment of acoustical and biomechanical property change of biological tissues
under two protocols: slow denaturation or boiling. Following the system development,
feasibility studies of 2D pre-clinical system for biological tissues and tumor applications ex vivo
and in vivo would be tested under both treatment protocols. Lastly, we plan to implement a
model-independent modulus estimation algorithm using HMIFU for quantitative assessment and
monitoring the viscoelasticity change of biological tissue and tumor under HIFU treatment. The
dissertation is structured as follows:

Chapter 2 overviews the basics of tissue mechanics,

including the tissue elasticity properties under normal, pathological, under thermal ablation
treatments, as well as numerous imaging techniques that are capable of imaging the elasticity
property of soft tissue underlying these conditions. Lastly, the principles of the technique to be
presented in this dissertation, Harmonic Motion Imaging for Focused Ultrasound (HMIFU) will
be introduced. Chapter 3 summarizes an interdisciplinary theoretical framework for performance
assessment of HMIFU and overviews each of the developed modules including an acoustic,
thermal, mechanical simulation, and ultrasound image formation and displacement estimation
along with ex vivo experimental validation. Chapter 4 and 5 introduces two systems: A 1D
system for fundamental investigation of acoustical, thermal, and viscoelasticity property change
under two types of clinically-used HIFU treatment: 1) HIFU treatment with boiling and 2) HIFU
treatment with slow denaturation. Consequently, the development of another fully integrated,
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clinically translatable, real-time 2D HMIFU system will be discussed along with feasibilities
demonstrated in tissue-mimicking phantom as well as biological specimen. Chapter 6 will
discuss further application implementation of the 2D HMIFU system for pancreatic tumor
treatment using transgenic KPC model mice in vivo. Chapter 7 will be focused on the
development of a model-independent modulus estimation algorithm using HMIFU for
quantitative assessment and monitoring of the viscoelasticity changes of biological tissues and
tumors under HIFU. Lastly, chapter 8 summarizes the findings shown in this dissertation and
indicates future directions.
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Chapter 3. Theoretical framework for performance
assessment of HMIFU

3.1 Introduction
In this chapter, a comprehensive theoretical model has been developed in order to assess
the performance of HMIFU in stage 3), i.e., HIFU lesion assessment fundamentally.

As

previously mentioned, HMIFU is composed of three stages: 1) Surgical planning, e.g., tumor
localization, 2) HIFU application with real-time monitoring, and 3) HIFU lesion assessment.
The excitation waveform of the transducer is controlled at a relatively lower intensity of HMI for
stages 1 and 3 whereas stage 2 involves a higher intensity. Previously, the first set of HMI
simulation studies were conducted in order to assess the initial feasibility in monitoring the onset
of thermal lesion formation based on the change in the tissue mechanical response, which was
then validated against experimental findings in vitro [158, 161].

In addition, several

interdisciplinary framework comprising an acoustic, FE-based mechanical response, and image
formation module were also developed in order to assess the, feasibilities in the tumor
localization and coagulation detection using 1-D imaging and direct measurements, respectively
[160, 162].
Nevertheless, a theoretical framework study on the feasibility of HIFU lesion detection
has yet to be developed, i.e., in order to assess the capability of HMI for HIFU lesion localization
and quantification based on a geometry independent, complete 3D analysis with consideration of
nonlinear acoustic wave propagation during lesion formation under ablative AM-HIFU beam
(i.e., Stage 2 of HMIFU). Our hypothesis is that HMIFU is fundamentally capable of detecting
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HIFU lesions based on the aforementioned change in stiffness and correctly depict the increase
in HIFU lesion size with treatment duration.

In order to validate this hypothesis, a

comprehensive, easily implementable 3-D model (Figure 3.1) has been developed, which links 1)
a nonlinear-acoustics based model coupled with the Bioheat Transfer (BHT) equation solver for
simulating both the pressure field and lesion map, 2) a finite-element (FE) based mechanics
module for simulating the acoustical-mechanical response in the focal region within a simulated
tissue-mimicking phantom, and 3) an image-formation model, which validates the feasibility of
our RF based motion-estimation technique.
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Acoustic Simulation model
(Customized HIFU-simulator)

Pressure & Force field
simulation
(KZK-model based)

Lesion map simulation
(BHT-model based)

Mechanical simulation model
(COMSOLTM FEA)
Image formation model
1-D Cross correlation
Simulated HMI displacement map

Figure 3.1..0-1Theoretical framework flow diagram. The three modules within the frame are:
Customized HIFU Simulator (green), FE mechanical response (yellow), and 2D convolutional model
(blue) followed by 1D cross-correlation (brown)

The developed simulation framework is comprised of three modules:

a nonlinear-

acoustics based model coupled with a Bioheat Transfer (BHT) equation solver, a finite-element
(FE) based mechanics module, and an image-formation model. All three modules have been
linked in the following order: (1) the nonlinear-acoustic module simulates the acoustic intensity
and radiation force maps; (2) the BHT module simulates the size and distribution of the thermal
lesion using the acoustic intensity map simulated in step (1); (3) following assignment of the
lesion-to-background Young's modulus based on existing literature, the FE mechanics module
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calculates the acoustic-mechanical motion response map using both the simulated acoustic
intensity and lesion map (from (1) and (2)); (4) the image-formation module simulates the RF
signals before and after the motion response calculated from step (3); (5) a cross-correlation
technique was applied on simulated RF signals from step (4) for the estimation of the
displacements.

In the subsequent sections, details of each module are described separately,

followed by ex vivo experiments using canine liver specimens were performed to validate the
results from each module of the simulation framework under the same input parameters.

3.2 Methods
3.2.1 Acoustic and thermal simulation module
The acoustic and thermal simulation module used for this theoretical framework was
derived and improved from an existing HIFU-Simulator [163].
customized to the HMI configuration.

The HIFU simulator was

The HIFU simulation framework assumes a 2D

axisymmetric propagation geometry and is composed of two parts: 1) a Khokhlov-ZabolotskayaKuznetsov (KZK) [164] based nonlinear acoustic module for simulation of the pressure and
intensity field, and 2) a conventional BHT-based thermal module for simulation of the
temperature change and a binary lesion map based on the calculated thermal dose surrounding
the focal region.
In this study, the objective was solely to validate that the HMIFU is capable of detecting
HIFU lesions based on the relative change in stiffness (lesion-to-background contrast) and of
accurately depicting the increase in HIFU lesion size at distinct exposure durations. Therefore,
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in order to overcome the limitation of the acoustic simulation module, the geometry of the
transducer was defined as plane circular, i.e., with an equivalent surface area to the experimental
transducer. In other words, both the distribution and magnitude of the experimental force field
was approximated in simulations. Two modifications were applied to the HIFU-simulator. First,
the HIFU transducer used in HMI is a spherical transducer with a void center, i.e., outer radius of
70 mm and inner radius of 45 mm. The reduction in the active surface area corresponded to the
experimental annular void that accommodated the pulse-echo transducer.

In order to

approximate the actual pressure field, the original spherical geometry with a void center was
converted into a plane circular shape with radius of 57 mm but equivalent surface area and
apparent F-number,

f
d

, where

f

is the focal length,

d

is diameter of the transducer, which can

be derived using Fraunhofer diffraction of Gaussian beams in the case of a generic spherical
transducer [165, 166] such that:

f
d



7

,

(1)

where, and  represents the axial focal spot diameter and wavelength, respectively. In this
study, the apparent F-numbers were 0.86 and 0.88 under the adapted (customized plane circular
simulated transducer) and experimental geometries. The simulated in situ acoustic intensities
were 196 W/cm2 and 942 W/cm2 under imaging and ablation settings, respectively. Secondly,
the input signal to the HIFU transducer is amplitude modulated, i.e., it is composed of both the
carrier and modulation frequencies, thus the excitation sequence in the BHT module of the
model was modified from a binary signal to one oscillating at twice the AM frequency used in
experiments. A complete set of simulation parameters can be found in Tables 3.1 and 3.2 [167,
168]. In HIFU-simulator, the focusing is calculated by assuming a uniform pressure distribution
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on the transducer surface with the phase shift corresponding to a quadratic approximation of a
spherical converging wave. It is noteworthy that the theory of KZK has a paraxial assumption
limiting its accuracy within 20˚ of the axis of propagation [169]. This implies that transducers
with a F-number smaller than 1.74 will suffer a loss of accuracy. However, previous studies
[170] have been performed under this limitation and considered such inaccuracies to be minor in
practice [169].
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Medium 1: Water
Parameter
Speed of sound (m/s)
Mass density (kg/m3)
Attenuation at 1 MHz (dB/m)
Power of attenuation vs. frequency curve
Nonlinear parameter
Medium 2: Liver
Parameter
Speed of sound (m/s)
Mass density (kg/m3)
Attenuation at 1 MHz (dB/m)
Power of attenuation vs. frequency curve
Nonlinear parameter

Value
1482
1000
0.217
2
3.5
Value
1597
1050
75
1.5
7.9

1Table 3.1. Simulation parameters for KZK module in HIFU Simulator

Medium 1: Water
Parameter
Heat capacity (J/Kg/K)
Thermal conductivity (W/m/K)
Perfusion rate (Kg/m3/s)
Medium 2: Liver
Parameter
Heat capacity (J/Kg/K)
Thermal conductivity (W/m/K)
Perfusion rate (Kg/m3/s)

Value
4180
0.6
0
Value
3510
0.51
0

2Table 3.2. Simulation parameters for BHT module in HIFU Simulator
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3.2.2 Finite-Element-Analysis mechanical simulation module
In order to calculate the oscillatory tissue response induced by the acoustic HMI radiation
force, both the simulated acoustic intensity fields and lesion maps were translated into a
COMSOLTM (Comsol Inc., Burlington, MA, U.S.A.) based 3D FE geometry through MATLAB
(Mathworks, Natick, MA, U.S.A.). The acoustic intensity field was first approximated into the
HMI force field through the conventional plane-wave body force equation [171, 172]

F 

2 I
c

(2)

,

where I is the simulated intensity field, α is the absorption coefficient, and c is the speed of
sound. The equation was derived based on the propagation of a plane wave in a linearly viscous
fluid and neglects the contribution from scattering mechanism in the computation of momentum
transfer, because the absorption is the dominant attenuation mechanism in soft tissues [173].
Similarly, the generated lesion maps were also translated onto a 3D simulated phantom. As
mentioned in the introduction, previous studies have found a lesion-to-background Young's
modulus ratio of 2-12 [136, 138, 139, 154, 174]. Since the stiffness of the HIFU lesion increases
with the exposure duration, the modulus of simulated HIFU lesion map after a 0-, 10-, 20- or 30s HIFU exposure was assigned to be 1, 3, 6, or 9 times that of the background (10 kPa),
respectively. As a first order of approximation, the temperature rise within the formed HIFU
lesion was assumed uniform, i.e., the assigned modulus was assumed to be homogeneous across
the lesion in each case. In order to retain the accuracy of the estimated focal displacement at low
computational cost, a finer mesh was applied surrounding the focus of the HMI force field, i.e.,
the distance between neighboring nodes inside and outside the force field was set to be 0.085
mm and 0.57 mm, respectively (Figure 3.2a, Table 3.3). The HMI force field was moved in a
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raster-scan format in order to compute the displacements within a region of interest (ROI) within

5.7 cm
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an axial view surrounding the thermal lesion.
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Figure 3.2. 0-2 Theoretical framework flow diagram. The three modules within the frame are:
Customized HIFU Simulator (green), FE mechanical response (yellow), and 2D convolutional model
(blue) followed by 1D cross-correlation (brown)
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FE analysis parameters
3D transient
Parameter
Value
No. of vertex elements
16
No. of edge elements
140
No. of boundary elements
>2100
No. of elements
>17000
Computation time
>300 min per point

3D static
Value
16
204
>2600
>26000
<10 min per point

3Table 3.3. FE mesh parameters using COMSOLTM. The computational time per point in the simulation
were 10 minutes and 4.5 hours under static and dynamic, respectively.

Simulations: 3D static versus 3D dynamic simulation
In previously reported studies [159, 160], transient analysis was used to evaluate the
simulated mechanical response profile in 1D imaging and direct measurements, respectively. In
this paper, we investigated the full two dimensional (2D) displacement profile based on the true
three dimensional (3D) HMI problem, i.e., without axisymmetric assumptions while maintaining
a reasonable computational cost. Here, a static computational approach was performed instead
of the conventional dynamic approach such that in a linear, purely elastic medium while ignoring
any initial transient forces, the peak-to-peak steady-state displacement under the dynamic
sinusoidal HMI force was assumed equivalent to the displacement induced by a single quasistatic deformation using the maximum HMI force (Figure 3.2d). As a result, this method
allowed us to obtain displacement profiles at a 96% reduction in computational time compared to
the dynamic method. In order to demonstrate equivalency of the 3D static alternative to that of
the 3D dynamic method, 1D comparison of the dynamic and static analysis was performed along
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the central plane through the HIFU lesion. For a lesion-to-background modulus contrast of 3, 6
and 9 (which corresponds to lesions formed at 10-, 20-, and 30-s HIFU exposure, respectively),
the lesion-to-background displacement contrast values under static and dynamic analyses were
found to be comparable, i.e., 2.50, 4.11 and 5.41, and 2.42, 3.93 and 5.33, respectively; hence
validating the assumed equivalence (Figure 3.3).
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Figure 3.3. 0-3 1D analysis showing feasibility of static replacing dynamic analysis approach. (a), (c),
(e), static, and (b), (d), (f), dynamic raster-scan were performed in a single line with length of 3, 7, and 11
mm along the axial direction enclosing the expected lesion depth on simulated lesion maps with modulus
contrast of 3, 6, and 9, respectively.

3.2.3 Image Formation and Displacement estimation module
Once the FE displacement solution was generated, it was applied in a series of simulated
ultrasound radio-frequency (RF) signals in MATLAB 2008b (Mathworks, Natic, MA, U.S.A.)
generated using a 2D linear convolutional scattering model [175, 176]. The simulated linear
array had 128 elements, center frequency of 7.5 MHz, beamwidth of 1 mm, 60% bandwidth with
a sampling frequency of 80 MHz. Additive Gaussian random noise at 40 dB was implemented
to all simulated RF signals. As previously mentioned, in the FE mechanics module section, the
FE-computed outputs are the displacement maps obtained by moving the HMI force field within
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a region of interest (ROI) surrounding the thermal lesion.

Therefore, estimating the

displacement using our RF-based motion estimation algorithm needed to be repeated for every
coordinate investigated during raster scan simulation, i.e., every pixel of the FE-generated
mechanical response map. This procedure is as follows: 1) tissue motion was induced using the
FE-generated mechanical response map on all of the simulated RF frames generated by the 2D
linear convolutional scattering model; 2) only the center line of every RF frame was selected to
simulate the acquisition from a single-element, pulse-echo transducer used in the experiments; 3)
a 1-D cross-correlation technique [177] was applied on the RF signals using a window size of 1
mm and 85% overlap.

As a result, displacements are estimated from step 1) to step 3),

representing the peak-to-peak displacement. In order to estimate the 2D displacement map, this
sequence was repeated for every coordinate investigated in the FE module.

Lastly, upon

completion of the 2D displacement map, a 3 x 3 median filter was used in conjunction with
bilinear interpolation to enhance the visualization.

3.2.4 Ex vivo experimental validation
In order to validate the theoretical findings ex vivo, HMIFU experiments were also
conducted under the same systemic parameters as the theoretical investigations. For sample
preparation, fresh canine liver specimens were excised immediately after animal sacrifice and
immersed into a Phosphate buffered saline (PBS) solution at room temperature. All procedures
were approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee of Columbia University.
Each specimen was fixed using a metallic needle on an acoustic absorber submerged in a deionized and degassed water bath. The 1-D HMIFU system (Further details described in Chapter
4) was comprised of a 4.5MHz focused (outer diameter 70 mm, inner diameter 45 mm, focal
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depth 5 cm) transducer (Imasonic S.A., Voray/l'Ognon, France) used to vibrate the tissue using
an AM frequency of 25 Hz. The active element was fabricated utilizing a 1-3 piezocomposite
technique and materials such as a large number of lead zirconate titanate ceramic (PZT) rods
embedded into a matrix of epoxy or polyurethane [178, 179]. A confocally-aligned, 7.5 MHz
single element pulse-echo transducer (Panametrics, Waltham, MA, U.S.A.) (diameter 15 mm,
focal length 6 cm) was used for simultaneous acquisition of the RF signals (Fig 3.4).
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3D Positioning system
Pulse-echo transducer ( fcenter = 7.5MHz)
Therapeutic transducer ( fcenter = 4.5MHz)
Degassed PBS bath
Ex vivo canine liver
liver
Absorber embedded container

Power amplifier

Pulser/Receiver

Function generator 2

Band-pass filter

Function generator 1

Acquisition board

3D-Positioner

Workstation

Figure 3.4. 0-4 1-D HMIFU experimental set up. The focal depth of the HIFU is 5 cm, i.e., the
propagational medium consists of 3 cm water and 2 cm soft tissue, which is same as simulation. Note the
3D positioning system is responsible for HMI raster scan.

The extrapolated in situ acoustic intensities were 363 W/cm2 and 1452 W/cm2 under
imaging and ablation settings, respectively. The focal acoustic beam profile was characterized
through a hydrophone based calibration experiment. The HIFU transducer assembly was framed
onto a metallic clamp in a degassed water tank.
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A hydrophone (HGN-0200, Onda Corp,

Sunnyvale, CA, USA) is attached to a PC-controlled 3D axis positioning system (Velmex Inc.,
Bloomfield, NY, USA), which enabled the mechanical translation during raster scanning. The
acquired RF signals were filtered through an analog band-pass filter (Reactel, Inc., Gaithersburg,
Maryland, USA) with cutoff frequencies of fc1 = 5.84 MHz and fc2 = 8.66 MHz (at -60dB) and
recorded using a data acquisition unit (Gage applied, Lockport, IL) at a sampling frequency of 80
MHz. 2D-HMI displacement maps were obtained through raster scans before and after lesion
formation across a 1-cm2 region of interest (ROI) surrounding the HIFU lesion (Figure 3.5).
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Figure 3.5. 0-5 HMI experimental displacement map: (a) Before HIFU exposure, (b) after HIFU
exposure, and (c) after minus before, i.e., HMI displacement contrast map.

2D-HMI displacement maps were formed as follows: at every acquisition point during
the raster scan, a M-mode consisting of 600 RF lines was acquired using the single-element,
pulse-echo transducer at a frame rate of 5.4 kHz. Displacements were then estimated using a 1D normalized cross-correlation (window size of 1 mm and 85% overlap) technique on the
received RF signals. Subsequently, a third-order median filter was applied in conjunction with
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bilinear interpolation on the displacement map to enhance the image resolution. Based on
findings from previous studies, the stiffness increased with HIFU exposure; thus a decrease of
displacement was expected within the thermal lesion [154]. The same method was repeated in
the 10-, 20-, and 30-s HIFU treatment cases on three separate liver samples. All liver specimens
were sectioned along the raster scan plane immediately following the ablation protocol and gross
pathology images were acquired upon completion of the study and thresholded in contrast and
brightness using Microsoft Office® Picture Manager in order to enhance the visualization of the
formed lesions.

3.3 Results
3.3.1 Acoustic and thermal simulation module
Based on the customization of the HIFU simulator mentioned in the methods section, the
simulated pressure distribution is based on an approximated intensity field from a plane-circular
transducer with equivalent active surface area. Figure 3.6 compares the maps of the simulated
intensity fields obtained from the original (Figure 3.6a) and adapted (customized plane circular
simulated transducer) (Figure 3.6b) geometries to the experimental case (Figure 3.6c), indicating
a closer agreement in both magnitude and pressure distribution after customization. Regarding
the consequences of assuming a plane circular transducer with equivalent surface area in
simulations, a similar emitted power is obtained but with a difference in the shape of the beam
profile (simulation: axial 1.75 x lateral 0.29 mm vs. experimental: axial 2.0 x lateral 0.25 mm).
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Figure 3.6. 0-6 (a) -6dB simulated force field without the customization (1.15 mm x 0.26 mm), (b)
simulated force field with customization(1.75 x 0.29 mm), (c) experimental beam profile (2.0 x 0.25 mm).
At the electric power of 0.20 W, the simulated original, simulated adapted, and experimental acoustic
intensities were 21.3 W/cm2, 17.5 W/cm2, and 18.5 W/cm2, respectively. Therefore, a closer agreement
between simulations and experiments in the absolute magnitude of the acoustic intensities was achieved
by implementing the adapted geometry. However, by ignoring the center aperture in the simulated
transducer geometry, difference remains between the experimental and customized simulated force fields.
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3.3.2 Finite-Element-Analysis mechanical simulation module
In this finite element module, the simulated intensity map from the previously developed
acoustic module was truncated to its -6dB Full-Width-at-Half-Maximum (FWHM) before
incorporating into the simulated phantom of the finite element mesh. The AM implementation
of HIFU excitation was confirmed through calculation of the low-amplitude oscillatory
component in the temperature rise computed by the BHT module (Figure 3.7).
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Figure 3.7. 0-7 (a) Four representative temperature monitoring curves. From top to bottom: in the focus
(navy), 0.2 (green), 0.4 (red) and 0.6 mm (cyan) laterally away from the focus, respectively (10 sec HIFU
exposure followed by 10 seconds cooling), (b) finer view of a window indicated by the red box in (a),
showing the temperature elevation with an oscillatory pattern due to implementation of AM-HIFU beam.

Assuming a 3D ellipsoidal shape, the transverse area of the simulated HIFU lesion
incraesed under 10-, 20-, and 30-second HIFU exposure, respectively (Table 3.4), and the lesion
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sizes were validated with previously available experimental gross pathology [180].

As

previously mentioned, the HIFU lesion maps were assigned to have a lesion-to-background
Young’s modulus ratio of 1,3,6, and 9 for treatment durations of 0, 10, 20, and 30 seconds with
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the background remaining constant at 10 kPa (Figure 3.8).
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Figure 3.8. 0-8 Input lesion map assigned at different Young's modulus. Simulated lesion formed under
(a) 0 sec, (b) 10 sec, (c) 20 sec and (d) 30 sec HIFU exposure.
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Accordingly, the generated displacement profile showed increase of lesion-tobackground ratio for the 10-, 20-, and 30-s HIFU exposure case, respectively (Figure 3.9, Table
3.5).
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Figure 3.9. 0-9 Output displacement map generated by FE raster-scan: Displacement map for lesion
formed under (a) 0 sec, (b) 10 sec, (c) 20 sec and (d) 30 sec HIFU exposure.
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3.3.3 Image Formation and Displacement estimation module
Consequently, the estimated HMI displacement maps (Figure 3.10) also depicted similar
increase in both the lesion size and lesion-to-background contrast at the same HIFU exposure
durations with a mean average error (over three HIFU exposure cases) of 8.48% and 12.7%,
respectively in reference to the true displacement calculated by the finite-element mechanics
module (Table 3.4, Table 3.5).
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Figure 3.10. 0-10 Estimated HMI displacement map: Displacement map for lesion formed under (a) 0 sec, (b) 10
sec, (c) 20 sec and (d) 30 sec HIFU exposure.

3.3.4 Ex vivo experimental validation
The 2D estimated HMI contrast maps were shown to be in moderate agreement with
gross pathology images obtained after completion of the HMI experiments (Table 3.4) in
depicting the lesion boundaries as well as the growth in lesion size with an average error of
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7.57 %. As previously mentioned, the HMI contrast maps were generated by computing the
difference between the two HMI displacement map obtained before and after HIFU exposure. It
was also shown that the HMI lesion-to-background displacement contrast linearly increased with
the treatment time, i.e., indicating a positive correlation between stiffness and HIFU exposure
duration (Figure 3.11).
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Figure 3.11. 0-11 HMI displacement contrast map of lesion formed under (a) 10 sec, (c) 20 sec and (e) 30
sec HIFU exposure. Gross pathology for lesion formed under (b) 10 sec, (d) 20 sec and (f) 30 sec HIFU
exposure. White contour lines have been manually added to facilitate depiction of the induced lesion
(bright red).

HIFU exposure time
(sec)

10

20

30

Simulation (FE)

13.6

72.0

319.3

Simulation (HMI)

16.2

73.1

334.7

Experimental HMI

26.2

94.2

206.2

Gross pathology

28.2

83.3

201.1

Lesion
Size (mm2)

4Table 3.4. Comparison of simulated, experimentally mapped HMI lesion sizes. Note the consistent
increments in sizes with HIFU exposure duration for all cases.
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HIFU exposure time
(sec)
Lesion-tobackground contrast

10

20

30

Simulation (FE)

1.83

3.69

5.39

Simulation (HMI)

1.65

3.19

4.59

Experimental HMI

1.19

1.28

1.78

5Table 3.5. Comparison of simulated and experimentally mapped HMI lesion-to-background contrast.
Note the consistent increments in contrast with HIFU exposure duration for all cases.

3.4 Discussion
HIFU remains the only non-contact, non-ionizing, noninvasive technique for tumor
treatment based on thermally inducing cell necrosis with high energy acoustic beams. However,
improvements are needed for HIFU in its real-time monitoring and onset lesion detection. To
date, numerous techniques for HIFU imaging in both the field of MRI and ultrasound have been
developed based on the associated changes in temperature (e.g., MRgFUS, echo shift-based
imaging), B-mode, or tissue elasticity (e.g., MRE, Elastography). HMI is a dynamic ultrasound
elasticity imaging technique using a simple configuration, i.e., a pair of confocally-aligned HIFU
and diagnostic transducers, for respectively inducing focal oscillatory motion while estimating
the displacement in real time.

HMIFU applies HMI for tumor localization, simultaneous

monitoring of HIFU surgery as well as assessment of treatment outcomes.

Previous

experimental studies have demonstrated the feasibility of HMI and HMIFU in vitro, ex vivo, and
in vivo. Previous theoretical studies have investigated the planning and monitoring stages using
1D imaging and direct measurements. In this paper, a theoretical framework was developed to
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assess the fundamental capability of the third stage in the HMIFU process, i.e., thermal lesion
mapping. The hypothesis was that HMIFU is capable of detecting HIFU lesions based on the
change in stiffness and can accurately depict the increase in HIFU lesion size at distinct exposure
durations. The objective of this study was to test this hypothesis through the development of a
comprehensive 3D theoretical framework that could include the nonlinear wave propagation
within a geometry-independent medium.

The developed framework included a customized

nonlinear acoustic and BHT module for simulation of both the acoustic field and lesion maps, a
FE-based mechanical response module, and an image formation module. The simulated findings
from the complete sets of the 2D analysis were validated with experiments using canine liver
specimens ex vivo and the same experimental parameters as in the simulations.

Both the

simulation and experimental findings demonstrate the feasibility of HMI in both inducing the
lesion and detecting the onset of coagulation at different treatment durations based on the change
in elasticity [136, 138, 139, 146, 154, 174] as well as quantifying the increase in lesion size with
respect to treatment duration [19, 146, 154, 181].

Simulations
In the FE mechanics module, the displacement maps clearly depicted the increase in the
lesion size i.e., 13.6, 72.0, 319.3 mm2 with treatment duration (10-,20-,and 30-s HIFU treatment,
respectively). Similarly, an increase in the lesion-to-background ratio (1.83, 3.69, 5.39) was
obtained for the modulus contrast of 3, 6, and 9, respectively.

Note that the computed

displacement profiles had lower values compared to the experimental case (Figure
3.11a,11b,11c).

In our framework, we assumed a purely elastic medium with a constant
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absorption and no scattering, which may not fully represent the actual tissue properties. The
theoretical and experimental studies of tissue viscoelasticity using HMI have been completed in
a separate study [182] as well as additional studies to be mentioned in Chapter 4. In addition, a
significant contribution to the total body force was found to be induced by the increased
sidelobes specific to the transducer geometry used [183], which were not taken into account in
this study. Nevertheless, the FE-based framework provided an easily implementable, geometry
independent, full 3D model that can be adapted to a variety of configurations.
In the estimated HMI displacement profile in simulations, both the mapped lesion sizes as
well as the lesion-to-background displacement contrasts increased with the assigned modulus
contrast and treatment time (Tables 3.4 and 3.5). Therefore, the hypothesis that HMIFU is
capable of detecting lesions under different HIFU exposure times based on the associated lesionto-background stiffness increase was validated through the presented framework. Average errors
of 8.5% and 12.7% were respectively found in the HMI estimation of the lesion-to-background
displacement contrast and lesion size (Table 3.5). Nevertheless, the aforementioned findings
demonstrated the value of the developed framework in predicting the performance of HMI under
a specific set of parameters and design of the experimental HMIFU system.

Experiments
In the experimental HMI displacement maps, both the detected lesion-to-background
displacement contrast and lesion size showed an increased with treatment time, which is in
agreement with findings from the theoretical framework (Tables 3.4 and 3.5). Therefore, the
experimental findings could validate the theoretical framework and prove the hypothesis
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regarding the capability of HMIFU to map the increase in both lesion size and stiffness with the
HIFU exposure time.

As shown, there was a difference in the lesion-to-background

displacement ratio between the simulations and experiments, which could be due to the lower
rate of increase of lesion modulus compared to what was modeled in simulations. This will be
further investigated in future studies. Some discrepancies were found in both the lesion size and
displacement contrast between the simulations and experiments. This is in part due to the use of
a convolutional model in simulations, the ignored change of absorption in simulations, the depthdependent attenuation in experiments (Figure 3.5a, 3.5b), the difference in SNR and the
boundary effects due to hepatic pores and vessels. Framework improvements are ongoing taking
these effects into account.

3.5 Conclusions and Summary
In conclusion, a 3D, FE-based simulation framework comprised of a nonlinear wave
propagation model coupled with a Bioheat Transfer (BHT) module, a finite-element (FE) based
mechanics module and an image-formation model, was developed for assessing the feasibility of
HMIFU lesion mapping. In both simulations and experiments, HMI was capable of depicting the
lesion size increase as well as the lesion-to-background displacement contrast. Therefore, given
the experimental validation of this theoretical framework, it can be used to design and predict
experimental HMIFU systems.

In the following chapter, the design, development, and

experimental validation of two separate experimental HMIFU systems will be discussed. The
two platforms to be discussed are: 1) a 1D-based platform used for in vitro and ex vivo based
study, as well as 2) a 2D-based platform for preclinical and clinical translation of HMIFU. In
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addition, the outcomes of multi-parametric studies using the developed platforms will also be
discussed, where investigations were performed to optimize biomechanical, acoustical, and
thermal monitoring of lesion formation using two types of clinically implemented HIFU
treatment sequences.
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Chapter 4. 1-D HMIFU system based HIFU treatment
monitoring

4.1 Introduction
4.1.1 1D-HMIFU System
In this chapter, the development a 1D-based platform is described, which was composed
by a HIFU transducer coupled with a single-element pulse-echo transducer. This chapter will
first introduce the 1D-HMIFU system, followed by two optimization studies utilizing the 1DHMIFU system for a multi-parametric monitoring of HIFU treatment with boiling and slow
denaturation based on HMI displacement, phase shift, temperature, and Passive Cavitation
Detection (PCD), and mechanical testing.

The subsequent chapter 5 will focus on the

development of a pre-clinical 2D-HMIFU system along with its preliminary feasibility as well as
another multi-parametric optimization study using HMI displacement, temperature, and
mechanical testing.
The prior prototype of the 1D-HMIFU system comprised of a 4.75MHz focused Lead
Zirconate Titanate (PZT) (outer diameter 80 mm, inner diameter 16.5 mm, focal depth 9 cm)
transducer (Riverside Research Institute, New York, NY) for vibrating tissues at an AM
frequency of 25 Hz, and a confocal 7.5 MHz single-element pulse-echo transducer (OlympusNDT, Waltham, MA, U.S.A.) with a diameter of 15 mm and a focal length of 6 cm for
simultaneous RF signals acquisition [154]. During raster scan imaging, the coupled transducers
were adjusted mechanically through a 3D translational system (Velmex Inc., Bloomfield, NY,
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U.S.A.) for targeting and raster scan purposes. The received RF signals were band-pass filtered
(Reactel, Inc., Gaithersburg, Maryland, USA) with cutoff frequencies of fc1 = 5.84 MHz and fc2 =
8.66 MHz (at -60dB) and recorded along with the excitation signal representing the force profile
and a dual-channel data acquisition unit (Gage applied, Lockport, IL, U.S.A.) at a sampling
frequency of 80 MHz. Subsequently, a 1-D normalized cross-correlation technique[177] was
used to estimate the displacement and axial compressive strains were estimated using a leastsquare estimator on the RF signals [184]. Further details of the additional improvement on the
1D-HMIFU system will be discussed in sections 4.1.3 and 4.1.8, respectively.

4.1.2 Multi-Parametric HIFU monitoring using 1-D HMIFU System
Monitoring of HIFU treatment remains as the most challenging and critical aspects of its
clinical translation requiring both high frame rate and spatial resolution within the localized focal
zone. To date, several techniques have been developed with an interest in monitoring the focal
tissue environment under HIFU treatment. MRI-guided Focused Ultrasound (MRgFUS) [28-31,
35, 185] is the current standard monitoring modality which provides a focal temperature map at a
feed-back frame rate of 0.1 to 2 Hz and millimeter resolution. It is based on changes in the tissue
proton-resonance frequency, which is associated with the water proton chemical shift resulting
from rupture, stretching, or bending of hydrogen bonds in a temperature elevated environment
[36].

Acousto-optic sensing is a recently developed, cost-effective modality capable of

monitoring the change in tissue optical absorption and scattering using a modulated light with
HIFU beams during treatment [43, 44]. Several acoustic echo signal-based techniques [186, 187]
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have also utilized either changes or rise in harmonics through spectral analysis of the
backscattered signals in order to detect thermal lesion formation.
HIFU tissue elasticity imaging focuses on detecting and monitoring the onset and
progress of tissue elasticity and/or viscosity throughout the entire treatment. Currently, several
techniques have investigated and proven its potential in HIFU monitoring including Magnetic
Resonance Elastography (MRE) [69, 133-135], Supersonic Shear Wave Imaging (SSI) [152,
153], Acoustic Radiation Force Impulse (ARFI) Imaging [151], and Harmonic Motion Imaging
for Focused Ultrasound [154, 188]. Both MRE and SSI are capable of monitoring the change of
tissue mechanical properties through estimation of the shear wave velocity, where the tissue
motion is induced either by an external mechanical exciter (MRE) or in situ plane wave
generated using a series of focused acoustic beams (SSI). ARFI has recently shown feasible in
ablating and monitoring formation of thermal lesions through operation of a customized beam
sequence using a conventional curvilinear imaging probe [151]. Each of the aforementioned
monitoring technique possesses unique advantages:

MRE is capable of quantitatively

monitoring shear modulus changes with sub-millimeter spatial resolution through the entire
ablation sequence, SSI is capable of assessing the shear modulus change of high frame rates
under a frame acquisition rate up to 10,000 frames/sec and a shear modulus mapping rate up to
0.333 frames/sec) [115], and ARFI imaging is capable of utilizing a cost-effective conventional
imaging system to induce and monitor lesion formation.
Nevertheless, MRE can be costly while operating at frame rates of 0.5-10 Hz and one of
the primordial unsolved issues of HIFU, lies with the long duration of the procedures. Therefore,
real-time feedback on the effectiveness of lesioning is warranted. This is achieved by providing
information on the success of the treatment (i.e., coagulation) in real time, i.e., fast and before
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having moved to the next site of treatment. Therefore, it is important to develop monitoring
techniques that can achieve the cost-effectiveness without the use of MRI, providing true real
time capability in ideal registration with the treatment, i.e., maintaining high frame rates at the
kHz range in localized HIFU focal zone, while not interrupting or slowing down the HIFU
treatment Harmonic Motion Imaging for Focused Ultrasound (HMIFU) couples a HIFU
transducer emitting an Amplitude-modulated (AM) beam for inducing stable oscillatory tissue
probing at its focal zone while the response is acquired through a confocally-aligned pulse-echo
imaging transducer [154]. Band-pass filtering is performed on the RF signals from pulse-echo
imaging transducer in order to remove the interference from the HIFU beam, and the oscillatory
tissue motion is then estimated using a 1D cross-correlation method.
Several HMIFU feasibility studies have been completed for in vitro [81, 189], ex vivo
[154], and in vivo [156, 157] applications. However, monitoring HIFU ablation with boiling was
not studied using this technique. In HIFU treatment, tissue boiling usually occurs at the focal
region when tissue is being exposed at the highest acoustic intensity, where bubbles may form
from thermal mechanisms such as boiling of fluid in blood or tissue, or mechanical mechanisms
such as growth of tiny cavitation nuclei inside the tissue by the negative pressure of the induced
nonlinear acoustic waves [190, 191]. Occurrence of the formation of such boiling bubbles is
unpredictable and the nonlinear wave induced at high intensities may lead to an increased
absorption, i.e., higher thermal dosage, thus presenting a potential challenge for the currently
existing temperature estimation-based monitoring modalities. Nevertheless, in the literature of
HIFU treatment on cancerous tissues, numerous studies have indicated the importance of high
intensities (2-20 kW/cm2) capable of inducing boiling [129, 192, 193] given the resistive nature
and proliferated vasculature among cancerous cells [194]. Additionally, a group of studies have
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investigated the histological changes between normal and cancerous cells following HIFU
treatment and inferred that effective cell death in cancerous tissues requires higher intensities
compared to those under normal conditions [195, 196].

Despite this interesting aspect, the

performance of current clinical monitoring techniques using B-mode or MRI is limited under
HIFU treatment with boiling. The B-mode is only capable of indicating hyperechoic regions
denoting formation of bubbles, yet the bubbles are unstable and do not necessarily delineate the
entire lesion extent [197]. On the other hand, the temperature monitoring using MRI loses its
accuracy as the initiation of boiling is unlikely to be registered as 100 ºC or above, which could
potentially question the accuracy of any ablation volume calculation using MR-based thermal
dosage [191].
Therefore, it is crucial to assess the performance of HMIFU under such boiling
conditions using high acoustic power levels where HIFU treatment is proposed to be more
effective and efficient through both thermal (protein denaturation due to heat-shock) and
mechanical (cavitation) damage. Moreover, amongst the previous studies, focal displacement
has been the only tracking parameter representing a qualitative and relative change of stiffness of
focal tissue accounting for both acoustic and mechanical changes under HIFU treatment. To
further improve the assessment quality of HMIFU, therefore, requires a comprehensive and
complementary assessment of focal tissue mechanical properties.

Here, a multi-parametric

monitoring study is proposed, which investigates four different parameters, namely displacement,
phase shift, compressive strain, and 2D mapping to monitor and assess the tissue stiffness change
during and following HIFU treatment.

From our previous work [132] the peak-to-peak

amplitude of HMI focal displacement first increases then decreases as tissue undergoes
softening-followed by-stiffening during slow thermal ablation, which is the pattern of stiffness
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change under slow denaturation [198, 199]. Nevertheless, lesions induced by high power with
boiling forms much more rapidly thus stiffening occurs much earlier in time during treatment
period. We therefore hypothesize that a multi-parametric monitoring approach would improve
the HMIFU reliability in the sense that 1) focal phase shift (Δφ) will serve to decouple changes
in mechanical and acoustical tissue responses; 2) compressive strains would serve to confirm the
displacement assessment within the focal region, and 3) the 2D HMI displacement image will
accurately delineate the lesion margins. In this study, we present a multi-parametric approach to
enhance the reliability of the HMIFU technique for real-time HIFU treatment with the capability
of 1) monitoring thermal lesion formation under HIFU-induced boiling, 2) comprehensive lesion
assessment using three main HMI parameters, and 3) decoupling changes in mechanical from
those in acoustical tissue properties under HIFU treatment.

4.1.3 HMIFU Monitoring parameters

a. HMI focal Displacement
In HMIFU, the amplitude-modulated HIFU beams induce a sinusoidal displacement
profile at the geometric focus. The motion originates from the acoustic radiation force generated
due to the energy absorption from the HIFU beam, which was previously derived and indicated
as follows [171, 172]:

F 

2 I
c

,
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(1)

where I is the in situ acoustic intensity field,



is the acoustic absorption coefficient, and

c

is

the speed of sound. The relationship between induced displacement and excitation force can be
described from the general theory of wave propagation within a linear elastic medium:

(2)
where  is the density of the medium, K is the bulk modulus,  is the shear modulus, F is the
volumetric force, and u is the induced displacement. Note that in this study, we focus our
investigation along the propagation direction (z), i.e., F = F (z), and  (z). In HMIFU, an
oscillatory response is induced at the HIFU focal zone due to the AM-HIFU excitation (Figure 4.
1(d)), namely the HMI displacement. Although the displacement may also arise from thermal
expansion and variation in speed of sound, they are considered to be much smaller than the
oscillatory mechanical motion generated by the acoustic radiation force from the AM-HIFU
beam in the case of HMI as we have reported elsewhere [154]. This HMI displacement is
monitored throughout the entire HIFU treatment duration. The relative change of the peak-topeak HMI displacement amplitude with respect to the displacement at the baseline, i.e., at the
beginning of the HIFU treatment, can be correlated with the relative change in local tissue
stiffness as the thermal lesion develops. Until now, the displacement parameter has been the
main parameter used; nevertheless, displacement is a qualitative parameter which accounts for
changes in both the acoustic and mechanical properties at the focus during HIFU treatment. For
example, displacement may not clearly reveal the relative changes in tissue stiffness when
stiffening occurred along with increase of acoustic absorption, i.e., increased displacement
amplitude.

Therefore, complementary approaches are required to improve the reliability of

HMIFU.
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b. Relative change in phase shift
Within the acoustic focal zone where displacement is monitored, another parameter,
phase shift, can also be monitored (Figure 4.1). The phase shift refers to the phase angle
difference between the applied force and induced displacement profile. In the frequency domain,
the complex modulus can be derived from calculating the ratio between the oscillatory excitation
force and the induced displacement with a delay  [182],

 ( )
 ( )

where



= -1,
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0



 0e
 0e

i t

i ( t  )

 G '  iG '' ,

is the pressure amplitude,  is the modulation frequency,
is the shear storage modulus,
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is the strain amplitude,
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is the shear loss modulus,  is the phase angle

between force and displacement profile, and t is the time. The phase angle between these two
functions is simply the ratio between

G'
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(elasticity) and
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(4)

The phase shift is capable of providing the ratio of the shear storage to the shear loss modulus,
i.e., the ratio of the tissue elasticity to the viscosity. Although phase shift by itself requires
quantification using shear or Young’s modulus, it nevertheless represents a standard
biomechanical parameter independent of changes in the tissue acoustic properties.

As the

Young’s modulus represents tissue elasticity, the phase shift is a model-independent
biomechanical parameter that can be used to assess the tissue viscoelasticity. Also, the HMI
phase shift is a localized parameter that is estimated using the only the phase of focal
displacement and force during the force application. In this study, we will investigate the
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relative change in the difference of phase shift degree across the monitoring stage with respect to
starting time of treatment (t0), namely Δφ, or namely, the relative change in focal phase shift
(Δφ). The reader is referred to Vappou et al., (2009) for a comprehensive viscoelasticity
investigation using HMI.
(5)

    (t )   (t0 )

c. Compressive Strain
In the presented HMIFU study, compressive strains can be estimated at adjacent regions
of the focal zone in the axial direction (  z z ), which can be estimated through calculation of the
spatial derivative of the displacement:

 zz 

Where



denotes the strain tensor,

z

u z
z

,

(7)

denotes the axial direction, and U denotes the displacement

vector. In this study, we studied three cases of the axial compressive strains during monitoring
for treatment of 10W at 10, 20, and 30 seconds, respectively. Strain monitoring cases from other
treatment parameters were not included due to poor signal to noise ratio (SNR) amongst the
estimated focal displacements.
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Figure 4.1. 0-1 (a) The schematic description of HMIFU multi-parametric framework. (b) 1-cycle of
HMI focal displacement M-mode. Both Δφ and displacement are estimated from values extracted within
the focal region. (c) Strain distribution estimated using least square estimation on the same 1-cycle HMI
focal displacement M-mode as (c). Note that only compressive strain is being investigated here. (d) Δφ
corresponds to the phase angle difference between the registered input force (Blue curve) and induced
focal displacement (Red). The D indicated here refers to the HMI focal displacement, which is the peakto-peak displacement in the oscillatory response under AM-HIFU beam excitation.
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Experimental protocol
Canine livers (subject=7, lobes = 28) were excised immediately upon animal sacrifice
and immersed into a degassed Phosphate buffered saline (PBS) solution bath maintained at room
temperature. All procedures were approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee
(IACUC) of Columbia University. Each specimen was fixed using metallic needles onto an
acoustic absorber submerged in a de-ionized and degassed PBS tank. The HMIFU system was
comprised of a 4.75MHz focused Lead Zirconate Titanate (PZT) (outer diameter 80 mm, inner
diameter 16.5 mm, focal depth 9 cm) transducer (Riverside Research Institute, New York, NY)
for probing tissue with an AM frequency of 25 Hz, and a confocal 7.5 MHz single-element
pulse-echo transducer (Olympus-NDT, Waltham, MA, U.S.A.) with a diameter of 15 mm and a
focal length of 6 cm for simultaneous RF signals acquisition at a frame rate of 4 kHz. Raster
scans were completed by mechanically moving the transducers through a 3D translational system
(Velmex Inc., Bloomfield, NY, U.S.A.) for targeting and raster scan purposes (Figure 4.2).
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Figure 4.2. 0-2 HMIFU experimental set up and data flow. The focal depth of the HIFU is 9 cm and the
focal spot lies at 3.4 cm below of the tip of the coupling cone containing degassed water. Note the 3D
positioning system is responsible for HMI raster scan.
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The extrapolated in situ focal acoustic intensity and power was equal to 5546 W/cm2,
7164 W/cm2, and 9067 W/cm2, at 8W, 10W, and 11W, respectively. The treatment power and
duration were selected to fall within the boiling regime range and so as to investigate the
performance of HMI under different power and duration as typically used in HIFU [200]. The
received RF signals were band-pass filtered (Reactel, Inc., Gaithersburg, Maryland, USA) with
cutoff frequencies of fc1 = 5.84 MHz and fc2 = 8.66 MHz (at -60dB) and recorded along with the
excitation signal representing the force profile and a dual-channel data acquisition unit (Gage
applied, Lockport, IL, U.S.A.) at a sampling frequency of 80 MHz (Figure 4.2). Subsequently, a
1-D normalized cross-correlation (window size of 3.85 mm and 90% overlap) technique [177]
was used to estimate the incremental HMI displacement and axial compressive strains were
estimated using a least-square estimator on the RF signals [184]. In each HMIFU treatment, 2D
transverse HMI displacement maps were also obtained through raster scan acquisition before and
after lesion formation. A 3 x 3 median filter was applied on the displacement profiles in order to
enhance the SNR of the displacement map.

Lesion-to-displacement contrast values were

assessed by taking the ratio of HMI focal displacement outside to that inside of the mapped
thermal lesion on the 2D transverse HMI displacement map after the HIFU treatment. In order
to confirm the presence of tissue boiling at the proposed treatment level, Passive Cavitation
Detection (PCD) monitoring was also performed by operating the conically-aligned pulse-echo
transducer in passive mode in conjunction with thermocouple measurement. Focal temperature
monitoring was performed by inserting a T-type bare wire thermocouple with diameter of 25 µm
(Omega Inc., Stamford, CT) inside the tissue. The diameter of the thermocouple was chosen to
be smaller than 1/10 of the carrier wavelength in order to minimize reflection and viscous
heating artifacts [201].
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4.1.4 Results
First, PCD monitoring were investigated at the three acoustic power levels of 8, 10, and
11 W for 30 seconds, respectively, where all spectrograms detected significant increase in
broadband noise, indicating formation of strong bubble dynamics likely to be induced by tissue
boiling (Figures 4.3a, 4.3b, 4.3c) [200].
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Figure 4.3. 0-3 Passive Cavitation Detection (PCD) Spectrograms at acoustic power of 8W (b), 10W (c),
and 11W (d) all showed significant increase in broadband noise energy, confirming formation of strong
bubble dynamics due to boiling. (d) Representative temperature monitoring using T-type bare-wire
thermocouple indicates boiling within the first several seconds from treatment onset, indicating presence
of unsteady state throughout each monitoring case.

The thermocouple temperature measurement at the minimum power case of 8W also
confirmed the presence of boiling; display of a sharp exponential increment followed by an
unsteady trend around 100o C, which is a result of the shielding effect due to bubble formation at
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the focal region (Figure 4.3d). Consequentially, forty-three HIFU lesions were induced across
all of the treatment power levels with the presence of boiling throughout this study. We first
investigated our studies on nine HMIFU treatments on three pieces of ex vivo canine livers where
HIFU treatments were repeated under acoustic intensity and power of 7164 W/cm2 and 10 W for
durations of 10-, 20-, and 30-s. As the treatment duration increased, both the relative change in
peak-to-peak value of HMI focal displacement (-8.67±4.80, -14.44±7.77, -24.03±12.11 µm) and
peak axial compressive strain (-0.16±0.06, -0.71±0.30, -0.68±0.36 %) exhibited decrease
throughout the treatment, whereas the Δφ showed slight increase at 10 s and significant decrease
at 20, 30-s cases (+1.80±6.80 º, -15.80±9.44 º, -18.62±13.14º) (Figures. 4.4 and 4.5) with a few
monitoring time-points around the focal zone where Δφ exhibited an increase in spatial variation.
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Figure 4.4. 0-4 Example cases of multi-parametric HMIFU monitoring from first set of investigations.
HIFU treatment of acoustic power were all set to be 10 W for 10 (a-d), 20 (e-h), and 30 second (i-l),
respectively. Mean displacement, strain, and phase shift values were estimated across the HIFU focal
zone (placed at approximately 10 mm from the surface of liver as indicated by the thick grey line on the
Δφ M-mode (c,g, k). As shown, decrease trends were observed for both displacement (a,e,i) and strain.
Δφ was observed to increase slightly amongst the 10 second cases but decrease significantly amongst the
20 and 30 second cases. The decorrelation points throughout the 2D phase shift M-mode (c,g,k) , as well
as phase shifts at the focal zone (d,h,l), are likely to be linked to boiling.
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Figure 4.5. 0-5 Statistical summary of the investigated treatment cases under 10W. Between three cases
of HIFU treatments under 10, 20, and 30 seconds, decrease trend was observed in the peak-to-peak HMI
focal displacement value (a) and compressive strain (c). Δφ (b) had a relatively increase, though unstable,
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amongst the 10 second treatment cases but showed clear decrease trends amongst the 20 and 30 second
treatment cases. 2D HMI displacement images observed increase in lesion-to-background displacement
contrast (d) and lesion size (e), which was confirmed with pathology (f).

The standard deviation of both HMI focal displacement and phase shift monitoring curve
refers to the average of measurements across the focal zone (2 mm) at the HIFU focusing depth
inside the tissue. The 2D HMI displacement images also mapped an increase in lesion-tobackground displacement contrast (1.34±0.19,1.98±0.30,2.26±0.80) and lesion size with
treatment time (40.95±8.06, 47.6±4.87,52.23±2.19 mm2), which was verified with pathology
results (25.17±6.99, 42.17±1.77,47.17±3.10 mm2) (Figures. 4.5 and 4.6.1).
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Figure 4.6.1. 0-6 HMIFU monitoring and assessment images for cases with displacement decrease. HIFU
treatment of acoustic power were set to be 10 W for 10 (a-e), 20 (f-j), and 30 second (k-o), respectively.
The displacement contrast maps (c,h,m) are estimated from subtracting the displacement maps after lesion
formation (b,g,l) from that of before (a,f,k) and displayed along with their corresponding monitoring
curves (d,i,n). Both the lesion size and contrast increases with treatment time, lastly the increase in size
was confirmed with corresponding gross pathology (e,j,o).

However, during the reproducibility studies as we repeated our multi-parametric HMIFU
protocol across three different acoustic powers (8 W, 10 W, and 11 W) under treatment durations
of 10-, 20-, and 30-s, there was a discrepancy in the distribution of the HMI lesion maps
consisting of reversed lesion-to-background HMI displacement contrast, namely blue (HMI focal
displacement decrease) lesion cases (Figure 4.6.1), where the 2D HMI displacement contrast
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map (c,h,m) showed a decrease of displacement inside the thermal lesion and red (HMI focal
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displacement increase) (Figure 4.6.2) lesion cases were found (Figure 4.6.3).
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Figure 4.6.2. 0-7 HMIFU monitoring and assessment images for cases with displacement increase. HIFU
treatment of acoustic power were also set to be 10 W for 10 (a-e), 20 (f-j), and 30 second (k-o),
respectively. The displacement contrast maps (c,h,m) along with their corresponding displacement
monitoring curves (d,i,n) had reversed displacement-to-background contrast in comparison with Figure
4.6.1 across all of the treatment cases. Nevertheless, the mapped lesion sizes increased with treatment
time and were confirmed with pathology images (e,j,o).
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Figure 4.6.3. 0-8 Statistical summary change in HMIFU displacement monitoring and contrast map for all
treatment cases investigated under power of 10W. Each treatment time duration comprised of cases with
both decrease (blue) and increase (red) displacement within the lesion compared to before treatment .

In addition, these results also confirmed that such a discrepancy was observed across all
of the investigated treatment power and duration range where boiling was present (Figure 4.7a).
The magnitude change of HMI displacement spanned from decreased (blue) to increased (red)
cases amongst the 8W, 10W treatment cases and only increased cases were detected at 11 W
under 10, 20, and 30 seconds treatment, respectively (Figures 4.7a,Table 4.1, 4.2, 4.3). For the
Δφ, the range of the observed values also spanned across increased and decreased cases at 8W,
10W, whereas only decreased displacement and phase shift cases were detected at 11W
treatment cases under 10, 20, and 30 seconds treatment (Figure 4.7b, Table 4.1, 4.2, 4.3). For the
estimated lesion-to-background contrast, both increased and decreased cases were observed
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across all the treatment power levels (Figure 4.7c, Table 4.1, 4.2, 4.3). Lastly, the mapped lesion
size from the constructed 2D HMI image increased with treatment duration across all 8W, 10W,
then slightly decreased for 11W treatment cases (Figure 4.7d, Table 4.1, 4.2, 4.3), confirmed
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with similar trends in gross pathology assessment (Figure 4.7e, Figure 4.7f, Table 4.1, 4.2, 4.3).
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Figure 4.7. 0-9 Statistical distribution of all of the investigated case at acoustic power of 8W (Blue), 10W
(Magenta) and 11W (Red) for 10 (square), 20 (circle), and 30 (star) seconds. Focal displacement (a)
increased and decreased across all treatment levels. However, the group of 10W seemed to host most of
the decrease cases whereas 11W only had increase cases. Also, the magnitude of change increased as
function of treatment time. Trends for Δφ (b) showed a relatively unstable trend amongst the 10 sec
cases with both increase and decrease trend, whereas decrease trend was observed amongst all other cases
across all power levels. (c) Lesion-to-background contrast showed a reversed change, among the 8 W and
10 W cases whereas 11 W only consisted of increase trend (i.e., contrast < 1). (d) Lesion size increased
with treatment time across all the investigated powers, which was confirmed with gross pathology results
(e). (f) Linear regression analysis for comparing the thermal lesion size estimated with gross pathology
and HMI mapping. It can be depicted that the HMI mapped size is well correlated with the pathological
findings.
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Acoustic Power
8W
Parameter
% of Displacement
change during
treatment (%)
∆ Phase shift during
treatment (º)
Lesion-to-background
contrast after treatment
Mapped HMI Lesion
size (mm2)

10W

11W

4.9±0.0
(n=1)

2.3±2.3
(n=4)

13.2± 6.0
(n=3)

27.3±6.0
(n=2)

50.0±23.6
(n=2)

-2.6±0.0
(n =1)

-2.9±7.4
(n=4)

4.5±6.9
(n=3)

1.7±6.1
(n=2)

-35.8±28.1
(n=2)

1.3±0.0
(n=1)

0.7±0.2
(n=4)

1.4±0.2
(n=3)

0.65±0.04
(n=3)

0.77±0.04
(n=2)

34.0±0.0
(n=1)

42.7±8.1
(n=4)

36.9±1.1
(n=3)

18.6±1.2
(n=3)

18.3±4.0
(n=2)

6Table 4.1. Quantification of monitoring and assessment parameters across different acoustic powers for
10 seconds treatment duration. Note that red indicates cases where displacement increased and blue
indicates cases where displacement decayed inside the thermal lesion, respectively.

Acoustic Power
8W
Parameter
% of Displacement
change during
treatment (%)
∆ Phase shift during
treatment (º)
Lesion-to-background
contrast after treatment
Mapped HMI Lesion
size (mm2)

10W

11W

4.9±0.0
(n=1)

2.3±2.3
(n=4)

13.2± 6.0
(n=3)

27.3±6.0
(n=2)

50.0±23.6
(n=2)

-2.6±0.0
(n =1)

-2.9±7.4
(n=4)

4.5±6.9
(n=3)

1.7±6.1
(n=2)

-35.8±28.1
(n=2)

1.3±0.0
(n=1)

0.7±0.2
(n=4)

1.4±0.2
(n=3)

0.65±0.04
(n=3)

0.77±0.04
(n=2)

34.0±0.0
(n=1)

42.7±8.1
(n=4)

36.9±1.1
(n=3)

18.6±1.2
(n=3)

18.3±4.0
(n=2)

7Table 4.2. Quantification of monitoring and assessment parameters across different acoustic powers for
20 seconds treatment duration. Note that red indicates cases where displacement increased and blue
indicates cases where displacement decayed inside the thermal lesion, respectively.
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Acoustic Power
8W
Parameter
∆ Displacement during
treatment (µm)
∆ Phase shift during
treatment (º)
Lesion-to-background
contrast after treatment
Mapped HMI Lesion
size (mm2)

10W

11W

19.0±0.0
(n=1)

73.2±54.1
(n=5)

61.4±31.1
(n=4)

118.9±61.4
(n=5)

48.3±25.9
(n=3)

-1.9±0
(n=1)

-14.7±10.6
(n=5)

-18.5±10.1
(n=4)

-14.6±18.3
(n=5)

-22.8±9.4
(n=3)

1.7±0.0
(n=1)

0.76±0.05
(n=5)

2.3±0.8
(n=4)

0.7±0.05
(n=5)

0.76±0.04
(n=3)

44.1±0.0
(n=1)

43.3±4.8
(n=5)

52.1±2.4
(n=4)

43.6±11.2
(n=5)

43.4±6.1
(n=3)

8Table 4.3. Quantification of monitoring and assessment parameters across different acoustic powers for
30 seconds treatment duration. Note that red indicates cases where displacement increased and blue
indicates cases where displacement decayed inside the thermal lesion, respectively.

4.1.5 Discussion
HIFU is an emerging technology that holds great promise as a cost effective, noninvasive,
non-ionizing, extracorporeal tumor ablation method with a short recovery period. Across its
three procedural stages, i.e., treatment planning, treatment monitoring, and treatment assessment,
numerous assistive techniques have been developed in the field of MRI, ultrasound, and acoustooptics. Despite recent advancements for such guidance and assessment techniques, the treatment
monitoring stage of HIFU especially during boiling remains as a critical challenge with respect
to quantitative, localized, reliable, and real-time feedback requirements. HMIFU is a dynamic
ultrasound-based elasticity imaging technique using a pair of confocally-aligned HIFU and
pulse-echo transducers for inducing and tracking a stable focal oscillatory motion, which is
directly related to the local mechanical property.
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This has provided the HMIFU with the

capability of performing localized HIFU monitoring without interrupting the treatment. In the
past, the HMIFU feasibility was shown in the assessment of tissue relative stiffness as well as
HIFU monitoring based on the displacement amplitude change. Throughout this study, we
investigated the feasibility of a comprehensive HMIFU monitoring method with high energy
HIFU treatment that induced boiling, which incorporated a mutli-parametric monitoring method
including focal displacement, focal compressive axial strain, and relative change in focal phase
shift (Δφ). We hypothesized the multi-parametric monitoring method improves the monitoring
quality of HMIFU, i.e.,

1) under boiling at high energy HIFU treatment

2) providing

complementary analysis with each parameter for indication of various tissue response changes
upon formation of a thermal lesion, 3) decoupling of acoustic and mechanical tissue parameters.
Multi-parametric HMIFU was applied on HIFU treatment monitoring and assessment under
three different acoustic powers (8W, 10W, and 11W) and durations (10 s, 20 s, and 30 s).
Although the previous studies [136, 202, 203] and our assessment of ex vivo liver [154,
204] showed a slow progressive elasticity deterioration under HIFU treatment with progressive
decay in displacement or shear modulus, we found that across the HIFU treatment cases with
boiling, the 2D HMI displacement images underwent reverse lesion-to-background displacement
contrast. Figures 4.6.1-4.6.3 demonstrate a series of cases with discrepancy where lesions
formed followed increased and decreased displacement under same HIFU treatment sequence.
For HIFU treatment under 10W and lasting 10 s (a-e), 20 s (f-j), and 30 s (k-o), there were
discrepancies where some cases with focal monitoring displacement decrease during treatment
(Figure 4.6.1 d,i,n) whereas others exhibited an increase trend (Figure 4.6.2 d,i,n).

The

corresponding displacement contrast images of each treatment also mapped the consistent
change of displacement increase (Figure 4.6.1 c,h,m) and decrease (Figure 4.6.2 c,h,m),
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accordingly. We summarized our findings amongst the 10 W treatment cases, and found out that
such discrepancies were present across all treatment durations where cases of both increase and
decrease displacement were detected (Figure 4.6.3). Throughout our reproducibility studies, we
also confirmed the consistency of such observation across all the treatment powers we have
investigated in this study. Additionally, it is noteworthy that the changes in displacement were
always consistent with its corresponding displacement monitoring curves across all of the
treatment cases.
Figure 4.7 plots the outcome distribution of each parameter for all HIFU treatment cases
performed at 8W (blue), 10W (magenta), and 11W (red). In Figure 7a and 7c, it was shown that,
depending on the case, the HMI displacement will increase or decrease after lesioning but always
reflect a change as a result of treatment regardless of the treatment or duration, indicating the
consistent effect of boiling. Nevertheless, HMI was capable of detecting the lesion at all
treatment durations and powers, i.e., the HMI displacement contrast ratio was different from one
in every case where lesion was formed. The phase shift (Figure 4.7b), on the other hand,
remained relatively consistent, despite a few outliers, indicating a consistent decrease trend
(Table 4.1, 4.2, 4.3). In addition, the mapped lesion sizes from HMI contrast maps (Figure 4.7d)
were consistent with the measurements in the gross pathology findings (Figure 4.7e).

A good

correlation was found between the thermal lesion sizes as mapped by HMI and gross pathology
findings (Figure 4.7f). In addition, there was an increase of lesion size from 8W to 10W, then
decrease in lesion size from 10W to 11W possibly due to the shielding effect associated with
attenuation under strong boiling activity (Table 4.1, 4.2, 4.3). There can be several reasons for
such reversal in displacement outcomes: Based on the measured focal temperature curve and
PCD spectrograms, it was found that the focal region reaches boiling within first few seconds of
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the treatment window. That said, there have been discussions that beyond a certain temperature
threshold, e.g., boiling, as well as the mechanism such as tissue pulverization[205], gelatification
[202, 203, 206], or shielding due to bubble occurrence and increase of acoustic absorption [207]
can occur with continuous delivery of high thermal dosage [14]. The increase in attenuation can
be due to either boiling and/or formation of thermal lesions [208], and the increase in attenuation
can lead to higher displacement at the lesion, which generates an opposite lesion-to-background
contrast. It is therefore concluded that the blue (or, displacement decrease) lesion maps may
have been obtained in cases where the mechanical response change dominated (stiffening) over
the structural and/or absorption change whereas the red lesion maps represented cases where the
acoustic response change dominated (increase in attenuation). This finding can be supported
from the aspect of change in the relative phase shift: It is noteworthy that the average phase
shifts exhibited decrease with heating, especially for the 20-and 30-s treatment cases with the 2D
HMI maps having either blue or red lesion-to-background displacement ratio, indicating a
consistent tissue mechanical response change during acoustic property changes. Furthermore,
we have completed a rheometer based mechanical testing study on HIFU lesions induced on ex
vivo canine liver using the same treatment settings as previously described. In turn, we found the
shear modulus of HIFU lesions samples to range between 10 to 15 times compared to that of the
untreated samples[205]. Therefore, this validates the fact that all lesions investigated in this
study did undergo mechanical stiffening, i.e., absorption changes were likely to be dominant
amongst the cases where displacement increased.
In addition to displacement monitoring, we also investigated changes in strain during
monitoring on a total number of nine treatment cases at 10W treatment, where we found a
decrease in the axial compressive strain, which proved the feasibility of HMIFU to confirm
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relative stiffness monitoring at a finer spatial resolution.

However, not only does strain

estimation rely on the displacement SNR, but also the SNR of the displacement profile across the
focal zone inside the tissue, i.e., the end of the focal excitation zone must be clearly mapped in
order to estimate for the axial compressive strain by calculating the spatial derivative. In this
study, the strains were found to be noisier at other powers and the performance of HMI strain
estimation is part of ongoing efforts in our group. The Δφ also showed an interesting trend,
where the 10-sec cases indicated a slight increase whereas both the 20 and 30 second cases
indicated a significant decrease following an initial increase (Figure 4.7b, Table 4.1, 4.2, 4.3).
Nevertheless, Δφ consistently decreased amongst all lesions detected, confirming its strength as
an independent biomechanical property marker. Additionally, the 2D HMI displacement images
clearly mapped the relative increase of the lesion size and lesion-to-background contrast, which
were comparable to previous studies [19, 146, 180, 181]. There was a slight decrease from the
cases of treatment under 20 to 30 seconds, which could stem from either reduced thermal
ablation at the pre-focal shielding effects (Table 4.1, 4.2, 4.3).
Despite the unpredictable change in acoustic properties in the presence of boiling, our
results in treatment assessment also indicated the capability of HMIFU in displacement mapping
across all treatment power levels and durations reaching boiling, demonstrating the robustness of
HMIFU under high energy HIFU treatment. Moreover, the consistent decrease in



amongst

all of the formed lesion cases proved its usefulness as an independent biomechanical parameter
for both monitoring and assessment. However, the strains were not estimated for lesion mapping
during post-assessment phase due to the low SNR of the displacement when short lower pulse
sequences were used compared to that of the monitoring study. Nevertheless, HMIFU was
shown robust and reliable in mapping HIFU lesions formed with boiling despite the change in
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acoustic absorption.

Ongoing and future investigations include the study of the slow

denaturation treatments where HMIFU monitoring showed a consistent trend where
displacement increased then decreased, indicating tissue softening and stiffening [209] , and the
change in tissue stiffness such as gelatification and pulverization at various thermal dose
levels[205].

Furthermore, additional studies are being performed to study the relationship

between the proposed monitoring parameters to both the PCD-based cavitation level as well as
thermocouple-based

focal

temperature

profile

under

the

HIFU

slow

denaturation

regime[200].Thermocouple measurements are not deemed reliable in the presence of boiling.
Additionally, in this study, 2D transverse HMI displacement maps were obtained before
and after lesion formation through raster scanning on all treatment cases, where we utilized the
displacement distribution for mapping both the lesion size and lesion-to-background
displacement contrast.

We also investigated the feasibility of mapping the lesion using the

relative change in phase shift taken from the same displacement and input force acquired at the
corresponding raster scan coordinate. Despite the changes in lesion-to-background displacement
contrast across all of the treatment durations (Figure 4.A1. (a,d,g) vs. Figure 4.A2 (a,d,g)), Δφ
shows a consistent decrease within the thermal lesion (Figure 4.A1. (b,e,h) vs. Figure 4.A2.
(b,e,h)), which indicates a consistent change in viscosity-to-elasticity ratio and its robustness as
an independent biomechanical parameter.
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Figure 4.A1. 0-10 Displacement map (a,d,g) and corresponding Δφ maps (b,e,h) for lesions with
decreased displacement for the same cases as Figure 4.6.1 under HIFU treatment of 10W for 10 (a,b,c),
20(d,e,f), and 30(g,h,i) second. Note when displacement decays, the Δφ maps also indicates decrease in
phase shift change within area of formed lesion (c,f,i).
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Figure 4.A2. 0-11 Displacement contrast map (a,d,g) and corresponding Δφ maps (b,e,h) for lesions with
increased displacement. Despite when displacement showed reversal trend, i.e., increase, the Δφ maps
still showed consistent decrease inside the lesion (c,f,i), indicating a consistent biomechanical property
change.

4.1.6 Conclusion and Summary
In subsection 4.1, a multi-parametric study was completed using the 1-D HMIFU
framework through monitoring focal displacement, relative change in phase shift, and
compressive strain in order to independently track the change in acoustic and viscoelastic tissue
response under high energy HIFU treatment with boiling. Despite all studies were performed
under boiling where displacement monitoring and lesion map contrast showed a consistent
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reversal trend between increase and decrease, every parameter underwent a clear change in
absolute magnitude upon lesion formation, indicating its feasibility in monitoring the drastic
change of acoustic and/or mechanical property change throughout formation of HIFU lesion. In
addition, relative change in phase shift showed a consistent decrease at longer treatment duration,
indicating acoustically-independent mechanical change. Transverse 2D HMI images were also
investigated and showed feasibility in mapping the increase in lesion size and lesion-tobackground contrast. Nevertheless, two types of sequences are used for HIFU treatment in the
clinic: Slow denaturation sequence with relatively lower power and longer duration, as well as
the higher power and shorter duration HIFU treatment with boiling, which has been discussed for
this study.

Therefore, the next subsection will introduce another study which focuses on

comparing the same multi-parametric HMIFU outcomes under the two different HIFU treatment
sequences in order to comprehensively assess and compare the performance of HMIFU in
monitoring both types of HIFU treatment sequences.
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4.1.7 Monitoring of HIFU treatment with boiling and slow denaturation

In this subsection, another multi-parametric study will be summarized in order to assess
the performance of HMIFU for monitoring of both HIFU treatment with slow denaturation and
HIFU treatment with boiling. The motivation behind investigating the HIFU treatment with slow
denaturation stems from the fact that the principle aim of HMIFU is to achieve consistent
monitoring of progressive tissue elasticity, i.e., initial softening-then-stiffening elasticity phase
change due to the denaturation of protein structures. More importantly, this type of elasticity
change has been proposed to be the case of HIFU treatment with lower power and longer
duration [136], and therefore we will refer to the treatment sequence type as slow denaturation
sequence in this dissertation.
Despite the important aspect of HIFU treatment with slow denaturation sequence, there
has yet to be a comprehensive study on assessing the reliability of HMIFU on consistently
achieving the monitoring of this stiffness phase change along with validation assessments, i.e.,
monitoring of both acoustic and thermal property change in addition to mechanical change.
Therefore, in this study, multiple techniques were implemented in order to perform the multiparametric monitoring similar to the previous subsection. The acoustic monitoring is performed
using Passive cavitation detection (PCD), which has been a standard approach to the detection of
the acoustic response of tissue under HIFU treatment based on characteristics of backscattered
HIFU signal spectrum [210]. The broadband noise is known to be present during tissue boiling
with presence of strong bubble dynamics [211-213]. In addition, focal temperature measurement
can be used in conjunction in order to provide quantitative information regarding the thermal
property change and delivered thermal dosage. Hence, the objective of the present study is to
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investigate the performance of HMIFU monitoring under both boiling (high power and short
duration) as well as slow denaturation (low power and long duration) HIFU treatment sequence
based on the change of HMI displacement and correlation coefficients across the HIFU treatment
window.
In addition, we will couple both thermal and acoustic monitoring using thermocouple and
PCD monitoring to our HMIFU monitoring in order to assess and justify an optimal power range
for consistent monitoring of lesioning formed under slow denaturation elasticity change with
minimum medium disturbance such as tissue boiling or acoustic cavitation. We hypothesize that
the boiling sequence will possess a strong thermal and acoustic change that will affect the
HMIFU assessment quality while the slow denaturation sequence will possess an optimal power
and duration range that will enable a consistent monitoring of initial-stiffening-followed bystiffening elasticity change as well as consistent phase shift during the lesion formation.

4.1.8 Materials and Methods

Canine livers (subject=8, lobes = 9, Treatment location = 43) were excised immediately
upon animal sacrifice and immersed into a degassed Phosphate buffered saline (PBS) solution
bath maintained at room temperature. All procedures were approved by the Institutional Animal
Care and Use Committee (IACUC) of Columbia University. Each specimen was fixed using
metallic needles onto an acoustic absorber placed inside of a de-ionized and degassed PBS
container. The HMIFU system used for this subsection is and upgraded version from the
previously mentioned framework (Figure 4.8). The transducers used were still comprised of a
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4.75MHz focused Lead Zirconate Titanate (PZT) (outer diameter 80 mm, inner diameter 16.5
mm, focal depth 9 cm) transducer (Riverside Research Institute, New York, NY) for probing
tissue with an AM frequency of 25 Hz, and a confocal 7.5 MHz single-element pulse-echo
transducer (Olympus-NDT, Waltham, MA, U.S.A.) with a diameter of 15 mm and a focal length
of 6 cm for simultaneous RF signals acquisition at a frame rate of 1 kHz; In comparison to our
previous HMI and HMIFU studies with limited RF acquisition window, we have improved our
acquisition system such that RF signals can now be acquired and saved continuously throughout
the entire treatment window under the sampling rate of 100 MS/sec, which allows us to further
investigate the detailed tissue property change throughout the entire HIFU treatment window.
The HMIFU system was mounted and controlled through a 3D translational system (Velmex Inc.,
Bloomfield, NY, U.S.A.) for targeting purposes (Figure 4.8). The received RF signals were
band-pass filtered (Reactel, Inc., Gaithersburg, Maryland, USA) with cutoff frequencies of fc1 =
5.84 MHz and fc2 = 8.66 MHz (at -60dB) and recorded along with the excitation signal
representing the force profile and a dual-channel data acquisition unit (Gage applied, Lockport,
IL, U.S.A.) at a sampling frequency of 80 MHz (Figure 4.8). Subsequently, a 1-D normalized
cross-correlation (window size of 3.85 mm and 90% overlap) technique [177] was used to
estimate the incremental HMI displacement and phase shift (Δφ).
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Figure 4.8. 0-12 HMIFU experimental set up and data flow. The focal depth of the HIFU is 9 cm and the
focal spot lies at 3.4 cm below of the tip of the coupling cone containing degassed water. Note the 3D
positioning system is responsible for HMI raster scan.
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Regarding the method for estimation of phase shift (Δφ), the readers can be referred to
the previous subsection 4.1.3. Peak-to-Peak focal HMI displacements for each treatment case
were estimated throughout the treatment window using a peak-detection algorithm:

The

displacement waveforms were divided into non-overlapping time segments of 1 s. For each
segment the local maxima and minima were calculated. The collected local maxima and minima
were linearly interpolated, respectively, and the resulting waveforms were smoothed using a
moving average filter of 100 points. Constant extrapolation was used to fit and align the resulting
waveforms with the displacement waveform. Finally, the peak to peak amplitude was calculated
by subtracting the smoothed local minima waveform from the local maxima waveform. In order
to assess the presence of tissue boiling at the proposed treatment level, PCD monitoring was also
performed by operating the conically-aligned pulse-echo transducer in passive mode in
conjunction with thermocouple measurement. Focal temperature monitoring was performed by
inserting a T-type bare wire thermocouple with diameter of 25 µm (Omega Inc., Stamford, CT)
inside the tissue through a customized needle gauge. The diameter of the thermocouple was
chosen to be smaller than 1/10 of the carrier wavelength in order to minimize reflection and
viscous heating artifacts [201].
Four additional parameters are introduced in this study to assess the performance of
HMIFU monitoring in this study:

Displacement contrast, Mean correlation coefficient,

Minimum Correlation coefficient, and PCD Broadband Energy. The displacement contrast
defined as:

C 

D is p m a x  D is p m in
D is p m a x  D is p m in
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(8)

C

is

where the

D is p m ax

,

D is p m in

, are the maximum and minimum displacement during any

monitoring displacement profile during a single treatment window.
coefficient

 m ean

and minimum correlation coefficient

 m in

The mean correlation

are defined as the average and

minimum cross correlation value for the estimated displacement during a single treatment
window:
T


 m ean 

 (t )

(9)

t

T

 m in  m in (  ( 0 ) :  ( T ) )

(10)

Lastly, the PCD Broadband Energy is obtained simply by subtracting both the harmonic
energy and ultra-harmonic energy from the total energy quantified across the PCD spectrograms.
In this study, two HMIFU monitoring sequences were performed for HIFU treatment: boiling
and slow denaturation, respectively. Monitoring HIFU treatments with slow denaturation were
composed of sequences with treatment duration at 120 to 240 seconds under extrapolated in situ
focal acoustic intensity and power of 2773 W/cm2, 3582 W/cm2, 5015 W/cm2, at 4W, 5W, and
7W, respectively.

Monitoring HIFU treatments with boiling were composed of sequences with

treatment duration at 30 seconds under extrapolated in situ focal acoustic intensity and power of
5546 W/cm2, 7164 W/cm2, and 9067 W/cm2, at 8W, 10W, and 11W for treatment with boiling
sequence, respectively.
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4.1.9 Results
In this study, a total of 43 HIFU treatment locations were performed on freshly excised
canine liver specimens (subject = 8, lobes = 9) ex vivo . There were 34 treatments completed
using the slow denaturation treatment sequence, where displacement, cross correlation
coefficients, and phase shifts (Δφ) were monitored across the treatment window.

It was

observed that 21 cases or 62% of all the cases under slow denaturation sequence exhibited
displacement decrease following HIFU treatment.

On the other side, there were also 9

treatments completed using the HIFU treatment with boiling sequence, where 6 cases exhibited
displacement increase and 3 cases exhibited displacement decrease following HIFU treatment
with no case exhibited an increase-then-decrease progressive displacement change. Additionally,
the averaged displacement change, displacement contrast, phase shift (Δφ), mean correlation,
and minimum correlation during the slow denaturation HIFU treatment cases were -36.7±15 %,
0.34±0.18, 12.8 ± 2.0º, 0.97±0.079, and 0.81±0.19 (Figure 4.9) (Table 4.4), which were
performed under in situ focal acoustic intensity and power ranged between 2773 W/cm2, 3582
W/cm2, 5015W/cm2, at 4W, 5W, and 7W, respectively.

Monitoring Parameter Change in HMI
displacement before
Treatment sequence
and after (%)
Slow denaturation
-36.7±15
sequences
Boiling sequence
197.4±315.3

∆Phase shift
(º)

Min
correlation
Coefficient
0.81±0.14

Displacement
contrast

12.9±2.0

Mean
correlation
Coefficient
0.97±0.08

7.0±16.3

0.81±0.19

0.26±0.4

0.46±0.37

0.34±0.18

9Table 4.4. Summary of HMIFU monitoring parameters used in this study for both slow denaturation and
boiling sequences. Note the average was taken across all of the cases with varied treatment durations and
treatment powers.
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Figure 4.9. 0-13 Multi-parametric monitoring of both focal HMIFU parameters and acoustic response
under HIFU treatment with slow denaturation. The HMIFU correlation coefficient remained high for
HIFU treatment with (a) 4W, (b) 5W, and (c) 7W as well as focal displacement (b,e,h). The PCD
spectrogram observed minimum presence of bubble dynamics due to boiling, which was indicated by the
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Contrarily, the averaged displacement change, displacement contrast, phase shift (Δφ),
mean correlation, and minimum correlation during the HIFU treatment with boiling cases were
197.4±315.3 %, 0.46 ± 0.37, 7.0±16.3º, 0.81±0.14, and 0.26±0.40 (Figure 4.10) (Table 4.4),
which were performed under in situ focal acoustic intensity and power ranged between 5546
W/cm2, 7164 W/cm2, and 9067 W/cm2, at 8W, 10W, and 11W, respectively.
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Figure 4.10. 0-14 Passive Cavitation Detection (PCD) Spectrograms at acoustic power of 8W (b), 10W
(c), and 11W (d) all showed significant increase in broadband noise energy, confirming formation of
strong bubble dynamics due to boiling. (d) Representative temperature monitoring using T-type bare-wire
thermocouple indicates boiling within the first several seconds from treatment onset, indicating presence
of unsteady state throughout each monitoring case.

PCD monitoring was also performed on selected cases from both treatment sequences.
No significant presence of broadband noise was detected in slow denaturation HIFU treatment
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sequences (Figure 4.9c,f,i) (Figure 4.11a), where HIFU treatment with boiling cases observed the
presence of broadband noise from the backscattered signal on PCD spectrograms with energy
level reaching saturation point of the 40dB detection limit as temperature increases(Figure
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4.10c,f,I) (Figure 4.11b).
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Figure 4.11. 0-15 Quantification of broadband energy for PCD monitoring of both HIFU treatment with
boiling (a) and slow denaturation (b) sequences. The blue and green represents the cases of 4W and 5W,
respectively, whereas the red and blue represents the cases of 10W, and 11W, respectively.

Simultaneous monitoring of PCD and displacement with temperature monitoring were
also conducted, where the energy of broadband noise in PCD spectrograms amongst slow
denaturation HIFU treatment cases showed insignificant presence of broadband noise level
ranging between -30 to -40 dB and HIFU treatment with boiling sequences exhibited strong and
chaotic trend, reaching saturation of detection limit at 40dB along with drastic temperature
increase up to around 100 degree Celsius (Figure 4.11b). All of the 21 cases under slow
denaturation HIFU treatment sequence with displacement decrease also exhibited an increasethen-decrease displacement trend, i.e., the increase slope was 0.072±0.2 µm/sec while the
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decrease slope was -0.0025± 0.03 µm/sec. An example of the slow denaturation displacement
curve was shown with simultaneous temperature monitoring using bare-wire thermocouple. It
can observed that the displacement increase reaches a peak range around 50-60 degree Celsius
followed by the stiffening phase, and the formed thermal lesion is relatively uniform without
significant mechanical tear as observed in the lesions formed by boiling treatment sequences
(Figure 4.12a,b). In contrary, both displacement and temperature monitoring were chaotic in the
HIFU treatment with boiling, where no consistent pattern between displacement variation and
temperature change was observed (Figure 4.12c,d)
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Figure 4.12. 0-16 Comparative display between the HMIFU focal displacements with temperature
monitoring and gross pathology of thermal lesion for both HIFU treatment with slow denaturation (a,b)
and boiling (c,d) sequences, respectively.
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4.1.10 Discussion
The objective of this study was to perform a comprehensive investigation in
understanding the relationship between HMIFU monitoring parameters (i.e., focal displacement
phase shift (Δφ), mean cross correlation coefficients, and minimum cross correlation coefficient)
and its associated underlying acoustic and thermal property change for both boiling sequence
(high power and short duration) as well as slow denaturation (low power and long duration)
HIFU treatment sequence, where the thermal and acoustic monitoring were completed using
thermocouple and PCD monitoring, respectively. We expected strong presence of thermal and
acoustic changes will increase the variability of HMIFU assessment during boiling sequence,
while a relatively stable change, i.e., a gradual of tissue softening-then-stiffening indicated by
displacement increase then decrease will likely to be the outcomes amongst the slow
denaturation sequence, where the presence of acoustic and thermal property change is gradual
and minimized.
For or HIFU treatment with slow denaturation, example cases of cross correlation (Figure
4.9 a,d,g), focal displacement (Figure 4.9 b,e,h) and PCD spectrogram (Figure 4.9 c,f,i) were
monitored under treatment protocol of 240 seconds with in situ focal acoustic intensity and
power ranged between 2773 W/cm2, 3582 W/cm2, 5015W/cm2, at 4W, 5W, and 7W, respectively.
As we hypothesized, it was clear that all of the HMIFU parameters showed consistent trend
across the HIFU treatment window: Cross correlation coefficients, especially both the mean
(Figure 4.13a, blue) and minimum correlation coefficients (Figure 4.13a, green), remained high
(Figure 4.9a, d, e) throughout the entire treatment window.
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Figure 4.13. 0-17 Quantification of HMIFU parameters used in this study for both HIFU treatment with
slow denaturation (a,c) and boiling (b,d): Mean cross correlation coefficient across the entire treatment
window (Light blue in (a) and Dark blue in (b)), Mean cross correlation coefficient across the entire
treatment window (Dark green in (a) and light blue in (b)), Cases with displacement decrease or increasethen-decrease trend amongst the slow denaturation case (Light green in (c), Orange in (d)), and
displacement contrast between maximum to minimum displacement monitored during the treatment
window (Purple in (c) and Green on (d)).

Both focal displacement exhibited increase-then-decrease trend, indicating tissue
softening-then-stiffening mechanical property change (Figure 4.9b, e, h). PCD spectrograms
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showed minimized presence of boiling-associated bubble dynamics (Figure 4.9c, f, i)(Figure
4.11a), which is represented by the minimized level of broadband noise (Figure 4.11a). For
HIFU treatment with boiling, example cases of cross correlation (Figure 4.10 a,d,g), focal
displacement (Figure 4.10 b,e,h) and PCD spectrogram (Figure 4.10 c,f,i) were monitored under
treatment protocol of 30 seconds with in situ focal acoustic intensity and power ranged between
5546 W/cm2, 7164 W/cm2, and 9067 W/cm2, at 8W, 10W, and 11W, respectively. In contrast to
the slow denaturation treatment cases, much more significant variations were observed amongst
the HMIFU parameters across the HIFU treatment window:

The mean cross correlation

coefficients remained high (Figure 4.13b, dark blue); However, the minimum correlation
coefficients (Figure 4.13b, light blue) dropped down significantly across numerous time points
throughout the entire treatment window (Figure 4.10a, d, e). Further validating our hypothesis,
the focal displacement exhibited either relatively unchanged (Figure 4.10b), or significant
increase (Figure 4.10e, h) following HIFU treatment onset. In addition, the PCD spectrograms
showed significant presence of boiling-associated bubble dynamics (Figure 4.10c, f, i), which is
represented by a saturated level of broadband noise (Figure 4.11b) across the entire treatment
window. The characteristic between displacement variation and temperature was also studied,
where a gradual displacement increase-then-decrease trend was observed for HIFU treatment
with slow denaturation, where displacement reached maximum around 55 °C following the
tissue softening phase, then following a decrease trend indicating tissue softening phase (Figure
4.12a). This observation is consistent with previous findings from both our group and other
groups [152-154, 202, 214]. Nevertheless, it is interesting to see the chaotic trend for the
relationship between displacement change over temperature rise under HIFU treatment with
boiling, where the temperature reading is strongly affected by the bubble dynamics and shielding
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effect from the boiling mechanism, thus exhibits a chaotic trend with non-monotonic increase
with treatment time (Figure 4.12b). Additionally, there is a distinct characteristic difference
between the gross pathological lesion formed after the two different HIFU treatment sequences:
The lesion formed under slow denaturation sequence is relatively uniform in shape and boundary
(Figure 4.12b), whereas the lesion formed under HIFU treatment with boiling contains cavities,
which can be due to either strong mechanical and thermal effect due to the boiling mechanisms
around 100 degree Celsius (Figure 4.12d). The mean correlation coefficients remained high
throughout the treatment duration for both HIFU treatment with slow denaturation and HIFU
treatment with boiling (Figure 4.12 a,b), nevertheless, the minimum correlation dropped
significantly in average down to 0.26 amongst the cases of HIFU treatment with boiling (Figure
4.12b) compared to the slow denaturation cases, where it remained above 0.8 in average (Figure
4.12a). As an increase-then-decrease displacement trend was observed for all of the slow
denaturation with displacement decrease (Figure 4.13c), more cases amongst the HIFU treatment
with boiling exhibited opposite trend of displacement increase or simply no significant change
(Figure 4.13d).

Nevertheless, there remained a strong displacement contrast across the

monitoring displacements for all of the cases with HIFU treatment with boiling (Figure 4.13d),
indicating that the robustness of HMI displacement even under the presence of strong broadband
noise induced by the boiling bubble dynamics. From the present study, it is observed that the
slow denaturation sequences are more suitable to use in order to monitor a steady viscoelasticity
change under HIFU treatment using HMIFU, because of its advantage in maintaining a high
cross correlation coefficient while minimizing the disturbance due to the mechanical and
acoustical noise induced by boiling mechanism when temperature reached around or above
100 °C. Although there could potentially be other factors that can affect the level and occurrence
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chance of boiling mechanism such as the degassing time, depth dependent attenuation effect,
which are still being investigated, the fact that displacement contrast still remains amongst the
cases with strong broadband energy level and low Minimum correlation coefficient validates the
robustness of HMIFU to detect the formation of lesion even under HIFU treatment with boiling
mechanism. Other areas of improvement includes the ability to simultaneously monitor all of the
PCD, thermocouple, and HMIFU parameters as only either PCD or thermocouple with HMIFU
parameters were able to be simultaneously studied in this work.

4.1.11 Conclusion and Summary
In this chapter, a comprehensive monitoring study has been performed in order to
investigate the relationship between HMIFU parameters (focal displacement, phase shift (Δφ))
and thermal, acoustical, and mechanical effects within focal medium (i.e., boiling, cavitation,
and nonlinearity) using barewire thermocouple and PCD on biological specimen ex vivo. HIFU
treatment sequences with slow denaturation were performed with acoustic power ranged between
3.6 to 5.2 W for 120-240 s, where consistent displacement increase-then-decrease trend was
observed, indicating tissue softening-then-stiffening and phase shift increased with treatment
time in agreement with mechanical testing outcomes. The cross correlation parameter remained
high throughout the entire treatment time under a minimized broadband energy and boiling
mechanism. HIFU treatment sequences with boiling were performed with acoustic power ranged
between 8 to 11W for 30 seconds, where both displacement and phase shift did not show
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consistent trend under the presence of strong boiling mechanism confirmed by both PCD and
thermocouple monitoring.

Although the optimized sequence to perform consistent

viscoelasticity monitoring seems to be the HIFU treatment with slow denaturation sequence,
HMIFU parameters such as displacement contrast remained high amongst the HIFU treatment
with boiling sequences, indicating the robustness of HMIFU in monitoring lesion formation
under boiling mechanism. In summary, extensive investigations were performed in assessment
and optimization of the feasibility of HMIFU monitoring for HIFU treatment sequence with slow
denaturation and boiling by using a multi-parametric approach combining acoustic, mechanical,
and thermal monitoring using the developed and optimized 1-D HMIFU system. Based on the
studied fundamental mechanisms during HMIFU monitoring, the next step is to translate the
HMIFU technique towards clinical implementation. Therefore, the following chapter 5 will
describe the development and feasibility studies of a 2-D pre-clinical HMIFU system, which also
incorporates the multi-parametric study protocols described throughout this chapter.
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Chapter 5. 2D-HMIFU System based HIFU treatment
monitoring
5.1 2-D HMIFU System
When it comes to the clinical translation of HMIFU, the fundamental limitation of the
previously presented system lies in two aspects: 2-D imaging and real time display. The studies
previously described in chapter 4 were performed by a 1-D HMIFU system utilizing a single
element pulse echo transducer.

Nevertheless, in a clinical setting where clinicians need to

perform treatment localization, monitoring, and assessment, it is important to develop 2-D based
HMIFU system because the target (e.g., tumor, organ) of HIFU treatment is usually a 3D object.
In addition, the ability to perform 2-D avoids the necessity of mechanical raster scanning during
targeting and assessment imaging stages, which can increase the efficiency of HIFU treatment
procedure. Another previous limitation is the separate acquisition and processing units, where
displacement estimation is performed offline by a different hardware unit. This is very time
consuming and thus may significantly delay the HIFU treatment time, which in turn can
potentially lead to further surgical risks. Therefore, in order to successfully translate the HMIFU
technique towards a clinical setting, it is necessary to implement a clinically-oriented, fullyintegrated, 2-D high frame rate platform capable of analyzing and streaming real time feedback
of HMI assessment back to the user.
In order to develop any high frame rate ultrasound elasticity imaging modality, it is
necessary to build a system with fast and efficient imaging acquisition, reconstruction (i.e., beam
forming), and displacement estimation algorithm. Historically, the emergence of high frame rate
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imaging stems from the concept of parallel beamforming, which was first proposed with
reconstruction of an entire image from echoes generated after just a single acoustic transmission
with frame rates up to kHz through parallel beamforming with fast analog multiplexers [215].
Later, the parallel processing technique was successfully implemented and validated in vivo
using a phased array configuration, namely “Explososcan”, where data acquisition rate was
quadrupled with simultaneously reconstructing four receiving beams per single wide transmit
beam [216-218]. Recently, several image acquisition techniques have also been developed and
implemented onto commercial scanners to further increase the imaging frame rate such as planewave [219] or divergent transmit beam [220, 221]. In tissue elasticity imaging, high frame rate
imaging has demonstrated a promising clinical value in quantitative imaging of tissue
viscoelasticity with tracking sub-millimeters displacement produced by the shear waves imaged
at high frame rate and generated from excitation source such as Transient Elastography [79, 222]
or acoustic radiation force (SSI) [84, 219]. In addition, several Graphical Processing Unit (GPU)
based beamforming approaches have also been developed to achieve high frame rate imaging
such as Synthetic Aperture (SA) imaging [223-227], real-time small displacement estimation
[228, 229], and Short-lag Spatial Coherence Imaging (SLCSC) [230].
Nevertheless, there has yet to be a novel beamforming algorithm developed for 2-D
ultrasound elasticity imaging based HIFU monitoring application, where high-frame rate, high
spatial resolution, real-time feedback over a continuous imaging window up to several minutes.
Therefore, a fast parallel beamforming algorithm with further improvement in reconstruction
speed is required for real time, 2D elasticity imaging based HIFU monitoring in order to detect
the onset of effective treatment (i.e., cell necrosis) and stop the treatment to spare as much
normal surrounding regions as possible. More importantly, monitoring feedback abilities in
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HIFU treatment is also the key to maximizing the surgical efficiency because HIFU treatment is
known to be a lengthy procedure especially when the target tumor volume is large compared to
the focal spot size of the HIFU transducer, i.e., a series of treatment sequence is applied across
the entire tumor volume in a raster scan manner. Therefore, the ability to detect the onset of
lesion formation at each individual treatment location can decrease the total time of the ablation
procedure.
The objectives in this chapter are first to develop a 2-D HMIFU system using a fullyintegrated, clinically relevant commercial ultrasound scanner with high frame rate real time
imaging capability by incorporating a GPU-based reconstruction algorithm. The algorithm
allows for a real-time 2D HMIFU monitoring based on a sparse-matrix algorithm for parallel
beamforming and scan conversion algorithm. The completed platform is expected to provide a
quantitative real time 2D monitoring feedback during the HIFU treatment directly back to the
user. We also aim at demonstrating the initial feasibility of the 2-D HMIFU in elasticity imaging
and HIFU treatment monitoring through tissue-mimicking phantom and in vitro tissue
experiments. We expect to observe under a real-time streaming mode, a reproducible range of
displacement across our imaging measurement on the phantom study, as well as detect the onset
and decrease of displacement throughout HIFU treatment, which indicates for stiffening of tissue
upon lesion formation.

Moreover, we aim at performing reproducibility study using the

developed system and confirm the reliability of our treatment sequence from both the thermal
and mechanical aspect, using thermocouple monitoring and mechanical testing, respectively.
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5.2 Methods
Therapy and Imaging Unit (Hardware)
A 93-element, PZT-4 ceramic HIFU Array (H-178, Sonic Concept Inc., Bothell WA,
U.S.A, Diameter

individual element

= 10 mm, Diameteroverall outer = 110 mm, Diameteroverall inner = 41

mm, fcenter = 4.5 MHz, Focal depth = 70 mm) was used in this study. The transducer surface is
covered with a polyurethane based membrane, which is coupled with a custom sterilization and
degassing system (WDS-104, Sonic Concept, Bothell, WA, U.S.A.) with control of both volume
and circulation flow of degassed cooling water within the transducer-tissue interface during
HIFU treatment. All channels were synchronously excited by an AM-HIFU excitation signal
was generated through a dual-channel arbitrary waveform generator (AT33522A, Agilent
Technologies Inc., Santa Clara, CA, U.S.A.), and the extrapolated in situ focal acoustic pressure
and intensity (Isptp) was extrapolated to be 6.5 MPa and 9067 W/cm2, respectively, based on
priror hydrophone (HGN-0200; Onda Corporation, Sunnyvale, CA, U.S.A.) calibration
procedure [204]. A 64-element phased array (ATL., Bothell, WA, U.S.A., fcenter = 2.5 MHz) has
been confocally fitted through a circular void or the HIFU transducer aperture through a custom
built water-proof mechanical gasket with adjustable rotational positioning steps at every 36º
steps for adaptive targeting and monitoring. The phased array transducer is operated through a
4-board VDAS system (Verasonics, Bothell, WA, U.S.A.) and a 260-pin header connector. The
coupled transducer pair was mounted to a 3D translational system (Velmex Inc., Bloomfield, NY,
U.S.A.) for mechanical translation during targeting. The excitation therapeutic sequence was
synchronized with the VDAS system through a MATLAB-based (Mathworks, Natick, MA,
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U.S.A.) custom algorithm on a host PC (Precision T7500, Dell Inc., Austin, TX, U.S.A.) (Figure
5.1a, 5.1b).
Figure 5.1a.

HIFU Transducer
( fcenter = 4.5 MHz)
Diagnostic Transducer
(fcenter = 2.5 MHz)
Waveform Generator
3D Positioner
PBS Bath
Thermometer
Verasonics VDAS
system
HIFU Degassing System
Acquisition Computer

RF Amplifier

Matching Network

Figure 5.1a. 0-1 2D HMIFU system. The focal depth of the HIFU is 70 mm. Height of degassed water
interface was adjusted around 35 mm, i.e., focal spot localized at 25 mm from surface of the target. The
degassing circulation system was turned off during the experiment and turned on between trials to
maintain degassing quality and transducer cooling.
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Phased Array Transducer
(fcenter = 2.5MHz)

Multi-Element HIFU Array
(fcenter = 4.5MHz， Focal depth = 7 cm)

HIFU Degassing System

Matching Network
Verasonics VDAS

RF Amplifier

Waveform Generator

3D Positioner

Acquisition PC

Figure 5.1b. 0-2 Acquisition PC controls both transducers through waveform generator, Veraonics
System, and the translational stage.

Phased Array Transducer
(fcenter = 2.5MHz)
Multi-Element HIFU Array
(fcenter = 4.5MHz， Focal depth = 7 cm)

Figure 5.1c. 0-3 Photo of the multi-element HIFU array with encasing of the confocally aligned phased
array imaging probe.
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Therapy and Imaging Unit (Software)
1a. Data acquisition and storage
The channel data signals were individually acquired through a 64-element phased array and
Verasonics System using a custom divergent transmit imaging sequence [221]. The acquisition
frame rate was set at 1000 frames/s (equivalent frame rate as the 1D-HMIFU study in 4.1.7),
andthe analog-to-digital (A/D) sampling was chosen to be 4 samples per wavelength. The
acquisition sequence is repeated continuously while the acquired frames were transferred in a
stacked set of 10 frames through an external function operated within the host computer, where
additional reconstruction algorithms will be applied. In this study, we have also chosen to store
all beam-formed radio-frequency (RF) frames in order to demonstrate the reliability of our
technique.
1b. GPU implementation of linear operators
GPU-based algorithms are formidable tools to drastically improve processing speeds,
often by orders of magnitude when compared to standard MATLAB implementations. However,
translating MALAB codes that often rely on pre-compiled proprietary functions to the Compute
Unified Device Architecture (CUDA) language requires a significant amount of time and skill.
Here, we have developed a simple approach to efficiently execute linear operations on the GPU
with minimal effort and straightforward MATLAB integration. We have built our algorithm
through the sparse matrix option of JACKET package (AccelerEyes, Atlanta, GA. U.S.A.) that
can perform highly optimized sparse matrix-vector products on the GPU seamlessly in a
MATLAB environment. As any linear operation can be recast as a matrix (from now on we will
refer to this matrix as a “function matrix”), it suffices to find that function matrix to obtain a high
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performance GPU function of said linear operation by using the JACKET package. More
specifically, let’s consider a function f with input x and output y, which can be a combination of
any number of linear operations, including compiled functions such as interp2 in MATLAB. x
and y are vectors (or matrices) containing a total of N and M elements, respectively. We have
y  f (x)

,

(1)

Since f is linear, there exists a matrix A such that
y = Ax,

(2)

where y and x are recast as vectors in RM and RN, respectively, without loss of generality. To
find A, we apply f to the kth standard basis vector ek (i.e., a vector with zeros everywhere except
in the kth position) and obtain:
y  f ( e k ),

(3)



(4)

y 

A ij e k , 1  i  M ,

j

y  A ik , 1  i  M ,

(5)

or, in other words, f(ek) is the kth column of the function matrix. By simply repeating this
operation for all k, one can recover the matrix A. When working with images, the function
matrix A can be very large, e.g., in our case ranging from 6 ×109 to 48 ×109 elements, depending
on the upsampling rate and spatial size of displacement map reconstruction, hence the
importance of using sparse matrix formats when possible, i.e., a regimen in which only non-zero
elements are allocated. This case is very common, e.g., in the case of 2D linear interpolation: let
vector x contain N elements corresponding to N pixels of a given image, and y contain M>N
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elements corresponding to M pixels of the interpolated image.

For a typical 4-neighbor

interpolation scheme, an interpolated pixel yi is given by a linear combination of 4 pixels of
vector x. Therefore, the ith line of Aij, used to compute pixel yi, contains 4 non-zero values and N4 zeros, with N typically larger than 10,000. It is therefore highly beneficial both in terms of
memory requirements and computational speeds to represent the matrix A in its sparse form.
Generating the function matrix itself can be computationally expensive both in terms of time and
memory; however, the function matrix has to be computed only once, which expedites the
process of generating the function matrix to code compilation. Additionally, in many cases,
smaller matrices can be obtained from larger matrices in a straightforward manner by removing
appropriate lines of the function matrix, since each column of the function matrix correspond to
one pixel of x, and each line of the function matrix corresponds to one pixel in y. This property
can be used to adjust the angle field-of-view and the depth in real-time, without re-computing the
function matrix.
1c. GPU based sparse matrix RF data reconstruction
In this study, we used this approach to recast the delay-and-sum beamforming [231] as
well as the scan conversion in matrix-vector products since these operations are linear. In order
to obtain every beamformed RF frame, two sparse matrices were generated for reconstruction
and scan conversion, respectively. More specifically, every frame of RF data was reconstructed
by first multiplying the channel data matrix with the reconstruction sparse matrix, then
multiplying the product matrix by another sparse matrix for scan conversion (Figure 5.2), each
performed as a single operation. The RF data were reconstructed on a 90° field of view with 128
beam lines for the gelatin phantom imaging studies, and reduced to 30° with 32 beam lines due
to transfer and storage efficiency for HIFU treatment monitoring studies, respectively. It is also
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noteworthy that the process of constructing the sparse matrix function matrix was itself
performed on the GPU by using MATLAB GPU-compatible operations to limit processing times.

Channel data: Acquired from each of the phased array’s 64 elements

GPU-based RF reconstruction: Translate channel Data to reconstructed RF frames
y = Ax
y: Reconstructed RF matrix, A: Reconstruction sparse-matrix, x: Channel data
Spatial low pass filtering: Remove interference due to HIFU beam
(6th order Butterworth filter, fcutoff = 4 MHz)

1D Normalized Cross Correlation: Estimate for HMI displacement
(Window size = 3.85 mm , 90% overlap)

Temporal low pass filtering: Extracting the oscillatory frequency component
of the estimated displacement data
th
(6 order Butterworth filter, fcutoff = 100Hz)

2-D HMI Displacement Map

Figure 5.2. 4 Flow chart of displacement image reconstruction algorithm. Note that frames were acquired
and transferred from VDAS to host computer in a synchronous way, i.e., every acquisition is triggered by
the completion of the previous processing.
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1d. Displacement estimation
The same incremental displacement estimation algorithm described in Chapter 4 was
used for every lateral beam line following the sparse-matrix based reconstruction algorithm scan
conversion as described in section 2b (Figure 5.2). Note that the cross-correlation window size
and overlap were 1.54 mm and 90%, respectively. In order to verify the reliability of the
streamed data in this study, we have utilized another acquisition method where a separate set of
200 frames was acquired, transferred, and only beamformed before stored in the host computer.

2. Phantom and ex vivo experiment
2a. Gelatin phantom experiment
A gelatin phantom (n = 1, location = 3, measurement = 3) using gelatin bloom 50 powders
(MP Biomedicals LLC., Santa Ana, CA, U.S.A.) was manufactured based on recipe from prior
literature [232].

The constructed phantom was designed to cure with a cylindrical shape

(Diameter 120 mm, Height 60 mm) with a Young’s Modulus of 10 kPa. The phantom was
placed on acoustic absorber in order to minimize any interface reflection interference and
degassed echo gel (AQUASONIC®100, Parker Laboratories, Inc., Fairfield, NJ, U.S.A.) was
placed above the phantom between the transducer membrane for impedance matching (Figure
5.1a). The imaging sequence consisted of a continuous 1.2 second excitation, and data were
transferred back to the host PC for a set of 400 ms, equivalent to 20 cycles of HMI excitation.
The water in coupling membrane of the HIFU transducer was degassed for 2 hours prior to the
experiment using the circulation system, and acoustic gel was also degassed for one hour prior to
the experiment.
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2b. Ex vivo canine liver experiment
Canine livers (subject=2, lobes = 2, treatment location = 3) were excised immediately upon
animal sacrifice and immersed into degassed Phosphate buffered saline (PBS) solution bath
maintained at temperature of 25 ºC. The specimens were degassed for two hours prior to HIFU
in order to prevent any air trapped inside. Each specimen was fixed using metallic needles onto
an acoustic absorber submerged in a de-ionized and degassed PBS tank (Figure 5.1a). The HIFU
treatment sequence consisted of a continuous 120-second excitation at 11W, and beamformed
RF data frames were transferred back to the host PC at a rate of 100 fps, equivalent to 20 cycles
of HMI excitation.

2c. In vitro reproducibility study with thermocouple monitoring and mechanical testing
Canine livers (subject=5, lobes = 5, treatment location = 19) were excised immediately upon
animal sacrifice and immersed into degassed Phosphate buffered saline (PBS) solution bath
maintained at temperature of 25 ºC. The specimens were then degassed for two hours prior to
the HIFU in order to prevent any air trapped inside. Each specimen was fixed using metallic
needles onto an acoustic absorber submerged in a de-ionized and degassed PBS tank (Figure
5.1a). The HIFU treatment sequence consisted of a continuous 120-second excitation, and
beamformed RF data frames were transferred back to the host PC at a rate of 200 frames per
second, equivalent to 40 cycles of HMI excitation. Focal temperature monitoring was performed
by inserting a T-type bare wire thermocouple with diameter of 25 µm (Omega Inc., Stamford,
CT) inside the tissue. The diameter of the thermocouple was chosen to be smaller than 1/10 of
the carrier wavelength in order to minimize reflection and viscous heating artifacts [201]. The
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setup framework of the 2-D HMIFU system was optimized by utilizing two acquisition PCs in
order to synchronously acquire both the thermocouple reading and the RF signals, where the
VDAS system was used as a trigger source (Figure 5.3). In addition, two raster scan HIFU
treatments were performed on the 2 lobes from 2 additional subjects. Each raster scan treatment
was performed on a 3 by 3 grid with 5 mm spacing. The repeated treatment sequence for each
HIFU treatment was under same parameters as previously mentioned. All of the mechanical
testing measurements were performed immediately following the HIFU treatment. The details of
the mechanical testing apparatus are described in the Appendices section of this chapter.
Phased Array Transducer
(fcenter = 4.5MHz)

HIFU Transducer
(fcenter = 4.5MHz， Focal depth = 7 cm)

Barewire Thermocouple

Matching Network
Verasonics VDAS

RF Amplifier

Waveform Generator

3D Positioner

Thermometer

Acquisition PC 1
Acquisition PC 2
User Trigger

Figure 5.3. 5 Upgraded 2D-HMIFU framework with two acquisition PCs controls both transducers
through waveform generator, Veraonics System, thermometer, and the translational stage, respectively.
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5.3 Results
GPU vs. CPU streaming speed
For both sets of experiments, the processing speed of GPU-based processing was
compared against that of the CPU-based. In gelatin phantom experiment, the motion display (i.e.,
processing time from data acquisition to displacement estimation) frame rate was 1 Hz using the
GPU-based sparse matrix algorithm and 0.01Hz using the CPU-based algorithm when
reconstructing on a 90º field of view (128 lines) image from 50 to 90 mm deep (9.6 um axial grid
step). In ex vivo canine liver experiment, the motion display (i.e., processing time from data
acquisition to displacement estimation) frame rate was 15 Hz and 5 Hz with reconstructing 32
and 64 RF lines, respectively, using the GPU-based sparse matrix algorithm and 0.09 and 0.05
Hz using the CPU-based algorithm for a 40 mm range (9.6um axial grid step) and 30 degrees
angle field of view image (Table 5.1).
Field of view

Conventional CPU
beamforming

Sparse-Matrix based GPU
beamforming

30°, 32 beams
30°, 64 beams
90°, 128 beams

0.09 Hz
0.05 Hz
0.01 Hz

15 Hz
5 Hz
1 Hz

10Table 5.1. Online streaming frame rate using CPU-based reconstruction algorithm and GPU-based
Sparse Matrix reconstruction algorithm under HMIFU imaging settings for a 40 mm range image with 9.6
um axial grid steps.
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a. Gelatin Phantom experiment
Five displacement maps were obtained at three separate locations inside the gelatin
phantom. B-mode imaging was performed before each imaging in order to optimize the field of
view. For each displacement imaging, a 1.2 second continuous HMIFU excitation was applied
and the RF signals were recorded at sets of 20-cycles (400 ms). The focal excitation zone was
clearly imaged for every location investigated and also centered at the focusing depth of HIFU
transducer, which is 70 mm with -6dB boundaries encompassing an ellipsoidal shape with
diameters of 10 mm (axial) by 5 mm (lateral) (Figure 5.4). The distribution and magnitude range
of the displacement profile at maximum excitation (Figure 5.4a, 4d), relaxation (Figure 5.4c, 4f),
and zero (Figure 5.4b, 4e) force phase all remained reproducible for every cycle across the entire
imaging sequence. The average peak-to-peak HMI displacement at each location was estimated
to be 21.9±7.98 µm, 23.9±8.7 µm, and 21.6±2.4 µm, respectively (mean ± standard deviation).
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Figure 5.4. 6 Displacement imaging using HMIFU on gelatin phantom. Three locations, peak negative
(a,d), zero (b,e), and peak positive (c,f) displacement during a 50Hz-cycle across two independent period.

b. Ex vivo canine liver experiment
For each HIFU treatment, conventional B-mode imaging was used in order to target the
focal zone within the region of interest inside the tissue. Three HIFU treatment sequences (8W,
120 s)at different locations across each of liver lobe using HMIFU monitoring, and a B-mode
120

image was acquired before and after the HIFU treatment (Figure 5.5, 6) and used for overlay
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Figure 5.5. 7 B-mode imaging with peak negative and positive displacement overlay at beginning (a,b),
and ending (c,d) of a 120 second HIFU treatment for cases represented in Figure 5.4 (case 1) and the
corresponding gross pathology images (e), respectively.
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Figure 5.6. 8 B-mode imaging with peak negative and positive displacement overlay at beginning (a,b), and ending
(c,d) of a 120 second HIFU treatment for cases represented in Figure 5.5 (case 2) and the corresponding gross
pathology images (e), respectively.

The peak-to-peak HMI displacements within the focal zone were monitored and
processed using the same algorithm as the gelatin phantom experiment throughout the entire 2-
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minute HIFU treatment period. For each of the three cases studied, a clear decrease in peak-topeak HMI displacement of 40%, 30%, and 33% was observed, respectively. The same decrease
trends were also clearly imaged in 2D, where individual single-cycle frame set consisting of
maximum and minimum displacement profiles were shown in Figure 5.7, 5.8 representing each
of the representative treated locations, respectively.
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Figure 5.7. 9 Displacement imaging and monitoring of HIFU treatment using 2D HMIFU platform. The
peak negative (a-d), zero (e-h), and peak positive displacement (i-l) frames during a 50Hz-cycle at
representative time points across the HIFU treatment sequence were selected to show the decrease of
focal displacement as thermal lesion forms.
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Figure 5.8. 10 Displacement imaging and monitoring of HIFU treatment using 2D HMIFU platform at a
second location. The peak negative (a-d), zero (e-h), and peak positive displacement (i-l).

The detected thermal lesion size were also imaged as 251, 254, and 226 mm2 from gross
pathology with an expected consistency given that the HIFU treatment parameters remained the
same for all cases.

In addition, the estimated diameter of HMI focal region from the

displacement images across the three treatment cases increased both in axial and lateral direction
from before (9.8 mm x 8.2 mm, 9.3 mm x 7.6 mm, 9.2 mm x 6.6 mm, respectively) to after (13.0
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mm x 11.3 mm, 10.9 mm x 8.4 mm, and 10.0 mm x 10.5 mm, respectively) HIFU treatment,
leading to an estimation of the confirmed thermal lesion diameter from gross pathology (9.0 mm
x 8.0 mm, 9.0 x 8.5 mm, 7.5 x 6.5 mm, respectively) (Table 5.2).

Treatment
Case

1
2
3

Focal excitation
diameter at T = 5s
(Axial vs. Lateral)
(T = 5 s)

Focal excitation
diameter at T = 120s
(Axial vs. Lateral)
(T = 110 s)

9.8 mm x 8.2 mm 13.0 mm vs. 11.3 mm
9.3 mm x 7.6 mm 10.9 mm vs. 8.4 mm
9.2 mm vs. 6.6 mm 10.0 mm vs. 10.5 mm

Thermal lesion diameter
from gross pathology
(Axial vs. Lateral)

9.0 mm vs. 8.0 mm
9.0 mm vs. 8.5 mm
7.5 mm vs. 6.5 mm

11Table 5.2. Comparison table of HMI focal excitation region and the diameter of thermal lesion size
from gross pathology analysis following in vitro experiment.

c. in vitro Reproducibility study with thermocouple monitoring and mechanical testing
18 of the 19 reproducibility study HIFU treatment cases exhibited average displacement
decrease of 45.2±20.8% (Figure 5.9). In addition, 16 cases exhibited increase-then-decrease of
displacement change during HIFU treatment, with average rate of increasing slope of
0.73±0.69 %/s, and average rate of decreasing slope of 0.60±0.19 %/s, respectively. In addition,
the

corresponding

average

rates

of

displacement

increase

with

temperature

were

0.84±1.15 %/ °C, and 2.03± 0.93%/ °C, respectively. The average size of all of the treated
thermal lesion size was 236.6±140.2 mm2 (Figure 5.11).

The Under the same treatment

parameters, the average Young’s Modulus measured using mechanical testing were 2.1± 1.2 kPa
and 38.8± 11.6 kPa, for the untreated and HIFU-treated specimens, respectively (Figure 5.12).
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Figure 5.9. 11 HMI displacement map with B-mode Overlay at peak positive displacement time point at
beginning (a,c,e) and ending (b,d,f) of 120-s HIFU treatment using the 2D-HMIFU system for the same
three example treatment cases as above (Case 1: a,b, Case 2: c,d, Case 3: e,f).
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Figure 5.10. 12 Focal displacement profile with temperature monitoring using the 2D-HMIFU system
across three example treatment cases (Case 1: a,b,c, Case 2: d,e,f, Case 3: g,h,i). The peak-to-peak
displacement profiles were also plotted against thermocouple readings for the corresponding cases (c,f,i).
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Figure 5.11. 13 Gross pathology image of the respective HIFU lesions following HIFU treatment cases
shown in Figure 5.9 and 5.10. Red arrow indicates the respective 3 individual HIFU treated thermal
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Figure 5.12. 14 Measured Young’s modulus using rheometer mechanical testing apparatus. The Young’s
modulus of in vitro canine liver after HIFU treatment using the 2D-HMIFU system showed significant
increase relative to the untreated case.

5.4 Discussion
In this study, we have designed and built a 2D HMIFU system equipped with a real-time
feedback capable of streaming the displacement image during the ablation procedure by
incorporating a novel sparse matrix beamforming algorithm implemented on GPU.

Both

phantom and in vitro tissue experiments were performed in order to assess the quality and
stability performance of the completed system. We hypothesized that our system was capable of
producing reproducible high frame rate, 2D HMI displacement mapping in gelatin phantoms, as
well as displacement variation during treatment upon and detecting thermal lesion formation.
To our knowledge, the capability of real-time monitoring and mapping thermal lesion
formation at a frame rate of 5 to 15 Hz is currently the fastest amongst existing 2D HIFU
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monitoring modalities. For example, MRgFUS provides temperature maps at sub-millimeter
resolution but only at a frame rate between 0.1-1 Hz depending on slice thickness and spatial
resolution. Echo shift imaging supersedes MRgFUS in both frame rate with ability to map
temperature distribution up to 400 Hz [42]. Nevertheless, both modalities currently lack the
ability to monitor the onset of lesion formation or perform real-time imaging of thermal lesion
formation especially HIFU sequences with rapid temperature increase. Both ARFI and SSI
methodologies implemented a cost-effective, all-ultrasound-based HIFU with a monitoring
system capable of receiving beamformed RF signals between 11 to 17 kHz [151, 152]. However,
ARFI utilizes a single transducer which must be excited at a low duty cycle (6%) in order to
prevent transducer damage and the ARFI image were displayed interspersed between HIFU
treatments with a 0.2 Hz frame rate following a single mechanical excitation[151], whereas SSI
also requires the interruption of the treatment for HIFU beam during the its plane shear wave
excitation, limiting its frame rate to be 0.333 Hz [152].
The HMI displacement images across the gelatin phantom were very consistent, and the
largest variance amongst investigated locations was under 9.6 %.

In addition, the focal

excitation region was clearly imaged across all cases, where ellipsoidal shaped displaced regions
were centered around 70 mm, in agreement with the expected geometrical focal depth of the
HIFU transducer. The displacement profile maps and estimate across different locations showed
a strong consistency, thus validating the reproducibility of our beamforming and motion
estimation algorithm and ensuring the performance reliability of the new 2D HMIFU system.
Despite the fact that the HMIFU excitation was continuous for 1.2 second, tissue heating and the
associated changes such as in speed of sound were expected to be negligible within such a short
time window and the associated low temperature changes [233]. For monitoring of HIFU
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treatment studies, the focal excitation region was also clearly imaged across all cases, where
focal displacement decreased by 40%, 30%, and 33% for each treatment monitoring upon lesion
formation. These findings are also consistent with our previous work [154] as well as prior
literature [136, 151]. The displacement decrease began around 60 to 80 seconds upon treatment
initiation and progressively continued until the end. This study proved the significance of fast,
continuous monitoring and lesion imaging of HIFU treatment, which allows physicians to
identify the onset of lesion formation and the ability to either terminate the treatment or continue
to monitor lesion growth. The progressive displacement decrease was also imaged clearly across
all treatment cases, where the group of displacement at the focal zone showed a similar decrease
trend. In comparison to the B-mode images (Figure 5.5, 5.6) acquired before and after HIFU
treatment, the HMI displacement images were significantly more contrast-enhanced and
informative in both providing the onset when thermal lesion formed as well as the growth of the
thermal lesion as the treatment time elapsed (Table 4.2), which is believed to be associated with
the change in mechanical boundary conditions during the formation of the stiffer thermal lesion.
In addition, the displacement images reproducibly mapped the changes in mechanical property
upon lesion formation.
Despite our successful implementation and feasibility study using the 2D system with
streaming feedback ability, there are several limitations of the aforementioned HMIFU platform.
All of the single variable sparse matrices used in this study were constructed offline using a
separate algorithm in prior to the experiment, and the matrix computational cost can vary
between few minutes to several hours, depending on the of upsampling rate, beam density, as
well as the field of view. However, it is possible to circumvent the computational cost by first
generating a single matrix at highest sampling rate and larger fields of view, and adapt the
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reconstruction matrices with reshaping and down-sampling in respective to the specific imaging
parameter. The reconstruction speed will also influence the streaming speed, where a larger field
of investigation with high sampling rate than the presented case will have lower streaming frame
rate. The data transfer rate from the VDAS to the host computer has also been a bottleneck issue
in this platform (e.g. 930 ms is required to transfer every 200 frames acquired at 1 kHz frame
rate), which is also another limiting factor to the streaming rate of HMI displacement because the
upper limit of data transfer rate per channel in VDAS system is 18 M/s. Despite the additional
hardware improvements streaming rate of 10-15 Hz deemed a suitable rate for HIFU guidance.
It is also important to emphasize that the proposed sparse-matrix based reconstruction
method is very simple for rapid-prototyping and implementing on any conventional ultrasound
system. Also, the nature of matrix-based algorithms allows for flexible adaptation of other types
of linear functions. In addition, under the very fast frame rate available (1 kHz), we are capable
of monitoring not only focal displacement, but also capturing the propagation of shear waves
generated through our focal excitation. The ability to track shear waves will further unlock other
application potentials for HMIFU such as simultaneous focal and peripheral-focal region shearwave based elasticity imaging of lesion formation, as well as assessment of 2D viscoelasticity
change during HIFU treatment using a previously developed method [182].
Amongst the cases our reproducibility study with simultaneous thermocouple monitoring,
there was a good consistency with 95% of the cases exhibiting displacement decrease. More
importantly, 84% of the cases exhibited increase-then-decrease trend, which indicates the
underlying softening-then-stiffening tissue mechanical property change during HIFU treatment
with slow denaturation sequence.

In addition, the relative stiffening of the thermal lesion

compared to the normal tissue was also confirmed with mechanical testing, where the Young’s
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Modulus of thermal lesions were higher than the normal, untreated tissues by a factor of 18 times.
The monitoring findings are also in agreement with the previous studies performed using MRE
[136], HMIFU [154], ARFI [151], and SSI [152, 153]. Both the slopes of displacement increase
with time and temperature were less than the slope of decrease. This can be related to the
findings from previous studies by Sapareto and Dewey., (1984) such that the threshold for total
cellular death following the thermal dosage limit of 240 minutes of equivalent heating at 43 °C,
which can be related to a gradual increase of thermal dose until the threshold of cell death when
protein denaturation will then take place in a rapid manner. Furthermore, ultrasound elasticity
imaging based studies investigating the softening-then-stiffening phase change by Arnal et al.,
(2011) and Sapin-de Brosses et al.,(2010) also investigated and discussed that the collagen fibers
denaturation took place around 60 °C where the hydrogen bonding maintaining the collagen
helices will break [202, 203]. For the cases that did not exhibit the same displacement decrease
or increase-then-decrease cases, we also speculate that the underlying structural differences
across the liver tissue specimens could induce such variation in mechanical property change
under thermal treatment.

Another factor along with tissue structural characteristic that could

interfere the measurement of our displacement and thermocouple reading is the depth-dependent
attenuation, where we observed that surficial depth tend to have higher rise in temperature but
good displacement focal localization reading compared to the depth extending towards the
bottom half of the specimen, where temperature rise is steady but the focal location quality
sometimes lacks defined boundary. It is also noteworthy that ARFI imaging technique has also
previously investigated thermocouple measurement against their displacement findings across
the HIFU treatment [151]. Nevertheless, the thermocouple used in their manuscript is 10 times
the thickness of our barewire thermocouple, thus the measurement is expected to be inaccurate
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due to artifact induced by reflection and viscous heating. In addition, the monitoring window is
also extremely limited in ARFI due to the usage of only single diagnostic transducer to perform
both HIFU treatment as well as the ARFI excitation. Other ongoing and future work includes
implementation of a raster-ablation sequence for treatment of large tissue volume through
electronic beam steering of the 93-element HIFU array, as well as a composite imaging with real
time overlaying displacement image onto B-mode to perform simultaneous beam guidance and
lesion assessment. Finally, clinical translation of this system is currently being explored and
tailored towards breast and pancreatic tumor ablation.

5.5 Conclusion and Summary
In this study, a fully-integrated, clinically relevant ultrasound imaging platform was built
for 2D real-time HIFU monitoring using HMIFU.

A GPU-based sparse-matrix algorithm has

been developed and implemented for beamforming and scan conversion, which capable of
providing 2D real-time streaming during HIFU treatment up to 15 Hz without interruption.
Reproducible HMI displacements were imaged and highlighted a clear excitation region across
multiple locations from a gelatin phantom with a 10 kPa Young’s Modulus. HIFU treatment
monitoring was also performed and a clear decrease in focal displacements upon lesion
formation was obtained in canine livers in vitro. Reproducibility studies also showed consistent
successful monitoring of tissue-softening-then-stiffening phase change with thermocouple
monitoring. The measurements from mechanical testing also confirmed the increase of Young’s
Modulus amongst the treated thermal lesions compared to the normal specimen. Ongoing
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investigations will aim at raster ablation using beam steering with HIFU array, shear wave
imaging, and the clinical translation of HMIFU for our upcoming studies.
Chapters 4 and 5 summarized the development and optimization of a 1-D based and 2-D
based HMIFU system respectively for monitoring of both HIFU treatment with boiling and
HIFU treatment with slow denaturation sequences with feasibilities shown on tissue mimicking
phantom, in vitro, and ex vivo applications. As the HMIFU technique progressed towards the
first completion phase of the system development, the next chapter (chapter 6) will be
demonstrating a set of feasibility studies of the 2D HMIFU system on a preclinical application of
transgenic pancreatic tumor mice model in vivo.
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Chapter 6. In vivo pancreatic tumor HIFU treatment
monitoring using 2D-HMIFU System

6.1 Introduction
In this chapter, the initial feasibility study of the previously described 2D-HMIFU system
in monitoring HIFU treatment on pancreatic tumor is described. The chapter will first introduce
an overview on pancreatic cancer, followed by the history of existing treatment strategies as well
as previous studies applying HIFU for pancreatic tumor in pre-clinical and clinical studies. The
chapter will then introduce the details of the preclinical models used, the treatment procedures,
followed by the findings and discussions from the initial feasibility studies.

6.1.1 Pancreatic cancer
Pancreatic cancer is the 10th most common cancer, accounting for 5% of cancer deaths in
the United States and is the fourth leading cause of cancer mortality with highest 5-year
mortality rates amongst any cancer types [234, 235]. There are estimated 43,920 people
diagnosed with pancreatic ductal adenocarcinoma (PDAC) in the U.S. with 33,790 associated
deaths [236]. Current treatment options are of limited benefit with a 5-year survival rate of 4-5%
following diagnosis. Pancreatic cancer treatment is considered as one of the most challenging
cancer treatment as majority of the patients with advanced pancreatic cancer present remarkable
intrinsic resistance to both standard and targeted chemotherapy as well as ionizing radiation
[236]. A hallmark of pancreatic cancer is the fibrous inflammatory reaction, namely desmoplasia,
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which form a prominent stromal matrix that separates blood vessels from tumor cells resulting in
to insufficient delivery of chemotherapy drugs into the tumor. The stromal component, which
includes fibroblasts, leukocytes, endothelial cells, and extracellular matrix proteins can comprise
up to 90% of the tumor mass[236]. This in turn limits the ability of chemotherapeutic agents,
which must penetrate the tumors in effective quantities without causing significant toxicity to
normal tissues while is required to kill malignant tumor cells in vivo.
Although extensive testing in pancreatic cancer cell cultures and in vivo mouse models of
pancreatic cancer have demonstrated that gemcitabine has activity against pancreatic cancer, this
has not translated into an effective systemic treatment in humans. It is hypothesized that this
ineffectiveness is in part due to changes in the expression of genes involved in gemcitabine
transport leading to chemoresistance [237]. In addition to chemoresistance at the cellular level,
recent studies using a genetically modified mouse model of pancreatic cancer that appears to
recapitulate more closely the human disease compared to other transplantation mouse models
(xenograft or syngenic autograft), suggesting that insufficient delivery of gemcitabine into the
tumor is also an important mechanism for the apparent chemoresistance [238]. Therefore,
developments of novel therapeutic techniques are urgently needed in the field of pancreatic
cancer.

6.1.2 HIFU treatment for pancreatic cancer
High Intensity Focused Ultrasound (HIFU), with its wide range of application capabilities
in treating various types of tumor types has also been previously shown feasible in ablating
pancreatic tumor, mostly for providing palliative effect [239].

Numerous clinical studies

reported using HIFU for palliative treatment on pancreatic patients, including a 251 advanced
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pancreatic cancer patients study which indicated 84% of the patient population showing
significant pain relief while some cases exhibited significant reduction of tumor volume without
significant adverse effects or pancreatitis [240].
In terms of pre-clinical studies, HIFU has been applied in several studies using swine
models in vivo due to its relevance in size and anatomy with respect to that of the human case.
Hwang et al., were the first to show that HIFU treatment can induce effective necrosis in the
pancreas without significant adverse effects such as skin burns or pancreatitis during a 7-day
post-treatment observation period [241]. Similar findings were confirmed with another study
using both light microscopy and electron microscopy. Recently, other multi-treatment studies
have shown combination of HIFU treatment with radiation therapy in the swine model in vivo
[242], as well as using the combination of a pulsed HIFU treatment sequence with
chemotherapeutic drug (Gemcitabine) to induce enhanced cell apoptosis on xenograft mouse
tumor model in vivo [243].
Despite the aforementioned clinical and preclinical studies, there has yet a comprehensive
clinical trial validation on assessment on whether HIFU alone is capable of providing effective
local tumor response or providing longer survival rate of pancreatic tumor patients. Moreover,
no previous studies have yet to perform real-time monitoring and mapping of the underlying
pancreatic tumor stiffness throughout HIFU treatment, which can serve as an important indicator
for assessing the treatment outcome. Therefore, our objective in this study is to investigate the
feasibility of applying the 2-D HMIFU system for HIFU treatment and monitoring of pancreatic
tumor on genetically engineered pancreatic model in vivo in order to facilitate the future
preclinical and clinical HIFU studies. We hypothesize that our preclinical system is capable of
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both inducing effective cell necrosis through thermal ablation, monitor the associated elastic
changes from variation of HMI displacement, and verify our findings with gross pathological and
histological analysis.

6.2 Methods
6.2.1 The kP(f)c and KPC models
In order to better understand and gain insights to the underlying biology and mechanism
of pancreatic tumor development, which in turn leads to development of innovative therapeutic
approaches, numerous preclinical models have been developed in the past to generate pancreatic
cancer in mice. In this study, two types of transgenic models developed by the laboratory of Dr.
Kenneth Olive at Columbia University Irving Cancer Research Center, were used for HIFU
treatment with HMIFU monitoring. The first model is bearing a homozygous p53 conditional
knockout allele (K-rasLSL.G12D/+, p53Flox/+, PdxCre ) or, namely kp(f)C or “KP-flox” model,
while the second model harboring a heterozygous conditional mutant allels of K-rasLSL.G12D/+,
p53R172H/+, PdxCre, namely “KPC” model mice [236]. It is noteworthy that one of the
barriers to drug delivery appears to be due to the presence of a prominent stromal matrix that
separates blood vessels from tumor cells. This stromal barrier is present in human pancreatic
cancer and in a genetically engineered mouse model (KPC mice); but is absent in xenograft and
syngenic autograft models. More importantly, the value of KPC model comes from the fact that
“it is the only model that recapitulated many aspects of the human disease, including
histopathologic similarities in neoplastic tissue, common occurrence of metastasis to relevant site,
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comorbidities such as cachexia, activation of biochemical pathway, and evidence for genomic
instability” [244].

6.2.2 2-D HMIFU System for HIFU monitoring in vivo
In vivo study procedure
The same 2D-HMIFU system along with the acquisition and processing algorithm and
parameters as previously described in Chapter 5 were used for this study. Each HIFU treatment
was performed continuously for 2 minutes with HMIFU monitoring, and every treatment
location was separated by 2 mm using the 3D positioning system. A total of three mice (n=3,
kp(f)C =1, KPC =2) were used in this study. The 2-D HMIFU based HIFU treatment procedure
for every in vivo study was based on the following procedure (Figure 6.1): First, the animal was
placed on an adjustable stage covered by a waterproof pad and underneath an electrically heating
pad embedded while being anesthetized (Figure 6.3b). The tumor targeting was first performed
using a 25-MHz high frequency ultrasound probe (RMV-707B, Visualsonics Inc. Toronto,
Canada) in order to characterize the tumor dimension and boundary characteristics. Then, a
water bath with adjustable height (Figure 6.2) was placed onto the mice with acoustic gel
coupling, while the high frequency ultrasound probe was fixed to the translational stage. In turn,
a metallic washer was placed inside the water bath and adjusted such that the center aperture lies
right above the entry path to the tumor from above mice (Figure 6.3b). The high frequency
probe was then relocated above the entry point in order to confirm visualization of tumor through
the aperture (Figure 6.3c,d). Once the target was confirmed, the HMIFU transducers were
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replaced with the high frequency probe and fixed onto the translational stage, where the 2.5 MHz
phased array of the 2-D HMIFU system was used to provide final targeting of the tumor based
on the backscattering signatures from the metallic washer on the B-mode imaging.

Next, the

HIFU treatment was performed across numerous locations in a raster scan format, where
individual treatment locations were separated by 2 mm in order to avoid treatment overlaps. The
mouse was immediately sacrificed upon completion of all HMIFU treatments, followed by
necropsy procedures to extract the tumor for gross pathological analysis and paraffin embedding.
Hematoxylin and eosin (H&E) staining was performed in order to assess the presence of necrosis
of PDAC cells due to thermal ablation damage by the HIFU treatment. Cleaved-Caspase 3
staining was also performed in order to assess the apoptotic cell death, which is due to collateral
damage from the HIFU treated region.

Figure 6.1. 15 Procedure time line of the in vivo experiments. Both high frequency and regular B-mode
images will be acquired before and after the treatments, followed by the immediate sacrifice with
necropsy and gross pathology analysis.
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Figure 6.2. 16 Coupling set up for in vivo mice study. The mouse is placed on top of an electrical heating
waterproof pad fixed to a lab jack, while an adjustable water tank is placed from top in order to provide
the acoustic coupling with the 2D HMIFU system with the animal.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 6.3. 17 High frequency imaging based targeting of pancreatic tumor: High frequency probe fixed
onto the translational stage will first capture B-mode image to characterize the tumor (a), followed by
placing the metallic washer indicated by red arrow above the mice inside the water bath (b). Upon
confirming the view matching between the high frequency B-mode before washer placemen (c) and
through the washer aperture (d), the high frequency probe will be replaced by the HMIFU transducers to
perform HIFU treatment.
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6.3 Results
Three mice were subjected to HIFU treatment using the 2-D HMIFU platform. Both the
focal displacement curves as well as the peak-to-peak displacement values were monitored
throughout the treatment time. For the kP(f)c mice, five locations across the tumor region were
subjected to HIFU treatment, where three locations showed peak-to-peak HMI displacement
decrease during HIFU treatment. The respectively representative focal displacement monitoring
curves were shown in Figure 6.4 (a,c,e) as well as the corresponding peak-to-peak HMI
displacement, which indicated displacement decrease of 20.8±6.84, 18.6±1.46, and 24.0±5.43%,
for each of the three treatment locations, respectively (Figure 6.4b,d,f). Upon sacrifice of the
mice, gross pathology images also confirmed two regions of the hemorrhage, each spanning a
region of 1 to 2 mm and separated by 2 mm, which was in agreement with the raster ablation step
size of 2 mm, indicated by the red arrows (Figure 6.5).
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Figure 6.4. 18 1D focal displacement across two treatment locations on a kP (f) c mouse. Both location
1(a,b) and location (d,e) exhibited a decrease in peak-to-peak HMI displacement over treatment time.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 6.5. 19 kP(f)c mice gross pathology confirmation with tumor intact (a) and detached (b). The red
arrows points to the treated regions where surface hemorrhages were observed.

Similar findings were observed for the two KPC mice as well. A total of seven treatment
locations were performed, where peak-to-peak HMI displacement decrease was observed in four
locations, at 39.5±2.98%, 34.5±21.5%, 16.0±3.05%, and 35.0±3.12%, respectively.

Two

representative focal displacement monitoring curves were shown in Figure 6.6 (a,c) as well as
the corresponding peak-to-peak HMI displacement, which indicated displacement decrease of 40
and 34%, for each of the two treatment locations, respectively(Figure 6.6 b,d). In addition, focal
HMI displacement images at the beginning of the treatment (Figure 6.7a,c,e) and towards the end
of the treatment (Figure 6.7b,d,f) were also shown overlayed onto the B-mode images for the
displacement case with 39.5±2.98% focal peak-to-peak HMI displacement decrease. Upon
sacrifice of the mice, gross pathology images also confirmed lesion regions lesion, each spanning
a region of 1 to 2 mm and separated by 2 mm, which was in agreement with the treatment
location adjustment (Figure 6.8a). Furthermore, histological assessment using H&E staining also
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indicated effective region of necrosis, indicated by the unnatural regions of cell death with
defined boundaries, which is due to thermal ablation damage by HIFU treatment (Figure 6.9 a,b).
At 20x and 40x magnification, the histology images also confirmed cell denucleation within the
PDA cells was detected across the HIFU treated region (Figure 6.9 c,d).
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Figure 6.6. 20 1D focal displacements across two treatment locations on a KPC mouse. Both location
1(a,b) and location (d,e) exhibited a decrease in peak-to-peak HMI displacement over treatment time
(Please see Chapter 5 for details on peak-to-peak HMI displacement calculation).
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Figure 6.7. 21 2D displacement cycle maps with B-mode overlay. The tumor is depicted by the dark
region on the center. The targeted focal region was towards the right half of the tumor. Clear
displacement decrease was observed before (a,c,e) and after the treatment (b,d,f).
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 6.8. 22 KPC mice gross pathology Confirmation. The red arrows on the tumor image (a) point to
the treated regions where surface hemorrhages were observed. Note that the tumor was surrounded by a
complex structure of intestine (b,c).
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 6.9. 23 H&E histological images of KPC tumor at (a) 1x, (b) 4x , (c) 10x, and Cleaved Caspase-3
staining histological image at (d) 10x magnifications. Black arrows indicated unnatural necrotic regions
of PDA cell death due to the thermal damage by the HIFU treatment. Furthermore, clear cell
denucleations were observed across the high magnification images at the HIFU treated region (red arrow)
compared to peripheral regions (green arrows) in (b). (d) The Cleaved Caspase-3 staining image from the
same serial section indicated the regions of apoptotic cell death (brown) surrounding the HIFU treated
region. The slides shown are between 400-500 µm from the top of the tumor specimen, with thickness of
60 µm each, respectively.
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6.4 Discussion
Pancreatic ductal adenocarcinoma (PDAC) is currently the fourth leading cause of cancer
mortality with highest 5-year mortality rates [234, 235] and very limited treatment options. Due
to the strong resistance nature of standard and targeted cancerous therapies, [236], the 5-year
survival rate following diagnosis has been one of the lowest amongst all cancer types between 45%. Therefore, development of new alternative techniques with clinical promise is crucial in
treatment of PDACs. Over the past few decades, High Intensity Focused Ultrasound (HIFU)
treatment has been applied to treat a wide range of cancer tumor types in both preclinical and
clinical models. Several studies have reported the use of HIFU in treating pancreatic tumors
both in clinical model and preclinical models. Nevertheless, all of the previous clinical studies
have been mainly focused on providing palliative relief aspect of pancreatic patients [239],
instead of targeting for effective necrosis of the PDAC tumor cells. The preclinical studies on
the other hand, were performed either using normal pancreatic applications [241], or xenograft
based preclinical models that lacked the traits of human PDAC tumors [243]. Most importantly,
none of the previous studies were performed with real-time monitoring in order to assess the
tumor characteristic change during the HIFU treatment. In this work, we have investigated the
feasibility of treating PDAC tumors in vivo using HIFU alone using a usage of a preclinical real
time 2-D monitoring platform based on the HIMFU technique in treating PDAC tumors using in
vivo transgenic PDAC model mice that mimics the characteristics of human PDAC tumor
characteristics [238]. Two models have been used in this study, a heterozygous p53 conditional
knockout allele (K-rasLSL.G12D/+, p53Flox/+, PdxCre ) or, namely kp(f)C or “KP-flox” model,
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and another model harboring a heterozygous conditional mutant allels of K-rasLSL.G12D/+,
p53R172H/+, PdxCre, called “KPC” model that mimics the characteristics of human PDAC
tumor such as the presence of prominent stromal matrix that separates blood vessels from tumor
cells. Our objective of this study is to first show the feasibility our developed 2-D HMIFU
system for HIFU treatment and monitoring of pancreatic tumor on genetically engineered
pancreatic model in vivo.
Three mice (1 kp(f)C model, 2 KPC models) were treated with HIFU treatment with
monitoring using the 2-D HMIFU system. Both the focal displacement curves and the peak-topeak HMI displacement values were analyzed through the entire HIFU treatment window. For
the HIFU treatment of the kp(f)C model, a displacement decrease was observed across three of
the five treatment locations at 20.8±6.84, 18.6±1.46, and 24.0±5.43%, respectively (Figure 6.4).
For the HIFU treatment of KPC model, the displacement decrease was found across four of
seven treatment locations at 39.5±2.98%, 34.5±21.5%, 16.0±3.05%, and 35.0±3.12%,
respectively (Figure 6.6). In addition, the decrease of focal displacement profiles at the focal
zone inside the KPC tumor was also mapped by the 2-D HMIFU system before (Figure 6.7a,c,e)
and after (Figure 6.7b,d,f) the HIFU treatment. The confirmation of the tumor stiffness change
was first validated by the agreement with both gross pathological findings, where multiple
locations of speculated thermal lesion with hemorrhages, separated by the raster ablation step of
2 mm. The displacement increase-then-decrease from the monitoring displacement profiles
(Figure 6.6) can be correlated with the liquefaction of the treated tumor region (Figure 6.9 c,d).
This proves the effective localization of the HIFU focal region inside the tumor, indicating the
displacements were representative of the tumor tissue (Figure 6.5, 6.8). Moreover, for the KPC
models, the H&E histological assessment also confirmed regions of effective HIFU treatment,
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i.e., region with unphysiological necrosis of PDAC cells and delineated by clear boundary which
symbolize the circular cross sectional view of a HIFU focal zone (Figure 6.9 a,b,c). The
Cleaved-Caspase-3 also confirms the cell apoptosis surrounding the HIFU treated region, which
is due to the lack of blood and nutritional supply that is induced by the collateral damage of the
HIFU (Figure 6.9 d). To our knowledge, this study shows the first effective treatment of PDAC
cells by HIFU alone with real-time monitoring using a clinically relevant transgenic pancreatic
tumor model (KPC model) in vivo.
Several limitations must also be discussed for the aforementioned outcomes. First of all,
the inability to monitor stiffness changes across all of the treatment cases could stem from
several sources.

It is noteworthy that the initial peak-to-peak displacements amplitude (lower

than 10 µm) was relatively much lower in comparison to our other application studies using
canine liver[233] and breast tumor models[188].

As mentioned previously, we know that the

unique hypoxic nature of the PDAC tumors with extensive stromal matrix, which is composed of
fibroblasts, leukocytes, endothelial cells, and extracellular matrix proteins, provides the tumor
with a mechanically stiff environment. This environment is not only challenging to delivery of
standard chemotherapeutic or radiotherapy treatments, but also for HIFU treatment, which
requires delivery of effective thermal dosage in order to achieve cell necrosis, as well as for
HMIFU monitoring which requires effective energy delivery to provide mechanical probing of
the tissue during thermal ablation. This can be confirmed with all of the gross pathological
assessment, where the diameter of treated region were no more than a millimeter or two (Figure
6.5, 6.8), which is much lower than any of the previously reported thermal lesions using HMIFU
technique. In turn, such a limited HIFU beam energy will also limit the ability of performing
HMIFU monitoring due to the attenuated radiation force in situ. Furthermore, the location of the
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PDAC tumor is another significant factor that limits the delivery of the HIFU beam energy. As
we can observe from the gross pathological assessment upon sacrifice (Figure 6.5a, Figure
6.8b,c), the tumor is often adjacent or even covered by organs such as liver or intestines, which
can create significant problems in the HIFU wave propagation despite the implementation of the
aforementioned custom targeting protocol.
Despite the existing limitation mentioned above, several improvements can be
implemented in order to improve the outcome quality of HIFU treatments with HMIFU
monitoring for the ablation of PDAC tumor. In terms of both targeting and monitoring the focal
displacement, the high frequency imaging probe (fcenter = 25 MHz) can be implemented as the
confocally aligned imaging probe inside the HMIFU system in order to improve both the
imaging and monitoring resolution at the tumor site given the small excitation nature inside of
the very stiff PDA tumors. Moreover, this will in turn reduce the prolonged targeting time with
the aforementioned custom targeting involving both the high frequency imager and the 2D
HMIFU system (Figure 6.3). For delivery of higher thermal dosage, the HMIFU system is
currently being upgraded with an external power supply that can enhance the acoustic emission
power up to an order of magnitude, and we are also investigating the usage of higher AM
frequencies in stiffer regions in order to create larger mechanical response due to the frequency
dependency of biological tissues. Lastly, we expect to perform long term study with assessing
both the tumor size change as well as the survival performance of the mice in order to optimize
the treatment strategy of HIFU alone or possible HIFU-Drug combinational strategies for
treatment of the PDA tumors.
Nevertheless, the present study validates the first proof-of-concept study of HIFU alone
effective PDAC tumor ablation on a clinically relevant transgenic KPC model in vivo with real155

time monitoring using a 2-D HMIFU system. It is believed that the findings are promising in
paving a translational path to the usage of the HIFU system and HMIFU monitoring for
treatment of pancreatic tumor as well as other types of tumor models in both preclinical and
clinical setting.

6.5 Conclusion and Ongoing work
In this work, the feasibility of inducing cell necrosis on clinically relevant KPC model
has been demonstrated using the developed 2-D HMIFU system in vivo. A total of three mice (1
kp(f)C and 2 KPC models) were subjected to HIFU treatment with HMIFU monitoring. HMI
displacement decreases was observed at 3 of 5 treatment locations across the kP(f)c model at 28,
20, and 30%, respectively, as well as at 4 out of the 7 treatment locations across the KPC model
at 40, 34, 19, and 36%, respectively. The apparent stiffening of the tumor observed by HMIFU
monitoring were also confirmed with gross pathological findings, which indicated clear regions
of thermal lesions with hemorrhage, as well as H&E histological assessment, which indicated
well delineated regions of unnatural cell necrosis due to thermal ablation.

Ongoing work

includes improvement of the targeting and monitoring system using a high frequency imager as
well as progressive long term study on tumor size change as well as the survival study for
optimization of treatment strategy.
In Chapters 4 and 5, we have successfully demonstrated the design, development, and
optimization of both a 1-D and 2-D based HMIFU system with initial feasibilities in monitoring
HIFU treatment sequences with both boiling and slow denaturation. In this chapter, we further
showed successful feasibility of using the developed 2-D HMIFU system in treating and
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monitoring HIFU treatment for pre-clinical KPC pancreatic tumor models in vivo. Despite the
vast amount of optimization efforts described in our previous chapters, the ultimate dream for
any biomechanical based imaging modalities is to perform quantitative assessment of biological
tissues.

Therefore, the next chapter (Chapter 7) will focus on the development and

implementation of a model-independent fundamental algorithm for estimation of HMI-based
Young’s modulus through HMI displacement and strain, where we will demonstrate both the
theoretical and experimental validation studies.
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Chapter 7. Modulus Estimation using HMIFU
7.1 Introduction
As the HMIFU system has been assessed fundamentally in Chapter 3, the development of
both the 1-D and 2-D HMIFU system have been described in the Chapters 4, 5, along with initial
feasibilities in preclinical pancreatic tumor model mice in vivo in chapter 6. In this chapter, the
work is focused on demonstrating the feasibility of implementing a novel technique for
estimating the Young’s modulus is presented utilizing the principle of HMI and HMIFU. The
motivation behind this work stems from the lack of in vivo indentation based method for
estimating of localized quantitative stiffness index such as Young’s Modulus for biological tissue
assessment. The further details have been previously summarized and can be found in the
section of Appendix B of this chapter.
The objective of this chapter is to investigate a new role for HMIFU, namely, a
mechanical testing tool, where a known dynamic force is applied and the resulting displacement
is measured. In the previous work (described in Appendix B), three objectives were being
investigated: (1) Proposal of a stiffness index, namely, the HMI modulus EHMI, based on the
applied force and the measured strains, (2) Evaluation of the correlation between EHMI and the
true Young’s modulus E with finite-element simulations, and (3) Evaluation of the quality and
the experimental feasibility of the proposed method on phantoms, by comparing EHMI to the
Young’s modulus measured by mechanical testing.

Nevertheless, further validation of the

proposed modulus estimation method is required on biological specimen as well as
implementation onto the clinically-translatable 2-D HMIFU system.
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Therefore, the main

objective of this work is to (4) demonstrate the feasibility of the proposed method on ex vivo
biological tissue for elasticity imaging using both the developed 1-D and 2-D HMIFU system.
The estimated modulus using 1-D and 2-D HMIFU system will be referred as the EHMI, namely
HMI modulus throughout this chapter. The 1-D HMI modulus as the ratio of the maximum
σcompression divided by the maximum measured axial normal strain εzz . EHMI is therefore defined
as:

E HMI 

max( 

Compressio

max( 
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n

)

)

,
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whereas the 2-D HMI modulus, which is estimated from both axial normal strain and axial shear
strain, can be defined as:
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2-D HMI modulus will be described in the following section of 7.2 in detail. It is important to
re-emphasize that our general objective of the proposed method is to provide an HMI-based
mechanical testing setup that is particularly relevant for biomechanics as it is non-contact, noninvasive, and it can be used in vivo.

7.2 Materials and Methods
As mentioned in the introduction, much of the previous work, which focused on the
demonstration of the fundamental assessment of the modulus estimation methodology using
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Finite Element Analysis (FEA) modeling, and the feasibility study using polyacrylamide
phantoms with mechanical testing validation, have been previously demonstrated and is
described on the Appendix B of this chapter.

Calculation of the 2D HMI Elastic Modulus

Upon development of the 2-D HMIFU system, it is possible to estimate both the axial
strain (εzz) and axial shear (εxz) strain, which allows us to utilize another model independent,
close formula as follows:

2

Tensile force = E εzz * πR
Ultrasound
transducer

Shear force = G εxz * 2πRh

2

Compressive force = E εzz * πR

Figure 7.1. 24 Summary of how the 2D HMI modulus is calculated. Note that focal region is assumed to
be a volumetric force distributed across a cylindrical piston-like shape in highlighted in pink. Green
region indicates the force piston. R, h indicates the radius and the height of piston shaped force,
respectively.
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The closed form equation for estimating 2-D HMI modulus is as follows:



where

fv
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(2)

is the volumetric force, E would be the HMI modulus, R and h indicates the

radius and height of the force piston, respectively, and lastly εzz and εxz indicating axial and
axial-shear strain. Note assumption of both incompressibility as well as homogeneous medium
is assumed for this equation to hold. The confirmation study for incompressibility has been
completed previously and is described in Appendix B.
Ex vivo Study using 1-D HMIFU system
For the 1-D modulus estimation study, two canine liver lobes were excised from the
animals immediately after sacrifice. All procedures were approved by the Institutional Animal
Care and Use Committee of Columbia University. The tissue specimens were immersed in a
degassed Phosphate Buffered Saline bath upon excision and throughout the experimental
procedure. Both the HMI imaging experimental protocol used here has been described in details
previously [154]. AM frequency was 25 Hz, resulting in an excitation frequency of f=50Hz. The
excitation transducer has a characteristic beam profile of 4 mm by 1 mm at -6dB, which results
in approximately 10 mm of excitation in the axial direction (Figure 7.2).

Note that this

transducer also used in the study described in Chapter 3. Due to the similar order of axial
excitation range and the thickness of liver specimen, the transducer was intentionally positioned
near the top surface of the liver in order to facilitate the measurement of axial compressive strain.
Axial and shear strains were obtained from axial displacements using a gradient operator. More
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specifically, a least square estimator implemented with a Savitzky-Golay filter was used to
estimate the strains. (Figure 7.3). The size of the window for incremental HMI displacement
estimation was equal to 3.85 mm, with an overlap of 90%. The size of the window for strain
estimation was varied between 0.12 mm to 0.58 mm for axial strain, and 0.94 mm to 1.56 mm
for axial shear strain, depending on the profile of the focal displacement.
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Figure 7.2. 25 Beam profile of 1-D system HIFU transducer (a): On axis view, (b): Cross-sectional view.
The -6dB region consists of focal length of 4 mm in the axial and 0.6 mm in the lateral direction.
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Figure 7.3. 26 (a) Estimated displacement using 1D cross correlation and (b) Estimated axial
compressive strain using least square estimator algorithm. Red line indicates the region of investigation
for compressive strain, i.e., end of acoustic focal zone. Note that the displacement profile is plotted in mmode.

Mechanical tests were carried out in order to obtain the Young's modulus of freshlyexcised canine liver tissue ex vivo. Samples were collected from the same livers as those tested
by HMI, and were constantly kept in Phosphate Buffered Saline (PBS) (Fischer Scientific,
Pittsburgh, PA) during ex vivo transportation and mechanical testing. To minimize the variations
in tissue properties, all tests were completed within 12 hours post-mortem. Five cylindrical test
specimens of diameter

and height

(N=3 and N=2 for

liver 1 and 2, respectively) were prepared using a biopsy punch. The specimens were placed
unconfined between the top/bottom plates, pre-compressed (to induce enough grip between the
tissue and grip surfaces) (ε=5%), and tested under oscillatory shear test (ε=1%, f=1Hz-10Hz) in
order to measure the shear modulus (GMech.Test.).

The value of the shear storage modulus

GMech.Test. measured at f=10Hz was chosen as the reference value, and the Young’s modulus was
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obtained by EMech.Test. = 3 GMech.Test. under the assumption of quasi-incompressibility, as in the
phantom study.

Numerical, phantom and ex vivo Study for 2-D HMIFU system
Both the methods for numerical and phantom studies are described in the Appendix B.
For the 2-D modulus estimation study, another set of numerical study was first performed under
the same simulation parameters and implementation approach as discussed in the method section
of A1. Two modifications were made, where excitation was made under static mode, and the
excitation force was modified with the force profile simulated using a previously developed
custom simulation algorithm [245].
performed.

Both phantom and liver specimen based study was

Three locations were investigated on a co-polymer phantom with custom

manufacturing method [246] with holds Young’s modulus of 5.5 kPa, and the liver specimen
(n=3, treatment location 3) preparation was the same as the procedure using the 1-D HMIFU
system. Both imaging HMIFU sequence as well as HIFU treatment sequence was used for
phantom and liver study. Further information on the detail of the HMIFU sequence can be found
on Chapter 5. The excitation transducer has a characteristic beam profile of 1.7 mm by 0.4 mm
at -6dB (Figure 7.4). The size of the window for incremental HMI displacement estimation was
equal to 1.54 mm, with an overlap of 90%. The processing algorithm and parameters for strain
estimation were same as the 1-D system study mentioned in Chapter 4.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 7.4. 27 (a) Beam profile of the 2-D system’s HIFU transducer (a): On axis view, (b): Crosssectional view. The -6dB intensity (-3dB Pressure) region consists of focal length of 1.7 mm in the axial
and 0.4 mm in the lateral direction.

7.3 Results
The outcomes from the numerical study of 1-D HMIFU system including assumption
error estimation, correlation between E and Young’s Modulus based on simulation as well as
polyacrylamide phantom studies, as well as investigation on inhomogeneity dependency have
been described further in Appendix B.
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Ex vivo Study using 1-D HMIFU system

The estimated EHMI and the measured Young’s Modulus of two sets of liver specimens
are listed on Tables 7.1 and 7.2, respectively. The average value of the modulus was 33.9±15.2
kPa whereas the measured Young’s Modulus from mechanical testing was 4.20±2.58 kPa. The
average ratio between the two moduli is found to be EHMI/E ≈ 8.1.

Specimen #
1
2
Average

Compressive Strain %
0.76±0.02
1.31±0.02
0.78±50.0

EHMI (kPa)
44.6
23.1
33.9±15.2

12Table 7.1. Estimated compressive strain using HMI and EHMI

Specimen #
1
2
3
4
5
Average

Estimated E (kPa)
2.64
2.19
2.16
7.29
6.72
4.2±2.58

13Table 7.2. Measured Young’s Modulus of ex vivo liver tissue using rhometry mechanical testing

Numerical, phantom, and ex vivo Study using 2-D HMIFU system

From the ABAQUS simulation, we simulated for the excitation force, axial displacement,
axial strain and axial shear strain. The resulting force was 2 x 106 N/m3, the resulting peak
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positive displacement was around 2.0 µm, the axial strains were varied between 0.69 to 0.82 %,
and the axial shear strain was around 2.2% (Figure 7.5).

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 7.5. 28 Theoretical simulation of HMI body force (a), axial displacement (b), axial strain (c), and
axial shear strain (d) using a axi-symmetric based model on ABAQUS. Note the magnitude is in SI.
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Displacement mapping was performed across three locations on the co-polymer phantom,
and clear peak positive HMI focal displacement (Figure 7.6a) was mapped and used for
estimation of both axial strain (Figure 7.6b) and axial shear strain (Figure 7.6c) The mapped
displacement focal size were found to be 3 mm (axial) by 1.5 mm (lateral). The estimated EHMI
across three measurements on the copolymer phantom are listed on Table 7.3, respectively. The
average value of the modulus was 167±8.61 kPa whereas the manufactured Young’s Modulus
from mechanical testing was 5.5±0.5 kPa. The average ratio between the two moduli is found to
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Figure 7.6. 29 2D HMI displacement map (a) , axial strain (b), and axial shear strain (c) using the 2D
HMIFU system on copolymer phantom.
Phantom
Location
1
2
3

Axial
Compressive
Strain (%)
0.5
0.96
0.8

Axial
Tensile
Strain (%)
0.51
0.8
1.4

Axial Shear
Strain (%)

Piston Size
(Height x Radius) (mm)

Estimated
HMI Modulus (kPa)

2.06
1.41
0.9

3 x 1.5
3 x 1.5
3 x 1.5

159.7
164.8
176.5
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-1

14Table 7.3. Strain and modulus computation on copolymer phantom

Similar to the copolymer phantom study, displacement mapping was performed across
three treatment locations on three different live specimens, and clear peak positive HMI focal
displacement (Figure 7.7a,b) was mapped and used for estimation of both axial strain (Figure 7.7
c,d) and axial shear strain (Figure 7.7 e,f) at beginning (Figure 7.7 a,c,e) and ending during
(Figure 7.7 b,d,f) HIFU treatment time. The average mapped displacement focal size were found
to be 5.07 mm (axial) by 2.54 mm (lateral) at beginning of the treatment, and 10.6 mm (axial) by
0.98 mm (lateral) at ending of the HIFU treatment.

The estimated EHMI across three

measurements on the liver specimens are listed on Table 7.4, respectively. The average value of
the modulus was 887.3±542.15 kPa and 5291.2±3384.4 kPa at beginning and ending during
HFU treatment, respectively. The modulus contrast before and after HIFU treatment was found
to be EHMI,after/EHMI,after ≈ 5.96.
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Figure 7.7. 30 2D HMI displacement map (a,b) , axial strain (c,d), and axial shear strain (e,f) on canine
liver using the 2D HMIFU system at beginning (T=4 s) and end (T =117s) of a 2 min HIFU treatment
sequence.
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Liver
Sample
1
2
3

Axial Compressive
Strain (%)
Beginning
End
0.3
0.15
0.15
0.087
0.5
0.06

Axial Shear
Strain (%)
Beginning
End
0.24
0.12
0.26
0.15
0.37
0.07

Piston Size
(Height x Radius) (mm)
Beginning
End
3.7 x 3.0
10.0 x 5.0
8.0 x 2.6
11.7 x 3.9
3.5 x 2.2
10.0 x 7.0

Estimated
HMI Modulus (kPa)
Beginning
End
822.2
2941.2
1459.3
3762.1
380.9
9170.3

15Table 7.4. Strain and modulus at beginning and end of HIFU treatment on canine liver tissue

7.4 Discussion
In this chapter, a methodology using the acoustic radiation force for internal, non-contact
indentation of soft tissues was proposed and investigated both theoretically and experimentally.
Currently, no techniques are available for a noninvasive internal, non-contact identation based
mechanical property assessment for biological specimens. Utilizing the principle of HMIFU, our
method utilized the applied force and by measuring the resulting deformation, a stiffness
modulus was proposed, namely, the HMI modulus EHMI. It is noteworthy that the EHMI differs
from the Young’s modulus E by definition, and thus our goal here is to assess the feasibility of
estimating EHMI using both 1-D HMIFU system and 2-D HMIFU system as well as investigating
the correlation between the two.
Discussions regarding the previous work on 1-D HMIFU based modulus estimation can
be found in Appendix B. The preliminary ex vivo experiments using 1-D HMIFU system were
performed on liver specimens in order to demonstrate the feasibility of the method on soft tissue.
It is important to keep in mind that mechanical testing experiments were performed on a very
limited number of samples (N=5), and the following conclusions should be therefore considered
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with caution. A high contrast ratio was obtained between the EHMI and the Young’s modulus
(EHMI/E ≈ 8.1). This ratio is substantially higher than the one measured in phantoms, and it
could be related to the alteration of mechanical properties due to sample preparation and
conditioning. Due to the limited number of tested livers, no correlation could be clearly
established between EHMI and E in this ex vivo study. Nevertheless, the feasibility of the method
was demonstrated on soft tissue.
Preliminary experiments using 2-D HMIFU system were also performed on both
copolymer phantom as well as liver specimens in order to demonstrate the feasibility of the 2D
modulus estimation method. Both the axial and axial shear strain profiles were clearly mapped
across all of the cases. Nevertheless, the estimated EHMI values were much higher than the
manufacturer’s value of (EHMI/EManufacturer ≈ 30.3). Similar findings were observed amongst the
liver specimen cases, where the estimated EHMI values of 887.3±542.1 kPa were much higher
than the mechanical-testing based Young’s modulus of 4.2±2.58 kPa. Nevertheless, the contrast
remained high between the EHMI at beginning of the HIFU treatment and ending of the HIFU
treatment EHMI,after/EHMI,after ≈ 5.96). This indicated the clear stiffening of the underlying tissue
elasticity, which is confirmed with both previous literatures [136, 138, 139, 154, 174], as well as
our mechanical testing results presented in Chapter 5.
Several reasons could be associated with the difference between the EHMI and the
mechanical testing measured Young’s modulus: For modulus estimation based on 1-D system,
by definition, the modulus that was proposed in this study (EHMI) differs from the actual Young’s
modulus. EHMI was defined as the ratio of compressive stress to underlying compressive strain. In
reality, the acoustic radiation volumetric force acting within the focal region yields both
compressive and shear deformation around the focal region, and the full balance of forces written
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for the focal region should be written accordingly. Therefore, the 2-D system studies were
performed in order to measure the actual Young’s modulus by HMI using the measurements of
both compressive and shear deformations. Nevertheless, the 2-D system studies led even a larger
error between the estimated EHMI and the underlying Young’s Modulus.

In regards to the

aforementioned outcomes, we would like to discuss a few sources of error and the potential
improvement on our technique which addresses such issues.
From the material property aspect, a major source of uncertainty in EHMI estimation is
related to the value of the acoustic absorption.

The acoustic absorption can be estimated

according to the different sources existing in the literature, but this will result most probably in
an approximation of its actual value. However, due to the linear relationship between acoustic
radiation force and acoustic attenuation, an inaccurate estimation of α will not affect the
correlation that exists between EHMI and the intrinsic Young’s modulus E. A limitation to this
method would be the example of an organ where the acoustic absorption varies dramatically
within the tissue, since in that case, the spatial variation of EHMI not be only related to spatial
variation of E, but also to the spatial variation of the absorption. Other than attenuation, factors
such as anisotropic, tissue inhomogeneity, viscosity, and nonlinearity properties of soft tissue can
also contribute to the estimation error.
From the estimation algorithm perspective, a significant error also lies in the estimation
of both the axial and shear strain. First, the displacement is affected by tissue inhomogeneity
such as blood vessels and boundary effects when focal zone is localized near the surface or
bottom edge on the specimen. In addition, we discussed in Chapter 5 that the size of the focal
zone excitation increases with treatment time as thermal lesion grows. Therefore, the window
size of the Savitzky-Golay filter is required to be adjusted depending on the displacement
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profiles, which can induce estimation error both intra- and inter- treatment location measurement
error across different treatments. It can be clear from both Tables 7.3 and 7.4 that experimental
strains are generally much lower than that of the simulated. This could come from both limited
axial and lateral resolution, which requires even a higher reconstruction resolution (80 MHz is
used for this study) and beam density. In addition, the signal-to-noise (SNR) ratio can be
improved in order to facilitate the delineation of the focal excitation displacement profile using a
high frame rate, focused wave transmission imaging sequence in order to map the true focal
displacement distribution. Another important aspect is the frequency dependency of strain,
which has been discussed further in Appendix C.
Despite the fact that EHMI differs from E by definition, it is important to insist on its high
significance. The high correlation between these two moduli was demonstrated in this study.
Therefore, relative contrast in terms of EHMI is particularly interesting as it will be the same as the
contrast in terms of actual elasticity. Moreover, EHMI is a simple-to-measure, quantitative
parameter that can be easily followed in time, and would therefore constitute a valuable
quantitative parameter for HIFU monitoring directly at the focus. Ongoing work is being carried
out in the relevance of EHMI for therapy monitoring.

7.5 Conclusion
In this chapter, a noninvasive, noncontact, model-independent method for the
measurement of tissues elasticity is presented based on the principle of indentation by applying
the principle of HMIFU. The method is capable of estimating the Young’s Modulus from
estimated focal strain profiles and the applied focal volumetric force. The method has been
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validated theoretically with Finite Element Analysis (FEA), and feasibility studies have been
completed experimentally using both phantoms and liver specimens with the developed 1-D and
2-D HMIFU system. Good correlation was found between the EHMI and assigned Young’s
Modulus in simulation (EHMI/E ≈ 2.3), as well as between the EHMI and rheometer measured
Young’s Modulus using the 1-D HMIFU system. Strong discrepancies were observed between
the estimated EHMI using 2-D HMIFU system on both copolymer phantom(EHMI/E ≈ 30.4), and
liver specimen ((EHMI/E ≈ 211.3), which were mainly due to limitation of imaging resolution,
SNR, and accuracy in estimating the acoustic properties of imaging medium. Nevertheless, clear
contrast remained between EHMI at beginning of the HIFU treatment and EHMI at the end of HIFU
treatment (EHMI,end/EHMI,beginning ≈ 5.96), indicating underlying stiffening of tissue upon HIFU
treatment. Ongoing work includes both the improvement on resolution and SNR or imaging
sequence and reconstruction, as well as estimation of tissue acoustic properties.
In the following and last chapter of this dissertation, we will summarize the findings from
all of the aforementioned studies as well as discuss the potential area for improvement and
recommended directions for the future development of HMIFU technique.
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Chapter 8. Conclusion summary and future works
8.1 Conclusion & summary
The scope of this dissertation has been focused on the theoretical, system, and application
development of a biomechanical assessment and monitoring of thermal ablation with a
noninvasive ultrasound based technique, namely Harmonic Motion Imaging for Focused
Ultrasound (HMIFU). HMIFU is an acoustic radiation force based technique for assessment and
monitoring of tumor thermal ablation procedures such as High Intensity Focused Ultrasound
(HIFU) treatment. In this dissertation, the performance of HMIFU in detecting the formation of
HIFU thermal lesion has been assessed theoretically with experimental validation (Chapter 3)
[204], followed by the development of both a 1-D and 2-D HMIFU system for pre-clinical and
clinical study have been developed with feasibility shown ex vivo (Chapter 4, Chapter 5) [199,
233] and in vivo (Chapter 6) [247], and lastly a quantitative mechanical mapping method has
been proposed and implemented onto both the HMIFU framework (Chapter 7) [183].
In chapter 3, a 3D, FE-based interdisciplinary simulation framework comprised of a
nonlinear wave propagation model coupled with a Bioheat Transfer (BHT) module to simulate
for acoustic pressure maps and thermal lesion size, a finite-element (FE) based mechanics
module to simulate for the mechanical response, and an image-formation model is used to
evaluate the HMIFU estimated displacement, in order to assess the feasibility of HMIFU in
thermal lesion mapping. For the simulated HIFU treatment cases, the modulus contrast of
lesion-to-background were assigned for 3,6, and 9 for HIFU treatment with 10,20, and 30
seconds, both the HMIFU simulation framework and validation experiments showed capability
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in depicting the lesion size increase (Simulation: 16.2, 73.1, 334.7 mm2, Experiment: 28.2, 83.3,
201.1 mm2) (Figure 3.11, Table 3.4) as well as the lesion-to-background displacement contrast
(Simulation: 1.65, 3.19, 4.59, Experiment: 1.19, 1.28, 1.78) (Figure 3.10, Table 3.5).
In Chapter 4, the 1-D HMIFU system has been upgraded and optimized in order to
investigate the relationship between HMIFU parameters (focal displacement, phase shift (Δφ))
and thermal, acoustical, and mechanical effects within focal medium (i.e., boiling, cavitation,
and nonlinearity) using barewire thermocouple and PCD on biological specimen ex vivo. The
multi-parametric HMIFU monitoring studies were performed under HIFU treatment sequences
with slow denaturation and boiling. For HIFU treatments with slow denaturation, which were
performed with acoustic power ranged between 3.6 to 5.2 W for 120-240 seconds, consistent
displacement increase-then-decrease trend was observed, indicating tissue softening-thenstiffening and phase shift increased with treatment time in agreement with mechanical testing
outcomes. The cross-correlation parameter remained high throughout the entire treatment time
under a minimized broadband energy and boiling mechanism. In contrast, HIFU treatment
sequences with boiling were performed with acoustic power ranged between 8 to 11W for 30
seconds, where both displacement and phase shift change lacked consistency under the presence
of strong boiling mechanism confirmed by both PCD and thermocouple monitoring.
Nevertheless, HMIFU parameters such as displacement contrast remained high amongst the
HIFU treatment with boiling sequences, indicating the robustness of HMIFU in monitoring
lesion formation under boiling mechanism.
In chapter 5, we have further designed and developed a fully-integrated, clinically 2D
real-time HMIFU system, which incorporated a GPU-based sparse-matrix reconstruction
algorithm capable of providing 2D real-time streaming during HIFU treatment up to 15 Hz
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without interruption. To our knowledge, the developed HMIFU platform is currently the fastest
real-time feedback system in the field of HIFU treatment monitoring. Reproducibility studies
also showed consistent displacement estimation on tissue-mimicking phantoms (21.9±7.98 µm,
23.9±8.7 µm, and 21.6±2.4 µm) as well as monitoring of tissue-softening-then-stiffening phase
change across 16 out of 19 liver specimens (Increasing rate in phase shift (Δφ): 0.73±0.69 %/s,
Decreasing rate in phase shift (Δφ):

0.60±0.19 %/s) along with thermocouple monitoring

(Increasing: 0.84±1.15 %/°C, Decreasing:

2.03± 0.93%/°C).

The underlying stiffening

assessments were also confirmed with mechanical testing as well (Untreated: 2.1± 1.2 kPa, HIFU
treated: 38.8± 11.6 kPa).
In chapter 6, the feasibility of using the developed 2-D HMIFU system on pancreatic
(kP(f)c and KPC) models has been demonstrated in vivo. HMI displacement decreases were
observed at three of five treatment locations across the kP(f)c model at 20.8±6.84, 18.6±1.46, and
24.0±5.43%, as well as at four of the seven treatment locations across the KPC model at
39.5±2.98%, 34.5±21.5%, 16.0±3.05%, and 35.0±3.12%. Gross pathological findings and H&E

histological assessment also confirmed the well delineated regions of treated tissue with cell
death confirmation.

Cleaved-Caspase-3 staining also confirmed the apoptotic cell death

surrounding the HIFU treated regions due to the collateral damage from the HIFU treatment.
Ongoing and future work will be focused on long-term study to monitor the progressive change
in tumor characteristics following HIFU treatment with HMIFU monitoring.
In chapter 7, a novel model-independent method for the estimating Young’s modulus
based on strain profile was implemented onto both 1-D and 2-D HMIFU system. The method
was first validated with Finite Element Analysis (FEA), where good correlations were found
between the EHMI and assigned Young’s Modulus in simulation, as well as between the EHMI and
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rheometer measured Young’s Modulus using the 1-D HMIFU system on both polyacrylamide
phantom (EHMI/E ≈ 2.3) and liver (EHMI/E ≈ 8.1). Strong discrepancies were observed between
the estimated EHMI using 2-D HMIFU system on both copolymer phantom (EHMI/E ≈ 30.4), and
liver specimen (EHMI/E ≈ 211.3) due to the limited imaging resolution and SNR. Clear contrast
was also detected between EHMI at beginning of the HIFU treatment and EHMI at the end of HIFU
treatment (EHMI,end/EHMI,beginning ≈ 5.96), indicating underlying stiffening of tissue upon formation
of thermal lesion. The 2-D HMIFU system is currently being investigated to improve both the
spatial resolution and SNR in order to facilitate estimation of focal strain profiles.
In summary, the outcomes from the aforementioned studies successfully showed the
feasibility of both the 1-D and 2-D HMIFU system in monitoring both HIFU treatment with slow
denaturation and boiling. The monitoring capabilities of HMIFU have been improved to a multiparametric approach involving focal displacement, phase shift, strain, temperature, PCD on ex
vivo and in vivo applications.

8.2 Future directions
Ever since the conceptualization of Localized Harmonic Motion Imaging (LHMI)[81],
there have been many studies extensively on this subject from many different aspects. From the
perspective of HIFU treatment, as mentioned earlier, there are three stages for every ablation
therapy treatment:

1) Treatment planning, 2) Treatment monitoring, and 3) Treatment

Assessment. As for the stages of treatment planning and assessment, two important missions are
required to be completed: target localization (or mapping) and beam localization (or mapping).
From the aspect of target localization, extensive diagnostic imaging modalities using ultrasound,
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acousto-optical imaging, MRI, or CT have been developed that are capable of
localizing/mapping thermal lesion based on its unique tissue property such as echogenicity,
speed of sound, attenuation coefficient.

Despite the aforementioned targeting modalities,

imaging techniques to localize the HIFU focal zone, in other words the beam localization of the
therapeutic ultrasound is relatively underdeveloped. Previously developed beam localization
techniques have been based on MRI as well as the noninvasive temperature imaging using echoshift based method. A recent study demonstrated feasibility the application of both Synthetic
Aperture (SA) and Single Focused Transmission (STF) imaging in order to monitor the change
in echogenicty to localize HIFU focus and assess lesion formation in vivo [248]. With respect to
the developed techniques, HMIFU can also establish a beam localization sequence in order to
improve the targeting accuracy prior to the treatment procedure. It is noteworthy that the
sequence is required to detect any shift of the focal beam spot while incapable of producing any
unintended irreversible therapeutic effects at the focal region. The treatment monitoring aspect,
however, remains the most challenging and therefore underdeveloped where further
improvements can be made to optimize the performance of HIFU treatment.

Despite the

development of other techniques such as MRgFUS, MRE, ARFI Imaging, SSI, HMIFU remains
as the only modality capable of imaging the focal information without interruption of the
treatment.

Over the past decade, an extensive range of assessment approaches have been

proposed such as focal displacement, focal phase shift, and focal strain. Despite the previously
feasibility studies with these parameters, these parameters are heavily dependent on system
parameters such as carrier frequency, modulation frequency, treatment power, motion estimation
parameter, as well as medium parameters such as boundary condition, viscoelasticity, and
nonlinearity. As all of these parameters play significant role and can vary drastically across
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different biological media and conditions, it is important to assess their quality and reliability on
pathological tissue ex vivo or in vivo during the preclinical stage in order to confirm the optimal
assessment strategy in a clinical setting. Another major area of interest can be utilization of the
shear waves generated using the HMIFU focal excitation. However, due to the complex
boundary conditions especially following treatment, where focal region is comprised of lesion,
tumor, and normal tissue as well as the nature of a spherical source excitation, the design of the
corresponding inverse problem for complex modulus reconstruction can be challenging.
Despite the previously work in Localized Harmonic Motion monitoring of HIFU
treatment [160], it is also important to develop an in-house customized theoretical model
specifically designed for simulating focal environment during the HMIFU-monitored HIFU
treatment. The model should base on a customized wave propagation model tailored for HMIFU
condition in order to predict the medium change in acoustic, thermodynamic, mechanic, and
ultrasonic property utilizing the input of HMIFU treatment and system parameters.
From the system aspect, numerous areas can be developed both the 1-D HMIFU and 2-D
HMIFU system. The 1-D HMIFU system is already optimized to perform multi-parametric
monitoring across the entire HIFU treatment window, so the unmet needs lie on the capability of
online real-time assessment. This requires the modification of the data acquisition unit and can
be potential achieved by a parallel-processing algorithm based on GPU.

Another area of

improvement is the simultaneous PCD, thermocouple, and HMIFU utilizing the four channel
system which can be utilized to capture RF, thermometer reading, PCD detector signal, and input
voltage (for viscoelasticity assessment such as phase shift). For the 2-D HMIFU system, the
focus should lie more on increasing the buffer memory of the VDAS system to host as many
frames during the treatment as possible, and transforming the reconstruction algorithm using
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machine languages such as C++/CUDA in order to further improve the lag and stability of the
processing performance. Such software optimization can also lead to potential 3D HMIFU
monitoring with a confocally-aligning a 2D imaging array, which requires an optimized memory
allocation and algorithm stability. In addition, the therapeutic module of the 2-D HMIFU system
is expected to be replaced by a VDAS-based unit combined with a HIFU-module capable for
dual mode of therapy and diagnostic performance, which further transforms clinical applicability
of HMIFU system. The upgraded system is expected to access each of the individual elements
of the array HIFU transducer in order to perform tasks such as electronic steering and focal size
or shape adjustment for tasks such as raster ablation, mutli-focal monitoring, or shear wave
imaging. As versatile as the applicability of HIFU treatment, the potential application of HMIFU
can also span across a wide range of anatomical parts such as breast, pancreas, liver, heart, brain,
prostate, kidney, and muscle. That said, the respective monitoring imaging sequence is a major
area which requires through investigation: For example, current imaging sequence are composed
of a divergent single transmit wave, which more suitable for cardiovascular and shear wave
application that requires a wider field of view in the lateral direction. Nevertheless, other
imaging sequences such as plane wave imaging (Figure 8.1 b,d,f) has shown potential
improvement in focal signal-to-noise (SNR) while suppressing lens-effect like displacement
artifact (Figure 8.1 a,c,e)

and can serve to increase the frame rate by avoiding the scan

conversion processing.
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Chapter 8.1. 31 One cycle of peak-to-peak HMI displacement frames between divergent wave imaging
(a,c,e) and plane wave imaging (b,d,f) using 2.5 wavelengths cross correlation window size.
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Nevertheless, estimation of localized parameters such as axial and shear strain requires
not only high frame rate but also high SNR at the focal region. In the case of plane wave, despite
the well delineation of focal zone, the focal displacement profile may be over filtered and lose
the true distribution characteristics. Therefore, other imaging and reconstruction sequence such
as synthetic aperture [225, 249], wide beam with reduced aperture [250], or Hadamard coding
[227, 251] can also be investigated to achieve an optimized imaging sequence with enough SNR
and frame rate to perform the desired parametric monitoring. Another important aspect of the
imaging component is the choice of motion estimation parameters, i.e., the window size for the
search kernel used during cross correlation algorithm. It can be observed that for the case of a
homogenous medium such as the studied case using copolymer phantom, the displacement
profiles are much smoother and delineate the shape of a HIFU focal zone using a window size of
6.16 mm or 10 wavelength (Figure 8.2) compared to the case of 1.54 mm (Figure 8.1) under both
divergent wave and plane wave imaging sequence. Nevertheless, this is not applicable for any
target (e.g., in vivo mice) or any inhomogeneous mediums (e.g., Cyst bearing tumor), where
larger window size may lead to averaging of the displacement across the entire field of interest
thus the mapped profile will lose the ability to map the intrinsic displacement distribution, which
is also closely linked with the reliability of strain estimation algorithm.

Therefore, the

adjustment and optimization of motion estimation parameters will further need to be performed
in the future.
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Chapter 8.2. 32 HMI displacement profile between divergent wave imaging and plane wave imaging
using 10 wavelengths cross correlation window size.
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In the ultimate ending of this dissertation, we sincerely hope the findings presented in this
dissertation contribute to the clinical and commercial translation of HMIFU in the near future.
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Appendices
Appendix A. Rheometry Mechanical Testing
After completion of the ablation, both unablated and ablated tissues were sectioned for
mechanical testing using shear rheometry (TA Instrument, DE) (Figure 5.A1). A 6 mm biopsy
punch was used to extract a total of 8 samples from the unablated tissues as well as 10 samples
from the ablated tissues. First, a 5% compressional strain was applied on the samples to increase
the shear surface grip between the tissue-fixture interfaces. The oscillatory shear test was
performed by applying a periodic shear strain as follows:
( )

(

)

(

),

(1)

and measuring the resultant shear stress in the form of:
( )

(
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(

).

(2)
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Figure A1. 33 (A) The rheometer experimental set up used to characterize the viscoelastic properties of
canine liver tissues in vitro. (B)Close up of the liver sample between the rheometer fixtures.
(C)Representative biopsy samples from unablated and ablated canine liver tissues.

The applied shear strain was set at

with a frequency of 10Hz. The strain and

stress magnitudes were used to calculate the complex shear modulus as following:
.

(3)

The complex shear modulus and phase shift were also used to compute the shear loss
(viscous) modulus and storage (elastic) modulus as following, respectively:
,

(4)

.

(5)

Additionally, the ratio of the viscosity to elasticity as represented by

, and the dynamic

shear viscosity coefficient were calculated as following, respectively:
,

(6)
.
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(7)

Appendix B. Modulus estimation using Harmonic Motion Imaging
(HMI)
Measuring material properties with noninvasive, nondestructive methods has always been
a challenging field in materials science. For biological tissues, conventional mechanical testing
methods are external and limited to either superficial tissues or to in vitro testing [252-255], and
hence, do not allow to measure mechanical properties of major organs in vivo. This is a critical
hurdle to overcome as underlying mechanical properties can often be used to diagnose disease
and treatment conditions.
Elasticity Imaging is a research field that has been continuously expanding since its
initial development more than two decades ago. The aim of such methods was initially to
combine the principle of palpation with medical imaging modalities. As of today, this research
field has been progressively expanding with development of numerous medical imaging
modalities aim to estimate the mechanical properties of biological mediums. Additionally, the
past research in this field has developed beyond the sole initial objective of diagnosis by
palpation, and a large number of methods have been proposed that offer more complex
applications. In particular, there has been increasing interest in the use of elasticity imaging
methods in biomechanics, as they offer the valuable advantage of measuring mechanical
properties in vivo in a noninvasive manner. Examples of the use of elasticity imaging methods
for biomechanical applications include: Magnetic Resonance Elastography (MRE) for the
determination of brain and liver tissue viscoelastic properties in vivo [256-258] evaluation of
differences in elastic properties between brain tissue white and grey matter [259] and comparison
between in vivo and post-mortem brain properties [260]; MRE for the measurement of skeletal
muscle contraction and muscle stiffness changes with aging [261, 262]; Transient Elastography
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to assess skeletal muscle stiffness during contraction [263]; Dynamic ultrasound elastography for
the rheological characterization of blood clots [264]; Supersonic Shear Imaging (SSI) for the
measurement of shear wave dispersion curves for characterization of soft tissues
viscoelasticity[265]; Acoustic Radiation Force Impulse (ARFI) Imaging to evaluate stiffness of
soft tissues such as liver in vivo [266], or ex vivo colon cancer specimen based on tissue
relaxation characteristics following acoustic radiation force excitation [267] ; Shearwave
Dispersion Ultrasound Vibrometry (SDUV) for investigation of in vivo viscoelastic properties in
porcine liver [268]. In this chapter, an ultrasound-based method for the measurement of tissues
elasticity is presented based on the principle of indentation.
Indentation is a widely used material testing method that allows to measure the LoadDisplacement curve. Analytical solutions were proposed by Sneddon (Sneddon, 1965) in the case
of penetration of axisymmetric indenters in an elastic half space. Based on these relationships,
several methods have been proposed to derive the Young’s modulus of the tested material. For
example, as proposed by Oliver and Pharr [269], the Young’s modulus can be estimated using a
complex iterative procedure and calibration process. While indentation is commonly used for
materials such as polymers and metallic samples, the application of such an experimental
approach is limited in vivo, due to the external nature of indentation. In order to address this
issue, we hereby propose a non-invasive internal indentation method that uses the acoustic
radiation force resulting utilizing the simultaneous measurement of the resulting displacement
from focused ultrasound.

Moreover, this can be achieved with the basic principle of the

Harmonic Motion Imaging (HMI) method [189]. A stiffness index equal to the ratio between the
applied stress and the resulting uniaxial strain is defined as the HMI modulus (EHMI). In order to
validate the developed methodology, correlation between the HMI modulus and the actual
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Young’s modulus is evaluated both theoretically using numerical studies, and experimentally
using a 1D and 2D imaging system on physical phantoms as well as biological specimens.
HMI and HMIFU are an ultrasound-based method that uses an amplitude modulated
signal in order to generate an oscillating radiation force at the focal region using a focused
ultrasound (FUS) transducer. The original objective of HMIFU was to constitute an all-in-one
tool for tumor detection, characterization, targeting and monitoring of the thermal ablation.
Within the small ellipsoidal-shape focal region composed of few millimeters in axial and
millimeter or sub-millimeters in the lateral and elevational dimensions, a volumetric force
oscillates at a single frequency within typically the 10-200Hz range. At the same time, an
imaging transducer concentric and confocal with the FUS transducer allows to acquire
ultrasound radiofrequency (RF) data. Displacements resulting from the oscillating acoustic
radiation force are estimated by using cross-correlation techniques. Further details on the
methods of HMIFU can be found in the method of both chapter 4 and 5.

Calculation of the 1D HMI Elastic Modulus

As mentioned in Chapter 2, the modulus estimation method is based on the localized,
internal acoustic radiation force, instead of an external mechanical indenter, as the source of
stress. In HMIFU, a focused ultrasound (FUS) transducer is used to generate an oscillating force
at the focal region.

The volumetric force can be measured experimentally as part of the

transducer calibration, and its spatial profile can be therefore known. In the 1-D HMIFU system,
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the resulting displacement is measured using the consecutive RF signals acquired by a pulseecho transducer (f = 7.3 MHz). The general experimental setup is summarized in Figure B1.1(a).
Acoustic Radiation
Force (kN/m3)
2e6

1e6

0

Figure B1.1. 34 (a) General HMI setup, (b) actual distribution of the acoustic radiation force field, and (c)
equivalent volumetric force modeled as uniform within the focal region[183].

In the proposed method, the focal region is modeled as a cylindrical region where the
volumetric acoustic radiation force is uniform. This is an approximation since the actual
radiation force has a well-defined spatial distribution (Figure B1.1 b,c). This cylindrical region
is therefore assumed to act as an oscillating rigid piston. We propose to define the 1D HMI
elastic moduli EHMI as the ratio between the compressive stress σcompression experienced by the
tissue exerted by the piston and the axial strain εzz measured in an infinitesimal volume located
below the focal region (Figure B1.2):
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Figure B1.2. 35 Summary of how the 1-D HMI modulus is calculated. Note that focal region is assumed
to be a volumetric force distributed across a cylindrical piston-like shape in highlighted in pink.

E HMI ( t ) 



Compressio



zz

n

(t )

(t )

(1)

where σcompression can be expressed as the total force exerted by the piston over the cross-sectional
surface S of the focal region:



compressio

n





volume

S

f v dV

(2)

where fv is the volumetric acoustic radiation force within the focal region. The experimental
setup used in this study is dynamic (hence, fv is time-dependent). In this study, as a first
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approximation, EHMI is defined as the ratio of the maximum σcompression divided by the maximum
measured strain εzz . EHMI is therefore defined as:

E HMI 

max( 

Compressio

max( 

zz

)

n

)

(3)

This method requires knowledge of the acoustic radiation force. In this study, we used the
experimental pressure profile obtained using a needle hydrophone in water, as described
previously [188]. The corresponding 3D acoustic radiation force distribution was used as input in
both simulations and experiments throughout the study. Acoustic radiation force fexp was then
calculated as:

f exp 

2 I
cs

,

(4)

where I is the acoustic intensity, cs the speed of sound (cs = 1530 m/s), and α the acoustic
absorption of the medium. Absorption α was measured by transmission on the same
polyacrylamide gels as those used in the phantom study. It was found to be equal to α=0.25 cm-1
at f=4.5 MHz. This value was chosen for the calculation of the input force for both finite-element
and phantom studies. The absorption value for force calculation from ex vivo studies was chosen
to be α=0.75 cm-1 at f =4.5 MHz based on previous literature [204].
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The volumetric force distribution was modeled as a cylindrical region Ω inside which the
volumetric force fΩ was assumed to be uniform (hence acting as a rigid piston). The size of this
region was chosen as the region outside which the volumetric force is inferior to one tenth of the
maximum force, resulting in a region 3mm in height by 0.9mm in diameter. The uniform
volumetric force fΩ was calculated as the average of the actual experimentally measured
volumetric force fexp within Ω:


f 

f exp d V



V

,

(5)

where VΩ is the volume of the cylindrical region Ω. This fΩ was used as input volumetric force in
equation 2 for both simulations and experiments.

Materials and Methods for 1-D HMI Elastic Modulus Estimation

Numerical Study
For both Finite-element simulations were performed using a commercial software
(Abaqus 6.8, Simulia, Providence, RI, USA). Initially, the accuracy of the assumption of having
a uniform acoustic radiation force within the focal region was evaluated. Next, the correlation
between the HMI modulus, EHMI, and the actual Young’s modulus, E, was estimated in
homogeneous numerical phantoms. Finally, the influence of heterogeneity of the medium was
evaluated. For all the studies, axisymmetric models were used, and the geometry of the medium
was chosen as cylindrical (50 mm in height * 50 mm in diameter). The dynamic problem was
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solved in an implicit scheme (time step=0.005 s, total duration = 1s). Excitation frequency was
chosen to be f=10Hz in order to match the study frequency of rheometer. The focal region was
set at the center of the axis of revolution (height = 10mm, radius = 2mm) with mesh refinement
around this focal region.
1) Evaluation of the approximation of uniform radiation force distribution
In reality, the spatial distribution of the acoustic radiation force is non-uniform, although
almost all of the energy is concentrated in the focal spot region. Here, we evaluate the error
related to the assumption of uniformity. A homogeneous numerical phantom was used, where
force profiles were implemented, namely, the actual experimental force and the resulting uniform
equivalent force. The average strain values measured below the focus at the center line were
compared. The Young’s modulus of the medium was chosen to E=2kPa for the 1-D system
parameters and E=10kPa for the 2-D system parameters.
2) Evaluation of the correlation between Young’s modulus and HMI modulus
The Young’s modulus E of the numerical phantom was varied (0.5kPa, 1kPa, 2kPa, 5kPa,
10kPa, 20kPa). For each case, the average strain in the center line was measured, allowing
calculation of the HMI modulus. EHMI was compared to the input E in each case.

3) Influence of Heterogeneity
We evaluated the influence of medium heterogeneity on the measurement of EHMI. A
spherical inclusion was embedded within the numerical phantom around the focal region. The
background stiffness was fixed to Ebackground = 1kPa while Einclusion = 10kPa. The diameter of the
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inclusion was varied between 4, 6, 8, 10 and 12 mm. For each case, EHMI was calculated.

Phantom Study using 1-D HMIFU system

1-D HMIFU system was first used for polyacrylamide (PA) phantoms The HMI modulus
was measured on six PA phantoms (concentrations of 15%, 20%, 25%, 30%, 35% and 40%), and
compared to the Young’s modulus measured by mechanical testing. For each gel, the same liquid
mixture (before cross-linking) used for the construction of HMI phantoms was used to make
samples for mechanical testing.
For HMI experiments, parallelepiped-shaped phantoms were prepared (approx. 10cm x
5cm x 5cm).

Agar powder (4%) was added to each mixture for scattering. The HMI

experimental protocol used here has been described in details previously.

The amplitude-

modulated (AM) frequency was 20Hz, resulting in an excitation frequency of f=40Hz. The size
of the window for displacement estimation was equal to 1.8 mm, with an overlap of 90%. The
compressive strain was calculated as the 1D gradient of the axial displacement by using the least
square estimator method.
For mechanical testing, cylindrically-shaped samples were prepared for each gel (N=5-8
per gel, diameter = 12mm, thickness = 2.5-3.5 mm) and were tested on an ARES rheometer (TA
Instruments, NewCastle, DE, USA). Dynamic analysis was performed at frequencies between
1Hz and 10Hz at ε=0.5% strain. The value of the shear storage modulus GMech.Test. measured at
f=10Hz was chosen as the reference value, and the Young’s modulus was obtained by E Mech.Test.
= 3 GMech.Test. under the assumption of quasi-incompressibility.
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Results for 1-D HMI Elastic Modulus Estimation

1) Evaluation of the error under the uniform force assumption
The maximum compressive strain values εzz were compared in two cases, namely, (1)
using the actual force field derived from experimental measurements and (2) using the
corresponding modeled force field uniform within the focal region. Figure B1.3 illustrates the
strain profile around the focal region (zoomed) for both cases. The two strain distributions were
found to be very similar. Compressive strain εzz was averaged within a ROI of approximately
0.5mm in height and 0.2mm in diameter. The values of εzz in the uniform case differs from the
εzz measured using the actual force field, but this difference was deemed to be relatively limited
(≈ 13% relative error).

Figure B1.3. 36 Axial strain fields around the focal region for both input force field profiles (a): Actual
force field, (b): Corresponding force field modeled as being uniform within the focal region.
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2) Correlation between HMI modulus and Young’s modulus

Excellent correlation was found between HMI modulus EHMI and the pre-defined
Young’s modulus E. Figure B1.4 illustrates EHMI versus E for E varying between 0.5 kPa and
20kPa.

Figure B1.4. 37 HMI modulus versus Young's modulus obtained in the numerical study.
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3) Dependence on heterogeneity

The inclusion size was varied between 4mm and 12mm in diameter (focal region height =
4mm). Results are shown in figure 7A1.6. For an inclusion size of 6 mm or higher, the HMI
modulus was found to be very similar to the HMI modulus found in the uniform case (average
relative difference=12%). For an inclusion size of 4mm, the HMI modulus was found to be
significantly different. This shows that EHMI is independent of the inclusion size as long as the
inclusion is approximately two times larger than the focal region.

Figure B1.5. 38 HMI modulus obtained when focusing within the inclusion in the case of the
heterogeneous numerical phantom.
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Phantom Study

Very good correlation (r2 = 0.95) was found between the Young’s modulus and the HMI
modulus. The average ratio between the two moduli as found to E HMI/E ≈ 2.3. Figure 7A1.6
illustrates the HMI modulus versus the Young’s modulus for the 6 tested gels.

Figure B1.6. 39 HMI modulus measured on polyacrylamide phantom versus Young's modulus measured
by mechanical testing on the same gels.
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Discussion and Conclusions for 1-D HMI Elastic Modulus Estimation

The numerical study has established the very high correlation between EHMI and E, and
has shown the robustness of EHMI as it is independent on the heterogeneity of the medium. In
other words, EHMI can be measured locally point-by-point almost independently of the elasticity
distribution around this point, as long as the typical heterogeneity size is larger than the focal
region (typically > 5mm at 4.5 MHz). Such independency makes the method particularly robust,
allowing to map the elasticity of a medium by changing the point of measurement.
Furthermore, phantom experimental results also indicated a high correlation between
EHMI and E. The standard deviation of the measurements was significant, especially in the most
rigid phantoms (30%, 35% and 40% concentration), where the measured strain values were
lower and the SNR was poorer than in softer gels. In order to overcome this uncertainty and
enhance the accuracy of the method, the input force can be increased so that the SNR increases
as well. However, in this phantom study, the same input force was used for all the phantoms in
order to allow direct comparison in the same conditions. Nevertheless, this study has shown on
both numerical, physical phantoms a very good correlation between these two values.
Several methods use the acoustic radiation force for estimating mechanical response of
biological tissues. For example, Acoustic Radiation Force Impulse Imaging [270] and traditional
HMI [189] consist in measuring the tissue displacement resulting from an internal excitation.
However, the displacement alone is only a qualitative indicator of tissue elasticity, since it is
highly sensitive to boundary conditions and heterogeneity of the medium. Displacement can
therefore particularly be useful for certain clinical diagnostic purposes, but it remains limited for
biomechanical applications that aim at quantitatively measuring tissue elasticity.
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A legitimate question about the proposed method is why measuring a stiffness parameter
EHMI that is strongly correlated with but not equal to the actual elasticity, while several shearwave based methods exist that allow to measure quantitatively the local shear modulus by using
the acoustic radiation force, such as Shear Wave Elasticity Imaging [271], Supersonic Shear
Imaging [84], and shear wave-based HMI [182]. Although shear wave methods allow in theory
to estimate quantitatively viscoelastic properties, they are intrinsically related to the inverse
problem and are associated with significant limitations such as wave reflections due to
heterogeneity, diffraction, and mode conversion. Moreover, they have important resolution
limitations that are directly related to wavelength limitations. Such resolution limitations can be
pushed by increasing the excitation frequency, but this is turn brings increased attenuation and
decreased SNR. In general, the frequency range that can be effectively used in shear wave based
methods is a complex issue, where both physical and inverse problem-related constraints are
involved [272]. In contrast, the proposed method measures the local elasticity at a submillimetric
scale in a relatively straightforward way. This ability can offer interesting new applications,
including the measurement of local elastic properties of small samples or organs. It is interesting
to note that the focal size could be decreased even further by using a higher FUS frequency. As
mentioned previously, ongoing work is focused on improving both the material property
estimation, imaging sequence, and strain estimation algorithm, as well as investigating the
relevance of EHMI for therapy monitoring. Another interesting use of the dynamic information
can infer to additional information such as viscoelastic properties, as well as their dependence on
the excitation frequency.
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Appendix C. Poisson’s ratio measurement
Methods:
A Digital Image Correlation (DIC) system (Correlated Solutions Inc., SC, USA) was
used to measure the surface axial and lateral strain fields under a cyclic uniaxial tension in order
to measure the Poisson’s ratio. Each axial and lateral strain was considered as the average of
strain measurements at 9 different local points on the specimen’s surface. The accuracy of DIC
measurements was verified under a zero strain field, e.g. rigid body motion.

Results:
Figures C.A and C.B show the DIC-based axial and lateral strain fields, respectively, for
a representative specimen. The average strain from surface strain fields was used to plot the axial
versus lateral strains curves (Figure C.C), whose slope –obtained as the linear fit to data– was
taken as the Poisson’s ratio, ν. The measurements resulted in a ν =0.49±0.06 (n=6), which makes
the nearly-incompressibility a valid assumption in this study.
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Fig C. 40 Representative surface of (A) axial strain, and (B) lateral strain fields obtained on a
phantom specimen; (C) lateral vs. axial strains curves used to compute the Poisson’s ratio.
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Appendix D. Effects of Frequency and Strain in Rheological
measurements
Methods:
Canine liver specimens (N=2) were freshly excised immediately after sacrifice and kept
immersed in degassed PBS throughout the experiments ex vivo. A 6 mm biopsy punch was used
to extract a total of eight (n=8) cylindrical samples of height h=5.39±0.71 mm and diameter
d=5.08±0.24 mm. A rheometry mechanical testing machine (ARES-G2, TA Instrument, DE, USA)
was used to examine the shear behavior of the tissue specimens under two protocols: (a)under
constant shear frequency of f=5 Hz and a sweeping shear strain of ε=1-10 %, and (b)under
constant shear strain of ε=1 % and a sweeping shear frequency of f=0.1-10 Hz. The entire ex vivo
experiments were completed within 2-3 hours post-mortem. All procedures were approved by
the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee (IACUC) at Columbia University.

Results:
Figure 7A3 shows the variations in dynamic shear modulus and tangent of the phase shift
on liver tissue samples for increasing shear strain and frequency, separately. The results show
that the liver shear modulus decreases only slightly with increasing strain (Figure. D.A) and can
be safely assumed as strain-independent; however, it increases exponentially with increasing
shear frequency and therefore it is strain-rate-dependent (Figure. D.C). On the other hand, the
tangent of the phase shift is seen to increase with increasing strain (Figure. D.B) –indicating
increasing dominance of viscosity over elasticity but it is found to be largely strain-rate-
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independent (Figure. D.D).

Therefore, further studies are required to investigate the HMI

excitation frequency dependence of the strain values.
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Fig D. 41 Rheometrical measurements on ‘dynamic shear modulus’ and ‘tangent of the phase
shift’ from canine liver tissue ex vivo, tested in a range of (D.A-D.B) Shear Strain and (D.C-D.D)
Shear Frequency.
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